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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

Introduction

Educational organizations, including institutions of higher

education, face major challenge and change in the years ahead. Key

societal trends such as a changing demography, shifts in the national

economy from an industrial/manufacturing base to an information

service base, the relationship between education and work, and shift-

ing public policy and regulations will affect the way colleges and

universities go about their work. The coming decades will be, a time

of great chcAllenge and change for American higher education, with some

of the most powerful forces for change provided by the external

environment (Baldrege & Deal, 1983; Cyert, 1983; Hodgkinson, 1983;

Keller, 1983).

But the prospect of change is not new for colleges and universi-

ties. From the mid-1950s to the mid-1970s, higher education experi-

enced unprecedented growth and change. Partly in response to Sputnik

and partly because of increased national concern for equal educational

opportunities for minority and other previously underserved students;

billions of federal dollars supported new programs to improve educa-

tional equity and'access at all levels, from preschool through post-

secondary. These new emphases and increased resources led to dramatic

growth for American higher education.

13



Within.that twenty -year period, the number of students in higher

education tripled, physical facilities doubled, 'college programs at

the undergraduate and graduate levels ex,,unded, and the opportunities

and demand for college faculties grew accordingly (Keller, 1'AJ3). As

large numbers of new students, encouraged and supported by federal

policies and programs, entered the colleges and universities, post-

secondary institutions expanded not only in size, but also in scope.

In addition, an expanded basis of support from public and private

sources and greatly increased support for research brought large

amounts of money onto the campuses and aided in the general growth of

higher education.

During this period, much of the stimulus for academic change came

from the professionals within academia who had ideas for improving

programs in order to address the societal ills of the country

"(Baldridge & Deal, 1983). New programs were designed, offering a wide

variety of options in course content as well as delivery format to

Nkk, meet the needs of new student populations. It wad a time of expan-

Lso

sion, sufficient resources were available to support the development

and growth of the new programs, and managing change in this environ-,

ment, while complex and challenging, was positive and exciting.

By the mid-1970s, however, institutions' of higher education began

to face a countertrend from the growth era of the previous two dec-

ades. Declining enrollments, escalating costs, an eroding base of

support from private and government sources, and continuing expecta-

tions from students and society for effectiveness and equitable access
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presented new challenges to colleges and universities. Educational

leaders were faced with managing change in a time of retrenchment and

contraction, a difficult and often painful process (Baldridge & Deal,

1983).

Once again, the environment surrounding educational institutions

has shifted substantially and higher education is facing a time Of

even greater challenge and change (Cyert, 1983). The pressure for

initiating change has shifted from within the academic community to

the external environment. Voluntary improvement programs are giving

'way to the mandates of public policy, implementing regulations, and

public expectations that educational institutions become more ac-

countable and efficient (Baldridge & Deal, 1983; Keller, 1983).

In educational organizations, change is natural, fundamental, and

occurs with frequency--sometimes by plan, sometimes by whim, and

sometimes inadvertently. The changes may be minute or monumental, but

organizations do change. Thus, the questions are not whether colleges

and universities do, or should, change, but rather:. How is change

managed? Is the change planned and directed? What is the extent and

effect of the change? Will the change be enduring? How will it

affect the institution's survival and quality? In short, can colleges

and universities manage and direct change as higher education faces

declining resources and shifting societal needs which will require

major reforms in programs and faculties with different or expanded

competencies (Keller, 1983)?
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The Problem

Although postsecondary education Ins been involved in dramatic

growth and innovation for more than two decades, relatively little is

known about effectively managing the complex process of implementing

change in higher education. Few studies present a comprehensive

examination of the implementation of change, but rather have generally

focused on specific models of change or narrowly defined areas of

study. Little of the research has focused on the organizational

processes, institutional factors, and interaction patterns which

reflect the realities of their organizations and which are critical to

the functioning of an organization and the improvement of practice

(NIE, 1980b). What is needed is research that will "address issues of

generic effectiveness" (NIB, 1980b, p. 57) and help practitioners

determine appropriate models for planning and managing change.

Keller (1983) suggests that higher education is entering a new

era that requires "better planning, strategic decision making, and

more directed change" (p. 27). More information is needed on the

processes by which postsecondary institutions as organizations go

about establishing, goals, finding resources, and solving their prob-

lems, and how these processes are affected by the distinctive histori-

cal, cultural, social, political, and academic aspects of life in,

higher education, as well as by the external influence of the larger

society. Understanding the management of change will be critical as

educational leaders engage in renewal and change and attend to issues

16



of quality and excellence in an environment in which survival issues

will be competing for the attention of the faculty (Cyert, 1980).

The present study addressed this problem by examining the process

of implementing change in higher education. The study focused on the

complex sets of features which characterize colleges an universities

as organizations and those processes which contribute to or impede the

implementation of change. The purpose was to add to the knowledge and

understanding of implementing and managing change in higher education

by providing a comprehensive, indepth exploration of the implementa-

tion of a change project at multiple sites.

Focus and Purpose of the Study

Focus

This study examined academic change in higher education, specif-

ically in schools/colleges/departments of education (SCDE). The focus

of the study was the Dean's Grant Program (DGP), a program initiated

by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education.

Programs (OSEP) to facilitate implementation of PL 94-142, The Educa-

tion of All Handicapped Children's Act. The purpose of the DGP was to

assist SCDE to reconceptualize their teacher preparation programs to

extend the context and content of regular education to include educa-

tion of handicapped children. The aim was to prepare all graduates

with competencies for providing effective education for all children,

including those with handicapping conditions. Implicit in the DGP was

the aim of assisting SCDE to renew and revitalize themselves and to



strengthen teacher preparation and other programs central to their

.1

institutions. This study focused on two program areas found 4n most

DGPs--faculty development and curriculum revision.

From the inception of the DGP.in 1975, more-than $40 million has

been awarded in dean's grants to approximately 275 colleges and

universities throughout the United States, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin

Islands. Projects have ranged from one to nine years, usually in

three-year cycles, with an average grant of $40,000 per year.

Although the specific approaches and strategies varied with

individual institutions, all projects shared a common goal--revising

regular teacher preparation programs to incorporate the learning'needs

of handicapped children and youth. The DGP provided a unique opportu-

nity to study implem.itation of a change project at multiple sites

and, through cross-site analyses, to identify those,practices and

strategies which were effective or not effective, and to examine the

effect of institutional characteristics and processes on the impleMen-

tation of academic innovation.

Gideonse (1978), in referring to the Dean's Grant Program, has

The .foresight of BEM in anticipating the extent and depth
of thie changes that would be required in teacher education
by passage of Public Law 94-142 is so remarkable in the
annals of federal policy development and application
that it is appropriate to call it both unique and unprec-
edented. (p. 139)

This unique effort by the federal government to support educational

innovation in higher education in order to facilitate implementation



of a federal policy provided the focus for examining the process of

academic innovation in higher education.

Purpose

One purpose of this study was to add to the knowledle of the

process of managing change in'higher education by providing a compre-

N
hensive study and holistic analysis of the implementation of change. \

The aim was to contribute to a better understanding of the processes

and procedures which support change, those which impede the process,

and the effect of the institution's characteristics and processes on

the management of change.

Another purpose of the study was to yield .information on the

efficacy of the DGP as an approach to change, and to identify distinc-

tive features of the program which were or were not supportive of

change at the local level. The program staff at OSEP who initiated

the DGP recognized that enduring change cannot be imposed by external

sources, but must come from within (Behrens, 1979). The objectives,

activities, and impact of local projects were delined_by those at the

participating institutions, based on their perceptions of innovations

that would effect changes in their curricula.

The National Support Systems Project (NSSP0 19804-r the national

technical assistance project of the DGP, reported that two outcomes

almost always occurred in dean's grant projects:

1. Faculty development, with an emphasis in early years of the

project on faculty awareness and attitudes, advancing to changes in

performance and needed collaboration;

f
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2. Curriculum development, which included the development of.new

courses, the addition of modules to existing courses, or evenhe

revision of the entire program of.courses and practica.

Another aim of this study'was to assess the extent of change and
iu

the impact of the DGP in the two central program areas: (1) curricu-

lum revision designed'to include content on education of the handicap-

ped; and (2) faculty,,development aimed at achieving the desired

curriculum revisions. In examining the extent of change, attention

was also given to identifying those strategies and practices which

were effective or ineffective in achieving the desired changes.

Organization of the Study

Chapter I presents further discussion of the problem'of change in

higher education. Included are discussions on the need for institu-

tionsof higher education and teacher education to change and adapt,

the problems of change in higher education, and some approaches to

change. Since faculty development is seen as a significant factor in

implementing academic change, Chapter I also includes further discus-

sion of faculty development programs.

Chapter II presents further discussion of the DGP,-the academic

change program used as the focus of the study. Background material

and policy context of the ,DGP, as well as a discussion of the charac-

teristics of the program are presented. The research methodology and

design used in the study are Kesented in Chapter III. The rationale



for using case-study research, selection of the institutions included

in the sample, and data collection and analysis methods are discussed.

Subsequent chapteis present findings and cross-site analyses of

the.study along four major thematic areas: leadership and mwagement;

faculty development; curriculum revisions; and organizational Culture

and context. The final chapter presents summary, conclusions, and

implications.

A Note on Terminology

A number of key terms are used frequently throughout the study

and are defined here for the reader's clarification.

Dean's Grant Program (DGP). This refers to the national program

as initiated at the federal level.

Project or site. These terms are used interchangeably and refer

to the individual local projects and institutions included in the

study. Often, project or site is followed by a number (e.g., #1) and

refers to a specific project, as defined in Chapter IV.

Model. This is used to indicate a program of activities as one

illustration or approach; in this study it is not intended to convey

exemplar or standard.

Case study. In this study, the case is defined as the national

Dean's Grant Program.

Mini-case study. This refers to the thick descriptions of the

elevenNindividual projects included in the study, which together

contribute to the composite case study of the DGP.
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Schools/colleges/departments of education (SCDE). This refers to

the schools of education, colleges of education, or departments of

education which comprise the focus of the study.

Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP). This refers to the

U.S. Department of Education agency which sponsors,the DGP. Although
1t

this agency was known as the Bureau for Education of the Handicapped

(BEH) at the time the DGP was initiated, for purposes of clarity it is

referred to as OSEP throughout the study.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM: CHANGE IN HIGHER EDUCATION

The Need to Change/Adapt

That educational institutions at all levels, including colleges

and`ubiversities, must change and adapt to new challenges in the

coming decades has become a strong, recurring theme in the public

media and the political arena, as well as in educational and profesiF

sional circles. Presidential commissions, public task forces, private

research groups, educational leaders, and"- political hopefuls all point

to the critical need for educational institutions to improve teaching

and learning in elementary through postsecondary education to"respond

to changing societal needs (Baldridge & Deal, 1983; Cyert, 1983;

Hodgkinson, 1983; Keller, 1983; Commission on Excellence in Education,-

1983; Education Commission of the States, 1983; The Twentieth Century

Fund, 1983). Education has become a more visible national issue and

educational institutions are being asked to meet new challenges.

Other challenges presented by major societal trends al.d shifts

will have a profound effect on colleges and universities. The rapid

shift in the United States economy from an industrial/manufacturing

base to an information/service society base will significantly affect

the nature of the work force and the skills needed to compete in a

world marketplace. An increasing proportion of the work force will

11

0,
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provide information or services (currently 65% as compared with 20%

engaged in the manufacturing of products) and will require higher

levels of intellectual skills, including the abilities for critical

thinking, problem solving, evaluation, analysis, creativity, and

communication skills in many modes (Hodgkinson, 1983). The explosion

in the use of technology and computers will provide new challenges and

opportunities in the educational process at; well as in the world of

work.

Demographic shifts will also present new challenges to colleges'

and universities. By the 1990s, the pool of high. school graduates

will decrease by about 20% (Cyert, 1983), causing greater competition

for decreasing numbers of traditional students. Changes in programs

will be required to meet the interests and needs of a different

student clientele as the., population shifts from the North and East to

the South and West, the number of minority 'group members in the
.4(

student clientele increases, and increasing numbers of adults enter or

reenter higher educ4ion.- The continued escalation of educational

costs will result in larger numbers of studenti attending college on a

part-time basis, taking longer periods to complete their work and

requiring more flexible scheduling.

Another key trend of note is the growth of a whole new array of

providers of education and training for'adults. Colleges and univer-

sities will no longer have the exclusive option of providing postsec-

ondary education. Business and' industry annually spend billions of

dollars in training and education for their employees at all levels,

4
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from the beginning clerk to senior managers. For example, in 1981,

AT&T spent $1.7 billion on education and training (Hodgkinson,'1982).

In addl,lon, the military services, government agencies,' unions,

professional associations, and private training centergioare increas-

ingly providing training, and educational programs for their cbnstitu-

encies. Thus, colleges and universities find themselves in competi-

tion with each other for a declining population of traditional-aged

students, and with a whole range of other agencies not previously

considered part of the educational enterprise for the nontraditional

student.

Another problem facing colleges and universities is attracting

the best, d the most brilliant young scholars totheir faculties, not

only because of feW openings and limited growth potential, but also

because of the increased demand by business and industry for these

bright young people. The career potential, higher salaries, and

prestige of working in the business world are becoming increasingly

attractive to young scholars who might in earlier years ha4e sou§hqa

career on university faculties.

SCDEs, the focus of this study, as one part ofsa larger doptext

of higher education, are vulnerable to the same internal problems and

even more vulnerable to the external forces. Each new wave of cti-

cism of the American schools is accomonied bl demands for reform in

the way educational personnel are prepared. Implementation of public

policies and programs generated at the federal level, which then

interact with state and local policies, practices, and procedures,

C
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often places new demands on educational personnel, requiring new

competedbies,for meeting the mandates of the new program. In turn,

the institutions preparing those educators are faced with the need.to

reform and revitalize their, programs.

*In the most recent reports on the status of American public

,education (Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983; Education

Commission of the States, 1983; The Twentieth Century Fund, 1983),

reform and improvement in teacher education is again called for.

Although the primary focus of these reports is elementary and eecond-

ary education, each points to the problems relating to teacher quality
*

lb

nand the need for substantial improvement in teacher preparat

programs. While teacher education programs alone cannot be eld

responsible for the state of education in the public schools, the

challenges to them become clear: the need to reform and restructure

their education personnel preparation programs, and to upgrade their

curricula so that their graduates will be prepared to maintain higher
)

standards in the schools.

In an era of shifting public policies and expectations, limited:

resources, and continuing demand from students and the public for

equity and excellence in education, teacher preparation programs'are

,faced with 4 continuing challenge for change and renewal in preparing

their students.

Society demands 41 new breed of teacher - -a well Prepared,
highly motivated professional capable of understanding a
broad range of learning problems and of designing and
itplementing curricular and institutional strategies 'to
solve them. (Howsam et al., 1976, p. 80)
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The ..SCDE are faced with the challenge of renewal to prepare such

teachers .0

Approaches toN4enge

The literature on change in educational organi ma tins offers 'many

differing approaches to the change process. Some est that change

is adopted by the organizations rather than' by individuals, and thus

change efforts should focus on organizational factors (paldridge,

1978; Bildridge & Burnham, 1975). Others see change as a highly

personal process and,...suggest that change efforts should focus An

_individuals (Hall, 1978). *11 otherb see change as involving both

the individual and the setting in which the change effort is carried

out (Arends & Arends, 1978; Berman & McLaughlin, 1975; Lindquist,
.

1978; Schein, 1972).

Baldridge (1975, 1980) tends to view colleges as political

institutions, and sees the implementation of change or innovation as a

political act. He suggests thit, while politics may not seem .a normal

part of the educational scene, successful innovation requires politi-

cal skills, strategies, and marshalling of'resources. He points out

that new programs are not born into a vacuum but must compete with old

programs for support, .resources, and administrative attention.' New

programs also often "step on toes," invade or threaten traditional

domains, and threaten or upset powerful people with vested interests.

Educators need to understand the political process, the different

interest groups and the impact of external interest groups, and the

2'!
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wise utilization of extra resources, including money, to implement

change successfully.

Recently, Baldridge and Deal (1983) suggested that educational

organizations are composed of loosely coupled systems or subunits.

The parts,' loosely connected and responsive to each other, also

maintain their own identity and some separateness. Goals and roles,

intentions .and outcomes, structure and activity, while somewhat con-

nected, tend to operate quasi-independently.

Each serves a purpose; but often the purposes are politi
cal or symbolic rather than instrumental. [For example)
reorganizing signals new ideas and values even when it

makes very little difference in day-to-day efficiency.
4 (p. 8)

In another. approach to change, the individual users and nonusers

are viewed as key to the success or .failure of an innovation. Hall

(1978) points out that change is a process, not an event subject to

rational decision making, anticipation, and pler . Hall's model,

The Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM), views the change process

within formal organizations as involving individuals in two key

1imensions of the change process, moving through seven stages of

"concern about the innovation" and eight "levels of use of the innova-

tion." He hypothesizes that there is a corresponding relationship

between the individual's concern about an innovation and its adoption

and use. Hall says that change is made by individuals first, then by

institutions, and that change is a highly personal experience, entail-

ing developmental growth in feelings and skills. He further suggests

that change can be carefully planned and facilitated in personalized
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ways that will increase effectiveness and reduce the trauma usually

associated with educational change.

Hall sees an important role for the change facilitator, who must

be a skillful, sensitive, and thinking person and who must function in

a highly INItqptive, systematic, and personalized way if change .is to

occur effi iently and effectively. The facilitators who view change

as a process and focus their efforts on the individuals making the

change--their changing concerns, needs, satisfactions, and behaviors- -

have an increased chance to make change effective and lasting.

Lasting,' meaningful change is a difficult process requiring a heavy

investment of time, effort, and energy. Hall says change in higher

education is neither simple nor easy, but he further suggests that

planned change can become the norm .for colleges and universities..

Other writers view the success or failure of change not to be

totally dependent on the skills of the individuals who do the,work

but, _instead, associated with the characteristics of the organiza-

tions, environments, and contexts in which the innovation is carried

out (Arends & Arends, 1978; Berman &. McLaughlin, 1975; LindqUist,

1978; Schein, 1972). In a direct reference to Dean's Grant projects,

Arends and Arends (1978) point out that the arrangements and environ-

ments used to implement teacher education need to merge the goals of

regular and special education. They suggest that a "conceptual map"

for understanding the change process would include a focus on the

human systems --the way people behave both individually and in groups,

and the ways in which groups function and interact. The map also
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includes recognition that change occurs simultaneously at many levels

and that change at one level often requires change at another level.

Durable change requires a long-term design for strengthening processes

for communication, increasing capabilities for deCision making,

creating a feeling of "ownership" among participants, and strengthen-
.

ing or creating new reward s em C)

Schein (1972) sees the planned change process focused on the

individual's learning new concepts, ideas, attitudes, values, and
A

patterns of behaviors and skills and, thereby, transforming the social

system. The essence of the change process involves a balance between'

disconfirmation of the old beliefs (creating the need or motivation

for change) and the psychological safety to adopt and try new beliefs.

For change to be successful, it Mist be congruent with the culture of

the system it is trying to change. Schein suggests that inventing

one's own solution to a problem may be slower than adopting someone

else's, but it will be more likely to fit the culture and hence more

likely to survive.

In one of the few studies. of change in higher education, Lind-

quist (1978) sees change as a local development that is stimulated by

the adaptation of external innovations rather than the invention of

new ones. Factors of his approach, which he describes'as "Adaptive

Development," include interpersonal and information linkages, active

and effective leadership, "ownership" on the part of participants, and

a. system of psychic and material rewards for participants. He sug-

gests that perhaps the key to successful innovation in higher educa-
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tion is the development of "new criteria, standards and indicators of

professional performance" (p. 258).

Lindquist suggests that the dissemination of an innovative model

for adaptation elsewhere, particularly models for change concerning

human interaction innovations such as curriculum revision, should be

described in basic concepts designed to assist local development of a

model to fit the existing values, interests, structures, and, behaviors

as much as possible.

In summary, different writers view the change process in differ-

ent ways. But what is clear is that change is a long and slow process

involving a heavy investment of time, energy, and commitment, and the

careful, skillful, sensitive leadership of a change manager.

Conceptual Framework for this Study

The basic premise of this study is that change is a comprehen-

sive, interactive process involving individuals as well as organiza-

tional and environmental factors. The essence of this approach views

the individual as being in constant interaction with his/her human and

organizational environment, learning new concepts, ideas, attitudes,

values, skills, and patterns of behavior. Effective implementation of

academic innovation also depends on the characteristics of the organi-

zation, the environment, the contexts or cultures in which the innova-

tion is carried out, and the motivational factors in initiating the

change process. In this study, several factors are considered criti-

cal to the implementation of a change project and comprise the major
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foci of the study: congruence with the culture of the system it isr

trying to change; active and effectiveriranagement and leadership of
, fft

the change effort; effective faculty development programs; and the

incentive and reward system, including both intrinsic and material

rewards for participants. Each of 'these factors is discussed briefly.

Organizational Culture and Context

The importance of culture for organizational change is under

scored in current writings on organizations (Baldridge & Deal, 1983;

Deal & Kennedy, 1982; titers & Waterman:N431. Baldridge and Deal

(1983) say that "if anything in-an organization is stab it is, the
-*,,

culture--the values, symbols, and rituals of the workplac ' (p. 2). A

culture evolves slowly over time, and can act as a counterbalance to

keep an organization from changing too rapidly; that is, unless the

culture places premium value on innovation, and the emphasis is on

changing rather than on the change. Change efforts will interact with

the setting--the goals, history, customs, values, roles, and tradi-

tions. If change is to occur and to be more than cosmetic, knowledge

of and fit with culture becomes critical. Thus, in implementing

change it becomes very important to understand the culture and context

of institutions of higher education--their history, tradltione,

values, characteristics, and organizational structures and processes.

Implementing change in colleges and universities as places where

learning and research take place and as organizations in which people

live and work is, at best, a complex process. Because of their

historical function to advance learning and knowledge, their. tradi-
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tional organizational structures and processes, and their unique and

complex characteristics,

are resistant to planned

colleges

changes

and universities,

(Baldridge, 1975,

as organizations

1978; Lindquist,.

1974, 1978; NIE, 1980a,b; Schein, 1972; Ylvisaker, 1980). Ylvisaker

(1980) says that the "university is one of the most resistant organi-

zations to change" (p. 72).

Lindquist (1974) recognizes the complexity of higher education

organizations and identifies seven possible barriers to academic

innovation: (1) major academic changes threaten secure positions and

may clash with established behaviors, norms, and values; (2) each

subgroup of higher educationadministration, faculty, and students

--has its own vb,ted interests, often in conflict with the others;

(3) academic power to effect change is dispersed among the subgroups

as well as external groups; (4) academic traditions and values are

resistant to change; (5) measuring long-range importance of an innova-

tion over current practice is difficult; (6) faculty are usually' tied

to their substantive disciplines and removed from new knowledge about

the teaching/learning processes; and (7) internal organizational

inertia (p. 327). 'Lindquist says that, under the circumstances,

academic innovation is difficult if not unlikely.

As organizations, colleges and universities are distinguished

from most other kindsof organizations by: (1) goals which are often

unclear and contested--almost anything can be challenged and/or justi-

fied; (2) serving clients who demand input in the decision-making

processes, rather than producing a product and working for profits;
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(3) problematic technology--serving their clients requires a ponrou-

tine technology; (4)) a work force dominated by professionals who

demand a large amount of control over the institutional decision-mak-

ing processes; and (5) increasing vulnerability to external pressures

(Baldtidge, 1978).

One of the organizational processes in colleges and universities

which affects the change process is their governance. Baldridge

(1978) describes university governance as a political model charac-

terized by: limited.numbersof key individuals involved in policy

making; fluid participation in decision-making processes with indi-

viduals moving in and out of those roles; numbers of .small interest

groups with different and often competing goals and priorities;

conflict as-a normal pirt of university life; limited authority so

that decisions must often be negotiated or compromised; and vulnera-

bility to external or environmental pressures.

Cohen and March (1974) offer similar per ns of the features

of universities which they term "organized an& " In their view,

"organized anarchies" are characterized by: (1) lblematic prefer-

ences--inconsistent and ill-defined preferences which might better-be

described as a loose collection of ideas rather than as a coherent

mission; (2) unclear technology which is often not understood by its

members and operates on a trial-and-error basis; and (3) fluid partic-

ipation in which participants vary in the amount of time and effort

devoted to institutional processes.
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They suggest that such organizations can be viewed for some

purposes as

collections of choices ApAing for problems, issues and
feelings looking for d vision situations in which they
might be aired, solutions looking for issues to which they
may be an answer, and decision makers looking for'work.
(Cohen & March, 1974, p. 81).

In this model, individual participants' (e.g., faculty) make

individual decisions (e.g., what to teach) with minimal 'regard to a

clearly stated overall goal. Institutional decisions are not so much

made as happen. Leaders (presidents and deans) do not so much lead as

serve as catalysts, channeling activities in subtle ways, negotiate

rather than command, and facilitate the ongoing rather than introduce

bold new programs or directions.

A less cynical view of the uniqueness of colleges.and universi-

ties is offered by Millett (1978) in a discussion three characteris-

tics peculiar to the academic enterprise which distinguish it from

other organizations:

1. The learning process, a highly complex and individualized

process concerned with conserving and advancing learning, which in-

volves relationships and interactions between students and faculty.

The learning process is not a technology that can be mandated by '!top

management,". and thus the individual faculty members exercise substan-

tial authority in planning and managing this process.

2. The economics of a productive enterprise that does not charge

the full costs of its services to its clients (students). -Rather, it

obtains a substantial part of its resources from society--either in
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private contributions, government- sponsored work, or tax-levied sup-

port.

3. The role of the ...faculty who, because of their professional

expertise and competence, demand and exercise amAjor role in the

management of the institution's policy- and:decision-making processes.

As 'a result, colleges and maiversities have a high degree of

autonomy or decentralization of the production units (academic depart-

"'
ments), a MO degtee of centralization in the performance of support

services, and the need for strong linkages with society.

This model can be described as the university collegium, or

community of scholars, in which all members of the academic community,

especially the faculty, share fully in all decislons and institutional

ol

management. This model presupposes a community of equals, of grafts-

sionals with authority to make individual decisions free from organi-

zational constraints, and institutional decisions arrived at by

consensus.

Keller (1983) suggests that, in the current environment, a new

form of campus governance is emerging. As educational leaders become

more active as managers, and as decisions need to be made swiftly,

some of the distinctions between\faculty (academic) and administrative

(financial) decision domains are being erased and a new kind of "cabs-

net government" is taking shape. While presidents need, and want, to

be able to move quickly, trey still want faculty advice, and want to

have someone with whom to share responsibility or blame. Faculty,

especially senior ones, still want to have a role'in deciding the
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institution's--and their own--future, but not with full responsibil-

ity.

The typical faculty or academic senates, too cumbersome and

slow-Moving to be effective in this environment, are rapidly losing

whatever power they had. Thus, a new form of governance is usually

composed of selected-senior faculty and key administrators, with some

junior faculty, students, and, in some instances, trustees. This

body, which is generally chaired by the chief academic officer and

advises the president on key issues, is becoming the power center on

many.campuses. To some extent, it blends the collegial and political

views of campus governance.

Leadership and Management

We cannot afford to be dilettantish or partial about
planned change in organizational behavior. If we do not
take,charge of the development and implementation of our
futures, either inertia of the past or the vagaries of the
forces around us will dictate our actions. (Lindquist,
1978b, p. 223)

Berman and McLaughlin (1975), reporting on the massive Rand

studies of federal programs supporting educational change indicated

that, while a receptive institutional setting was essential for effec-
c

tive implementation, of an innovation, it alone was not sufficient.

They saw implementation of an innovation as. an "organizational process

that (implies) interactions between the project and its setting; thus

it is neither automatic nor certain" (p. 10), but requires an imple-

mentation strategy.
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The'need for more directed planning and management of change in

colleges and universities is underscored by Keller (1983) who suggests

that these institutions need to plan for the forces of change affect-

ing them, and to construct an active, change-oriented management

'style.

One requirement set by OSEP in awarding a DGP, the focus of this

study, was that the dean or head of teacher education serve as the

project director. This requirement was based on the premise that the

power to promote change is invested in the role of the dean, and that

in order to bring about change it was necessary to have the overt

support of someone with status, authority, and decision-making capa-

bility. The importance of key leaders in effecting change is strongly

supported in the literature on change. Baldridge (1975) found that

"organizational position and role--those who had power, sanctions,

communication linkages, -and boundary roles were highly influential in

the adoption of innovation" (p. 169). Lindquist (3974) also points

out the need fcr an innovation to be linked to "campus authorities"

(p. 328) in order to attain organizational adoption. t1

The complexity of adoption or diffusion of innovation throughout

an organization is noted by both Baldtidge (1975) and Lindquist

(1974). In higher education, the complexity of the decision-making

process and the multiple chains of command necessary to adopt an

innovation make it a complex process. Lindquist suggests that campus

leaders interested in innovation must find ways to strengthen linkages

between diverse campus individuals, power centers, and "innovative
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diffusion channels," the opinion. leaders. Unless there are linkages

between the informal opinion leaders--those initiating or supporting

an innovation--and the formal,leaders in the academic governance power

centers, innovation.may exist only in the minds of the innovators.
-

The importande of administrative experience (leadership) on

change efforts is reaffirmed by Baldridge and Deal (1983) in recent

writings. They say that, while it may be described as "flying by the

seat of one's pants," administrative intuition, the subtle voice from

the soul, needs to be heeded. "Research is helpful to challenge,

reinforce, or supplement intuition, but theory and research can never

replace the wisdom of a seasoned administrator" (p. 8).

Faculty Development in the Change Process

Since higher education is what is often referred to as a
"labor-intensive industry," it stands to reason that
developing the workers in the industry ought to be one of
the major goalsin any program designed to bring about
change. (Hipps, 1982, p. 49)

Much has been written,about faculty development as an important

approach or strategy, for instructional improvement (Bergquist &

Phillips, 1975; Ducharme, 1981; J. Gaff, 1975; Gaff, Festa & Gaff,

1978; Lindquist, 1978; Schein, T972). Traditionally, faculty have

been hired on the basis of their individual competence, their 'own

particular areas of expertise. Their identitiet) and loyalties are

often
0
as strong with their academic disciplines and colleagues in

their fields as with their places of employment. In organizations

where the work force is dominated by professionals, as in' academic

institutions, there is a strong commitment to the norm of work auton-

3o
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omy. In higher education, this norm is.suppcifEed and reinforced by

the tradition of protection. of academic freedom. Yet, the faculty

must be key actors in any organizational change or innovation.

In a time of expansion, institutions concerned about retaining

vitality in the faculty and responding' to emerging fields of study

would hire bright, young, energetic faculty who brought with them

fresh new ideas and perspectives (Christenson, 1982;.,Ducharme, 1981;

J. Gaff, 1975). However, this option is no longer available as the

growth period has ended and institutions are faced with increasingly

heavily tenured, aging facultieS.

Faculty find themselves in a tight job market with limited carer

opportunities for career advancement either through moving to another

institution or through tenure and promotion in their own institutions

(Ducharme, 1981; J.,Gaff, 1975). Thus, tenured faculty, frustrated by

severely restricted career mobility, are staying in the, same positions

in the:same institutions for much longer periods's:3f time (Christenson,

1982; Ducharme., 1981; J. Gaff, 19;5; Hipps; 1982).

Faculty are being asked not only to keep current with their'

disciplines, but-also to develop new skirls, such as using educational

technology and, in some instances, to develop second careers in allied

fields (Christenson, 1982). In some instances, faculty find them-
."

selves in programs or departments faced with survival issuee and with

opportunities to move e.,-,v;ere virtually nonexistent. In other

instances, faculty are facing changing and sometimes conflicting

demands. They are expected to continue the scholarly activities of
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research and publication,, maintain enrollment

develop new programs for nontraditional students,

to the university and as well as the community.

in their courses,

and provide service

Faculty in teacher education programs are particularly vulnerable

to the forces of change. As the need for educatiobal personnel de-

creases, accompanied by lowered esteem for the profession, and as

enrollments decline, SCDE become easy targets for the budget cutters.

Thus, with limited opportunity for hiring new faculty and the,

limited mobility for existing faculty, the pressures for change place

a yreater emphasis on professional development of the faculties who

are in place. Institutions are faced with the challenge of engaging

their faculties in a process of instructional change and revision that

will enhance institutional survival and. quality, as well as advance

their own professional reputations (Keller, 1983).

It would appear, then, from both institutional and faculty per-

spectives, 'that faculty development would be a potent force in the

change proces leading to faculty and institutional revitalization.

The faculty development movement, which gained prominence'in the

1970s, was influenced by a parallel development in the social sci-

----\---\NN)9-81

ences. Psychologists began to look at the adult years as another

stage in the human development life span process (Gaff, Festa & Gaff,\Adults were' seen, not as finished products, but as human

beings capable of personal growth and development, of learning new

skills, growing, and changing while passing through some predictable

stages. The concept that adults can grow and learn, and can learn new
6

41
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ways of relating to their work and environment, provides a basis for

effetlile faculty development (Gaff, Festa & Gaff, 1978; Woods, 1982).

In the past decade, a number of''faculty development practices

have been used--seminars, sabbaticals,' research grants, visiting

scholars, travel grants, annual teaching awards, media and technol-

ogy--to assist faculty in improving their teaching and research skills

(Bergquist & Phillips, 1975; Centra, 1978; Ducharme, 1981; J. Gaff,

1975). In a study of .faculty development practices used by 756

colleges and universities, Centra. (1978) identified four groups of

practices. The first, high faculty involvement, tended to involve a

high proportion of faculty. Some of the practices in this group

included workshops, seminarse.programs, focused on institutional topics

or educational trends; consultation or "mentoring" by ,senior faculty;

or workshops to assist faculty in improving their teaching competency.

The second group was instructional assistance practices, which includ-

ed speciplist assistance and other activities to assist faculty in

instructional and course development, in using instructional media and

technology, and in evaluating students. The third group, traditional

practices, included sabbaticals, visiting scholars, annual awards for

teaching, grants for research, instructional improvement, and ,travel.

In the Mirth group, the emphases are on assessment of instructional

programs and of faculty by colleagues and students. ,Although the

third group, traditional practices, seems to have been most widely

used, some practices have been effective with some faculty; other

practices have been effective in other situations.
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While the Centra study (1978) identifies the widespread use of

faculty development activities, individual activities do not consti-

tute a ficulty development program. As an effective change strategy,

J. Gaff (1975), gergquist and Phillips (1975), and Ducharme (1981)

advocate a comprehensive approach to faculty development that ad-

dresse§ the personal and professional aspects of a faculty member's

growth and also includes a focus on organizational development.

Comprehensive models of faculty renewal include three major foci:

(1) faculty development that focuses on the faculty members and seeks

to promote individual growth in attitudes, knowledge, skills, and

sensitivity; (2) instructional development that focuses on courses or

curriculum designed to improve the conditions of student learning; and

(3) organizational development that focuses on the organization or

subunit and seeks to create a more effective environment for teaching
/11

and learhing, professional relationships, and management of the change

process (J. Gaff, 1975; Bergquist & Phillips, 1975).

Ducharme (1981) also suggests a comprehensive model that includes

a focus on the personal as well as professional growth of the faculty.

He defines professional growth as focused on scholarship and instruc-

tional needs, with the goal being the improvement of teaching, advis-

ing, and research skills. Personal development is seen as personal

growth within the organization.

The reasons for resistance to faculty development programs are

many, ranging from lethargy to the view that such programs impinge on

academic freedom. (Woods, 1982). Lack of fu2ids for the necessary
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resources--for example, consultants, materials, travel, retreats--is

another reason often given (Woods, 1982). In addition, while faculty

may agree in principle that faculty development is important, it is

frequently seen as being for "others"--those others in need of improv-

ing their skills (Ducharme, 1981).

This is a particular issue for faculty.in education departments

who are frequently seen by colleagues in other departments as "second-

rate" citizens. They are often viewed as inferior in their knowledge

base, training, and ability and as lacking in the scholarly activities

of research and publication (Ducharme, 1981). Thus, education faculty

who may feel the need to gain academic respectability within their

institutions may lack the assurance to engage in faculty development

activities, which could be construed as explicit indicatipn of their

deficiencies.

Faculty, although resistant, will change when (1) they have the

motivation to change--when there is "disconfirmation" of current

practice and they believe change is desirable; (2) they have knowledge

about alternatives and believe they can change in the desired ways;

(3) they have positive feedback and the psychological safety to try

something new; and (4) they are praised, recognized, and rewarded for

effectiveness and improvement (J. Gaff,)1975; Lindquist, 1978; Schein,

1972).

Using faculty development as a major strategy for effecting

institutional change, while a potent vehicle, is also a complex one.

44
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The foremost reality to be confronted is that there are no
shortcuts to design and implementation of a program that
will bring about significant changes in people and thus
institutions. (Hipps, 1982, p. 50)

One of the first tasks is to determine the purpose of the faculty

development -program--towaxds what -end the f aoulty--axe-being-'developede

One theme that recurs in the literature (Ducharme, 1981;.Hipps,

1982; Schein, 1972; Woods, 1982) is the need for faculty development

programs to be consistent with institutional mission, goals, and

rxiorities. The mission must be agreed to, clearly articulated, and

consistentin its application--in other words, a congruence between

"espoused theory" and "'theory-in-action." For example, if the insti-

tutional mission supports excellence in teaching but gives rewards to

research and publication, the faculty receive conflicting messages and

the resultant situation is not conducive to effective faculty'develop-

ment.

Efforts to improve the functioning of.an organization, to create

a climate supportive of individual growth and development, and ,re-

spectful of diverse skills and work patterns, may involve modifying

existing policies and practices. J. Gaff (1975) suggests that perhaps

the best approach to effective faculty and instructional development

may be a well-administered university, with clearly stated and well-

implemented policies.

As institutions face the need to adapt to a changing student

market, finding effective ways to engage faculty in a process that

will lead to the development of new ideas, concepts and knowledge, new
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attitudes and value orientations, new skills, and new patterns of

,roles and relationships may be one of the most critical challenges

facing educational leaders. Institutional health, and perhaps surviv-

al, may well depend on it.

Incentive and Reward Systems

A recurring theme in the literature on change is the need for the

institutional formal and informal reward systems to support faculty

involvement in academic innovation; but, most often, the rewards are

intrinsic rather than real. Ducharme (1981), Gaff (1975), and Jabker

and Halinski (1978) point out the discrepancy that exists in many

institutions which encourage faculty to participate in the development

and implementation. of innovative programs while retaining the tradi-

tional criteria of research and publication as major determinants in

tenure and promotional decisions.

In a study of an instructional development program which had the

institution's encouragement and financial support, Jabker and Halinski

(1978). found tha. the rewards to participating faculty were more

informal (i.e., intrinsic and personal) than formal (i.e., salary,

promotion, and tenure). They found that, over the fiVe-yeat period of

the project, there was a significant decline in the percentage of

faculty participating in the regular academic year, and hypothesized

that, when faculty felt that the potential risks and 'mists were

greater than the potential benefits, they discontinued participation.

Jabker and Halinski suggest that
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only if...faculty renewal programs are accorded a status
in the reward system equal to that of scholarly produc-
tivity., i it likely that the rewards for improving
instruction be greater than the costs...and only then will
such programs become effective vehicles of significant
change iii40.4her eaucation. (p 328) 0

Hipps (1982) suggests that, fcr faculty development programs to

be effective, there must be extrinsic as well as intrinsic rewards,

and these rewards must be tied into the real as well as the published

reward systems. Or, as Woods (1982) says:

if good teaching is not rewarded, then faculty members
will be reluctant to expend the tihe and effort to revise
their courses and improve the quality of their teaching.
It is human nature to emphasize activities that are
rewarded. (p. 65)

Summary

Institutions. of higher education are facing complex, and often

contradictory, pressures to change. On the one hand, they are being

asked to restructure and renew their programs to be more responsive

to the changing job markets, to update their curricula to reflect

advances in knowledge and technology, and to devise programs respon-

sive to a more diverse student population with a wider range of

abilities, needs, and interests. On the other hand, colleges and

universities are facing declining enrollments, reduction in public and

private financial support, and increasing pressures from legislatures,

certifying agencies, and the puks:Lic for more efficient management and

accountability. Colleges and universities are being asked to preserve

or strengthen 'their best'programs while simultaneously developing in
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new areas and directions, all within the context of a steady or

6 decreaskng resource base (Christenson, .1982; Hipps, 1982; Keller,

1983).

As higher education faces an era of contraction and retrenchment,

academic leaders will be faced with a major challenge to preserve the

integrity of their institutions and to keep faculty attention focused

on maintaining quality and excellence in an environment where issues

of survival will be competing for-attention (Cyert, 1980; NIE, 1980b).

Managing thise institutions as they go 'about establishing goals,

finding resources, supporting and developing their faculties, and

solving their, problems will require careful planning and creative

leadership.



CHAPTER II

FOCUS OF THE STUDY:

THE DEAN'S GRANT PROGRAM

Changing human behavior can be a long, laborious process.
Changing major societal institutions often appears an
impossibility. Yet, 'education finds itself in an era
mandating significant change The courts and Congress,
to a large extent, have provided the impetus for this
,change,effort. (Grosenick & Reynolds, 1978, p. 7)

Background for 'the Dean's Grant Program

In this study of academic change in higher education, the focus

is on schools, colleges, and departments of education (SCDE). Spe-

cifically, the. focus for the study is the Dean's Grant Program (DGP),

a program initiated by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of

Special Education Programs (OSEP) to facilitate implementation of

PL 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped Children Act. The

purpose of the DGP was to assist SCDE to reconceptualize their teacher

preparatiun programs to prepare all graduates with competencies for

providing effective education for all children,. including those with

handicapping conditions.

Passage of PL 94-142, The Education of All Handicapped Children

Act, in 1975 mandated major reform in the way schools educate handi-

capped children, with profound implications for the education of all

children. As a result of the Law, every handicapped child has the

37
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right to a free, appropriate public education in the least restrictive

environment--an'education that is individualized to his/her needs and,

wherever possible, in settings with nonhandicapped classmates. The

Law also provides for the guarantee of due process and parent involve-

ment in the evaluation and placement of students. -

The impact of the Law on public schools was clear and direct.

The schools must comply with the mandates of the Law to provide a free

and appropriate public education for all handicapped children in the

least restrictive environment. The federal mandates have been aug-

mented by a series of class-action suits challenging the delivery of°

services by schools; as, for example, the Nickerson decision of 1979

requiring the New York City Board of Education to complete evaluation

and placement of handicapped children within 30 days, or the Jose P.

decision which required "mainstreaming" of predominantly black and

hispanic males who had been labeled as emotionally disturbed. In

addition, parent and advocate groups continue to grow, adding to the

pressures on schools to provide the services.

Responding to the new mandates in the education of handicapped

children required new modes of teaching and, in fact, meant changes in

education for all children. Teachers in regular classrooms had to be

prepared with an extended range of teaching, diagnostic, and classroom

management skills to provide high quality education to groups of

children with an expanded range of educational needs. Special educa-

tion personnel also were required to function in new ways, in closer

working relationships with regular .educators, providing important
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resources and consultant services.

tion had been distinct and separate,

Where regular and special educa-

the traditional boundaries had to

be bridged to provide effective education for all children including

those who were handicapped. MeAting the demands of the Law required

teachers who were highly competent in their own specialties and who

could assume new roles in establishing mutually supportive relation-

ships with colleagues, parents, and students in providing effective

education for all children.

Approximately 4.23 million handicapped students are enrolled in

America's public schools. Approximately 68% of those students identi-

.fied as having some handicapping condition spend at least some portion

the school day in regular classrooms. Another 25% who manifest

more, severe handicaps are educated in self-contained classrooms in

public schools (Hagerty,' Behrens & Abramson, 1982). Clearly, the vast-

majority of handicapped children and youth receive their education in

the public schools. While the handicapped represent only a small

minority of the public school population, implementing the Law has

implications for the education of all children.

With the strong legal preference toward the placement of
handicapped students with nonhandicapped peers, main-
streaming is much more than fad or trend. It is a deliv-
ery system for education which undoubtedly will be with us
for a long period of time. Further, it is consistent with
the American value system which is largely based on the
prem.'.ses of equality and the dignity of man. Thus, the
movemnnt has strong legal and philotophical roots which
dictate changes in schools and universities. (National
Support Systems PrOect( p. 18)

51
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Although the impact of the law had only indirect effect on col-

leges and universities preparing the teachers, the implications were

profound. Reconceptualizing teacher. preparation programs to include

the learning needs of the handicapped as an integral part of the

curriculum, and preparing educators for the new roles indicated by the

mandates of PL 94-142 required widespread change in teacher prepara-

tion programs. Bringing about the needed changes presented challenges

to the education faculties to examine and renegotiate their own

organizational structures and processes. The often impermeable

boundaries between departments, the "turfdom" of content and courses,

the formal and informal incentive and reward systems, the resource

allocation procesqes, and the administrative structures were subject

to examination and change. Teacher preparation programs were faced

with the challenge of equipping their graduates with a. relevant set of

competencies to function in the classrooms and to meet the new demands

of providing education for groups of children with wider°diversity in

abilities and needs.

Recognizing that the mandates of the law could be fully realized

"only if fundamental changes in the preparation of teachers' (were]

brought about" (Behrens & Grosenick, 1978, p. 4),, in 1974 the Office

of Special Education Programs initiated the Dean's Grant Program. The

purpose of this program was to encourage and assist schools/colleges/

departments of education to reconceptualize teacher preparation

programs, to extend the context and content of regular education, to

reform training sequences and curricula to prepare classroom teachers
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and other educators with competencies for serving a population of

children with a wider range of individual abilities, needL), and

differences--to provide effective education for all children, includ-

ing those with handicapping conditions. Deans of education throughout

the nation were invited to submit proposals for projects that would

investigate alternative- approaches And solutions to the various

problems involved in change in teacher preparation programs.

Federal support for change and improvement in cher education

was not new with the DGP. The. previous two decades had seen the

National Defense Education Act programs of the early 1960s, the

Education Professions Development Act (1967) programs, and .a variety

of programs to increase the number, of educational personnel to work

with children in urban school systems. In the face of increasing

numbers and changing emphases of federally supported education im-

provement,programs, many colleges and universities, adopted a copi:g

strategy of keeping the special projects on the periphery of institu-

tional programs. The "special projects" were run by "temporary"

faculty, employed on "soft money" lines. Thus, when the projects

ended, the temporary faculty left, and little impact of the project

remained (Howsam, Corrigan, Denemark &,Nash, 1976).

The DGP differed in one very important respect. Implicit in this

program was the aim of assisting teacher preparation programs to renew

themselves, to develop programs consistent with the central purposes

of the institution, and to renew and extend their own range of compe-

tencies--in short, to engage in the process of implementing change.

53
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Background of PL 94-142

The development of public pglicies Affecting handicapped children

over the past two decades has becn dramatic and far-reaching. What

bdgan as an advocacy movement by parents and a few concerned educators

)grew into a major federal policy with profound political, economic,

and educational implications.

Prior to the early 1960s, handicapped children were educated in

special self-contained classrooms or programs, often in special

schools, residential centers, or institutions. Even the mildly handi-

capped children who were rec iving their education in the public

schools were generally in self-contained classrooms which, for the

most part, were located in some separate or isolated part of the

building. There was little interaction, or even contact, with chil-

i

dren in regular classes. Most educators, including those who were

concerned with the problems of- retarded children, considered this

arrangement to be the best for the students and for the school system

(Watson, 1977).

The reaction agairist special classes for mildly handicapped

children developed inkthe 1960s as more and more educators and social

activists realized that "special classes did not seem to improve the

skills and learning rates of those labeled retarded" (Watson, 1977,

p. 35). A second realization was that children were often "being

labeled as retarded.or as having learning problems for reasons that

were practical and sociaji rather than educational" Watson, 1977,

p. 36).
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Some social activists, seeing the exclusion of handicappA

children from public education within the context of a lartger civil

rights issue,.began to take their cases to the cwts. At the same

time, there was a*growing activism on the pArt of parents. Parent

groups were forming and serving in advocacy roles in support of their

handicapped children. The parent groups, as well as concerned educa-

tors and social activists, were demanding equitable education and

related services for.all handicapped Children; At about the same

time, President,nnedy began to focus more public attention on the

needs of the 'mentally retarded and established a White House Task

Force on Mental Retardation. The Task Force issued sweeping recommen-

dations for meeting the needs of the retarded through legislation and

programs providing for education and training. With a growing public

awareness and concern, stimulated by the president and his family, and

an increasing awareness of the civil rights and equi'y issues, the

advocacy movement for the handicapped grew.

Litigation and Legislation: Forerunners of PL 94-142
.

A series of.court cases in the past decade,'helped by the growing

activism of parents and research from educators, has had a profound

effect do he educational practices and legislation affecting handi-

capped children (Turnbull & Turnbull, 1978). The early court cases

filed on behalf of handicapped children were based on the principles

of the Brown v. Board of Education decision. The section that states

"Such an opportunity [education],

provide it, is a right which must

where the State has undertaken to

be made available to all on equal

J5
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terms" (Brown- v. Board of Education, 1954, p. 193, in Bersoff &

Veltman, 1979) served as the foundation for the landmark cases of

Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children (PARC) v. Pennsylvania

(1972), and Mills v. Board of Education of the bistrict of Columbia

(1972). The cases argued that "handicapped children had the right to

equal accqs& to publicly funded education appropriate to their needs"

(Bersoff &Veltman, 1979).

The'se cases established the right of mentally retarded children

to have Access to a free, public education appropriate to their needs.

The court further found that mentally retarded children were capable

of benefiting from a program of education and training. While the

PARC case was focused on mentally retarded children,

extended the principles to all handicapped children.

the Mills case

In the case of

San Antonio School District v. Rodriguez (1973), the Supreme Court did

not accept the ,argument that varying per canita expenditures among

school districts was a denial of equal protection and thus a violation

of the Fourteenth Amendment.

These court cases, while not totally consistent, did establish

three principles: (1) the right of handicapped children to a public

education; (2) the guarantee of due process; and (3) the principle

that handicapped children could benefit from an education. In order

to,assure the "appropriate" aspects of education, the-advocates saw-,

that the courts would not be the-avenue, but rather that the route was

state and federal legislation.
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Some of the earlier legislation which had addressed the needs of

-,

the handicapped included: Title VI, "Education of Handicapped Chil-

dren," 1966;,av amendment to the ESEA of 1965; "Handicapped Children's

Early Education Assistance Act," in 1968; and amendments to this act

in 1970 and' 1974 extendipg'provisions of the Act as well as the

federal role in providing financial assistance.

In 1975 Congress, by a wide margin, passed The'Education For All

Handicapped Children's Act, PL 94-142 which guaranteed educational

equity to a large group of children. ,Bert Sharp, professor at the

University of Florida, has called the law "perhaps the most signifi-

cant educational policy since the civil rights policies affecting

racial minorities" (National Support Systems Project, p. 15). Firmly

embedded in this public policy is the clear articulation of the rights

f anpicapped children.

2,291)e-arn
Since 1957, the OSEP wasippowered to develop programs to improve

educational opportunitieSN for children who had been classified as

mentally retarded. In the 1160s and 1970s, the programs were expanded

to include education of children with a variety of handicaps (Sharp,

1982). OSEP thus provided support for innovative programs for train-

ing of special educators, research, development of materials, and

local delivery systems for improving educational opportunities of

children and youth with mental retardation.
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By the late 1960s and early 1970s, with increased concern from

the educational community, a growing parent advocacy movement, and

progressive legislation and judicial rulings, the OSEP program was

expanded to cover educational opportunities for children with a full

range of handicaps.

Even before passage of PL 94-142 and the landmark judicial

rulings of PARC v. Pennsylvania (1972) and. Mills v. Washington, D.C.

(1972), handicapped children were 'guaranteed their rights to a free,

appropriate, public education in the least restrictive environment.

As the movement culminated in 1975 with passage of PL 94-142, The

Education for All Handicapped Children Act, the role of the schools in

meeting the educational needs of all children was transformed (Sharp,

1982).

It was clear that the education of-handicapped children was no

longer the sole responsibility of special educators, but was a respon-

sibility shared by regular classroom teachers, administrators, and

other nonspecial educators.

Prior to 1974, the need to provide additional training for

regular educators who were becoming involved in the education of

handicapped children was addressed primarily through limited inservice

activities. Recognizing the magnitude of the problems, statewide

study commissions began to look at the comprehensive training needs

and certification requirements (Behrens & Grosenick, 1978). The,

federal role had beena catalytic one directing limited support to

specialized innovative prcjects.

Li
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The result of the statewide study commissions pointed to the need

to make fundamental changes in the undergraduate and graduate programs

preparing regular educators--teac-ers, administrators, counselors, and

other, educational support personnel. During the spring of 1974, as

staff of the OSEP were considering future priorities for their pro-

gram, they began to hold discussions with professionals and represen-

tatives of teacher education programs, state agencies, local schools,

and advocacy groups. At about the same time, the professional teacher

education community began to

realize that a change in the preparation of teachers was
essential if educators were to meet the challenge of the
1980s and, at the same time, to maintain their profes-
sional status. (Behrens & GrosenickA 1978, p. 1)

It became clear that if handicapped. children were toMbe accorded their

full rights to a free, appropriate public education, there would need

to be fundamental changes in the preparation of teachers.

The Dean's Grant Program was initiated and announced in a "Dear

Colleague" letter to deans of education from Edwin Martin, then Deputy

Commissioner of Education. This "Dear Colleague" announcement of July

1974 serves as the sole official agency communication to the field.

It provided the only definition of the Dean's Grant concept and

delineation of program requirements. Unlike other federal programs,

the announcement was not accompanied by lengthy and detailed regula-

tions (Hagerty, Personal Communication, 1982).

The purpose of the DGP was to encourage and assist SCDE to

reconceptualize teacher preparation programs, to extend the context
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and content of regular education, to reform training sequences and

curricula to prepare all graduates with competencies for serving a

population of children with a wider range of individual abilities,

needs, and differences, to provide effective education for all chil-

dren including those with handicapping conditions. Deans of education

were invited to submit proposals for projects that would investigate

alternative approaches and solutions to the various problems involved

in teacher preparation programs.

The DGP, initiated at the federal level to stimulate reshaping

teacher preparation to include the learning needs of handicapped

children as an integral part, recognized that enduring change cannot

be imposed from external sources, but must come from within. The

objectives, activities, and impact of a program would have to

defined by those at participating institutions, based on their percep-

tions of their institutional needs, and their perceptions of innova-

tions tnat would effect changes in their curricula (Behrens, 1975).

The Dean's Grant Program was designed with a minimum of prescriptions

and requirements for local institutions. Although the grants were

relatively small, the local institution was allowed considerable

discretion in using the funds to motivate faculty involvement in

curriculum revision.

Requirements of Dean's Grants

While the requirements and prescriptions were minimal, there were

three expectations outlined for proposed projects:

C
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1. The dean or head of

Project Director on the premise

49

teacher education must serve as the

that, in order to bring about change,

someone with status,it was necessary to have the overt support of

authority, and decision-making capability.

2. The plan for revising teacher preparation programs

of responsiveness to the e=ducational needs of handicapped

in torms

children

would extend "beyond the addition of one or two courses to include

significant practica experiences" (Clair et al., 1979, p. 75). The

plan was to be innovative, but also responsive to state and local

training needs.

3. There must be evidence of strong, but not exclusive, involve-

ment of the special education faculty. Tho significant value of the

knowledge and skills of special education faculty was recognized; it

was also recognized that in order to achieve comprehensive impact in

all areas, other faculty must be involved on an equal basis (Behrens &

Grosenick, 1978).

The first deans' grants were awarded for the 1975-76 academic

year. Thirty-nine projects were funded, with an average grant of

$35,000 per year for three years.

Table 2.1 shows the support provided for deans' grants from 1975

to 1983.

In the first nine years of the DGP, approximately 275 colleges

and universities,. which prepare more than 50% of the nation's teach-

ers, have had dean's grant projects ranging from one to nine years.
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Table 2.1*

Dean's Grant Projects Awarded 1975-1984

Year .Projects

Total Level
of Funding

1975-76 39 $1,400,000
1976-77 60 3,230,000
1977-78 75 3,230,000
1978-79 92 .3,420,000
1979-80 117 6,486,000
1980-81 141 7,250,000
1981-82 132 6,187,000
1982-83 105 5,700,000
1983-84 90 4,800,000

National Technical Assistance

From the inception of the DGP, the OSEP established a national'

technical assistance project to "manage and conduct technical assist-

ance services for all projects" (Sharp, 1983, p. 7). The technical

assistance project operated in collaboration with, but separately

from, OSEP to separate the latter's responsibility for monitoring

projects from the advocacy role of a technical assistance project.

The national technical assistance project which grew out of the

EPDA-supported Leadership Development Institute/Special Education at

the University of Minnesota, became the National Support Systems

Project (NSSP) under the direction of Maynard C. Reynolds. Under

Reynolds' leadership, the role of NSSP was twofold: (1) to provide a

variety of support. services to individual projects through consulta-

*Hagerty et al., 1982, p. 19.
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tion, training, dissemination of information, advocacy, and engaging

the projects in a national network; and (2) to maintain liaison and

coordination with the OSEP, while recognizing the agency's responsi-

bility for complying with legislative mandates and. performing

monitoring role--in essence, separating the technical assistance/sup-

port services from the monitoring/evaluation functions. Thus, Rey-

nolds saw the need for such a technicalassistance project as being

able to serve both agency and local dean's grant projects "without

violating the trust of either" (Sharp, 1982, p. 7).

In order to serve the projects more effectively, the country was

divided into regions (from five to eight regions depending on the

number of projects), with a dean of one of the projects serving as the

liaison dean, providing services on a more immediate basis for proj-

ects within that region., and maintaining liaison with the NSSP staff.

The regional liaison deans, along with a representative of advocacy

groups and a handicapped person, comprised 'an Advisory Board to advise

and assist the NSSP staff in serving both clients--the government

agency and the individual projects. The Advisory Board also assisted

the small central staff of the NSSP in organizing regional and nation-
,

al conferences for the individual projects, in facilitating communica-

tion among projects, and in identifying and addressing current prob-

lems and future trends in education of the handicapped.
f

One other aspect of the NSSP was that it was seen as a temporary

organization with a specific purpose and role, not in competition with

permanent professional organizations. In fact, NSSP ceased operations
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on September. 30, 1982 after a little more than seven years' operation

in providing technical assistance and support services to more than

260 projects.

Policy Context

In order to obtain a better understanding of the policy context

and intent of the DGP as well as the perceptions of the implementers

of the program, interviews were held with two program .officel at the

U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs,

and with five members of the Advisory Board of the NSSP, all key

leaders who had been involved with the DGP from its inception.

The interviews, which averaged approximate:y 45 minutes, were

unstructured but were guided by the following purposes:

1. To develop a greater understanding. of the Dean's Grant

Program as designed at the federal level, its distinguishingdfeatures,

and how it might be similar to or different from other federally

sponsored programs;

2. To develop a better understanding of what was-intended by the

.Dean's Grant Program and the kinds of changes which were anticipated;

and

3. To identify factors or variables which might be critical in

the implementation of a dean's grant project on the local level.

Responses to items (1) and (2) are discussed below. Information

obtained from responses item (3) was used to develop the conceptual

framework for data Collection on the selected sites and will be dis-

cussed in subsequent chapters.
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Distinguishing characteristics of the Dean's Grant Program.

initiating the DGP, OSEP staff anticipated passage of P11 94- 142,..a
r.

major public policy that would profoundly affect the education of

nonhandicapped as well as handicapped children, and recognized the

extent of changes in preparation of the education personnel that would

be needed.

Some characteristics which distinguish the DGP include:

1. Role of OSEP

Staff of the OSEP were willing to support a developmental
effort where the shape and form of the program and the
specific outcomes would evolve from the field, rather than
be specified in advance by program requirements.

OSEP staff took risks in supporting the program since the
special education community was critical of the fact that
money was' being diverted from training special educators
and given to regular educators.

Within the OSEP, one staff member served as projectOoffi-
cer, thus becoming an internal advocate for the program.

2. Preparation for policy implementation

The program was designed to prepare for implementation of a
major public policy and was based on a broad major goal-I-to
reconceptualize regular teacher education--but did not
include a preconceived master plan of what the changes or
program outcomes should be.

The program announcement, which included a minimum of
requirements and regulations, was sufficiently ambiguous to
allow for a wide range of activities and approaches on the
local level.

. Institutional development focus of the grant program

The program provided the opportunity for the individual
institution to make very broad organizational changes or
very narrow curriculum changes, depending on the interest
and needs at the local level.
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The program aimed at affecting titutional development,
providing the mechanism for in sing the system with the
knowledge and skills for reconceptualizing the teacher
education programs.

The grants were given to the dean as someone with a broad
span of responsibility to link with other kinds of activi-
ties, and someone-who could cross departmental barriers.

The grants, while small (averaging $35,000-40,000 per year)
gave the dean considerable flexibility and discretion in
using the funds to involve faculty in the curriculum revi-,
sion process.

4. National'technical assistance

A national technical assistance/support system was setup
at the. same time as the DGP was initiated (NSSP).

The NSSP provided technical assistance to local projects as
needed.

The NSSP established a regionally based national networking
system, encouraging communication and cooperation among
projects.

The NSSP provided an opportunity for _deans and leaders in
teacher education to come together around common issues.

The NSSP was set 'up as a temporary support system so as not
to compete with individual projects or established profes-
sional organizations.

The NSSP was given considerable freedom and flexibility to
work with the other organizations (e.g., AACTE, NCATE) and
to respond to emergent needs and issues.

Purpose and intentions of the Dean's Grant Program. The initia-

tion of the DGP in 1974 anticipated passage of PL 94 -142. (1975), and

recognized the extent of changes in preparation .of educational person-

nel that would be needed to accord handicapped children their right to

a free and appropriate public education in the least restrictive

environment. Edwin Martin, formerly Deputy Assistant Secretary of
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Education, expressed concern about the dichotomy between regular and

special education and the need to renegotiate new relationships

between regular educators and special educators.

The DGP was designed around the broad general concept that
1.

regular educators needed to know more about educating handicapped

children in regular settings, and that SCDE would need to revise their

preparation programs in order to equip their graduates with the

competencies for educating handicapped children in regular settings.

While it was clear that changes in teacher preparation programs were

needed, there were no preconceived views of what the changes should

be.

The DGP was based on the underlying assumptions that (1) if

change were to occur at all, it would be necessary to.have the dean

directing the change efforts; and (2) in order for change to be endur-

ing, it cannot be imposed from external sources but must be designed

internally in response to specific institutional needs. Thus, support

was provided for a wide range of activities and approaches designed to

achieve the broad goal of improving. regular education preparation

programs to incorporate the educational needs of handicapped children.

The DGP was seen as a developmental activity in personnel prepa-

ration, providing support to strengthen institutions, but allowing the

institutions to define what strengthening activities were needed.

Unlike other personnel programs, the desired outcomes were not defined

in terms of numbers of students trained, but rather focused on broader

changes in social policy dealing with changing human values and
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attitudes. Changing the values, attitudes, and knowledge of prospec-

tive regular educators meant changing the values, attitudes, and

knowledge of the faculty ,preparing those prospective regular educa-

tors. Thus, the DGP supported professional development activities for

the faculty..

Initially, the DGP was very broad and ambiguous as to what was

expected. In the first round of grants, there was considerable

confusion among project staff at the OSEP, the proposal review panels,

and the applicants themselves. The prOgam goals were broad: there

was no specific structure on which to evaluate proposals and no clear

models on which to base comparisons.

At the first meeting of grantees--those deans and project coordi-

nators whose proposals had been successful--the confusion and ambigu-

ity were apparent. In making 'the grants to deans, there was the

assumption that the deans would do it, but it was not
clear what it was they were to do....No one really knew
what a Dean's Grant was supposed'to do, except they were
given money to bring about change. (Key leader in DGP;)

Summary

The DGP was designed to assist SCDE to incorporate 7ducation of

the handicapped as an integral part of teacher preparation programs,

but what those changes should be or what approaches were to be used to

achieve those changes were not specified. Thus, thegrants provided

small amounts of money, large amounts of flexibility and discretion in

achieving a broad goal, and the expectation that the dean would serve

as the leader in the change process.
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The present study examined the implementation of dean's grant

projects in eleven sites in order to learn more about what actually

happens when an academic change project is implemented in higher

education, what kinds of changes were achieved, and what strategies,

practices, and processes affected the change effort.

I
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Approach and Rationale

The general purpose of this study is to increase understanding of

the implementation of change in higher!education and to help explain

the processes for effectively managing change. In order to learn more

about what actually happens when a change project is introduced'into a

college or university, qualitative research methodology was selected.

The case-study approach was utilized as a way to deal with a wide

range of institutional factors, characteristics, and prpcesses in

order to achieve a comprehensive,: indepth 4xploration and holistic

analysis of a complex problem: implementation of academic change in

complex organizations--academic intitutions.

In qualitative/naturalistic knquiry approaches, knowledge and

understanding are developed essent011y through inductiVe processes.

Naturalistic inquiry, which is comared to and builds on the Glaser

and Strauss (1967) grounded theory approach, is a "discovery-oriented"

approach which minimizes control an manipulation of variables and

places no preconceived notions on what the outcomes, might be (Guba,

\

1978; Guba & Lincoln, 1981; Patton, 1986). One begins

not with models, hypotheses, or tieorems, but rather with
the understanding of frequently minute episodes and inter-
actions that are examined for broader patterns and proc-
esses. (gist, 1977, p. 44) %

1
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Theory is extrapolated from grounded events, that is, experiences

shared and\understood by the participants and the researcher. The

researcher, in this instance, begins with the perceptions and under-
.

standing of the events in question, and then seeks to articulate

,broader patterns and processes that are applicable to other individ-

(0

uals tend groups in other circumstances and settings.

A concept in the social sciences that, is central to qualitative

methodology is Weber's principle of verstehen, the understanding of

human behavior from the actor's own frame of reference. The natural-

istic investigator is concerned with iescribing and understanding

social phenomena in a naturally occurring environment. Guba and

Lincoln (1981) say that

Naturalistic inquiries focus on multiple realities tha
like the layers of an onion, nest within or complement
another. Each layer provides a different peispective
reality, and none can be considered more "true" than
other. Phenomena do not converge into a form, a simp e
"truth," but diverge into many forms, multiple "truths."
Moreover, the layers cannot be described or understood in
terms of separate independent and dependent variables;
rather they are interrelated to form a pattern of "truth."
It'is these patterns that must be searched out, less for
the sake of prediction and control than for the sake of
verstehen or understanding. (p. 57)

ne
of

ny

Qualitative methodology, which draws from sociological and

anthropological field studies and ethnography, includes strategies

-such as --pert ie-ipant- observation, indepth_ _interviewing, or total

participation in the activity being studied and "allows the researcher

to obtain firsthand knowledge about the empirical social world in

question--to get close to the data" (Filstead, 1970, p. 6). These

//'
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methodologies assume there is value to an analysis of both the inner

experience and outer behavior of a subject as viewed by both the

researcher and the participant (Rist, 1979).

The qualitative researcher tends toward holistic analysis, as

opposed to component analysis of the problem. The holistic analysis

approach assumes that. reality cannot be broken down into component

parts without. the risk of distortion.

Focusing on a narrow set of variables necessarily sets up
a filtering screen between the researcher and phenomena he
is attempting to comprehend...jand] inhibits the observer
from a necessary closeness to the data, from an under-
standing of what is unique as well as what,is generaliz-
able from the data, and from perceiving the processes
involved in contrast to simply the outcomes. (Rist, 1977,
p. 47)

Ip conducting qualitative research, Rist (1977) suggests that

validity can be acpieved through "personalized" intimate understanding

of the social phenomena, s 'Eressing "'close in' observations to achieve

factual, reliable, and confiAlable data" (p. 46).

One method of qualitative research or naturalistic inquiry is the

case study, a comprehensive, indepth exploration of a problem.

According to Stake (1978):

The case need not be a person or enterprise; It can be
whatever "bounded system" [to use Louis Smith's term] is

of ir.terest. An institution, a program, a responsibility,
a collection, or a population can be the case. (p, 7)

'Case studies involve data collection from multiple sources, at least

some of which are in the natural setting; consideration of many vari-

ables which are often interacang; and descriptions which are complex,

) 6
ry
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holistic, and rich with information. Case studies provide a basis for

naturalistic generalization (Guba & Lincoln, 1981; Stake, 197e).

Thus, the case-study approach was utilized for the present study.

Case-study research offered the opportunity to gather' data in a

natural setting, and allowed for the indepth exploration of a set of

complex variables and their interactions. Many different techniques--

interviews, consultations, document study, and %nsite observations--

were applied to the same situation to obtain multiple perceptions for

purposes of cross-validation of qualitative data. The onsite data

collection also enhanced the potential for ferreting out those subtle

and all-too-often elusive institutional factors and interaction pat-

terns critical to the functioning of an organization. Understanding

informal as well as the formal power and authority structures, and

the dynamic processes and their interactions is necessary to compre-

hending the process of implementing change iri higher education.

Further, the comprehensiveness and onsite nature of case-study method-,

ology proVided a "reality" context in which to analyze and evaluate

the data.

Sample

A sample of eleven projects of the 105 dean's grantipmjects in

operation during the 1982S3 academic year were selected for onsite

study. Stratified random sampling procedures were used to identify

sites, with alternate sites identified to assure maximum variation,
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as recommended for naturalistic inquiry'reseanth (Guba, 1982; Patton,

1980).

Two criteria were used in the sampling procedure--size of insti-

tution, and number of years of DGP funding. Use of these two criteria

was based on two previous studies related to dean's grants. Okun

(1981), in her study of deans' perceptions of their ability to influ-

ence change through DGPs, found institutional size inversely related

to perceived faculty involvement in academic innovation. Baldwin et

al. (1981) and NSSP (1980) reported that the range and scope of

changes in curriculum and faculty development activities progressed

along a continuum related to years of funding.

Table 3.1 presents the matrix for sample selection.

Table 3.1

Sample Selection: Projects in Operation, 1982-83

Total

Enrollment

1-2.Years

of Project

3-4-5 Years

of'Project

6-7-8-9 Years

of Project Total

N Sample N Sample N Sample N Sample

5,000 or fewer

5,000-20,000

more than

0,00

15

....

1

1

15

37

12

. 1
,

4

2

9

7

- --

1

1

22

61

19

2

6

3.--
Total 22 2 64 7 16 2 102* 11*

*Projects not included in total N: two projects to professional

associations; one project which was an "outreach" project and not in the

School of Education; there was also a second project in that university.
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The institutions selected for study included seven public and

four independent institutions. Geographically, the institutions were

spread from coast to coast, with sites in the Northeast, Southeast,

Midwest; Southwest, Mountain States, and the West Coast.

Data Collection Methods

Once the sites were identified, telephonecontact was made with

the deans to invite their participation. The purposes of the study

and the research :design were described. When the dean agreed to

participate, a letter was sent confirming the phone conversation. An

abstract of the study was included with the letter. The researcher

also requested that copies of the Dean's Grant proposals, progress

reports, other related materials, a college/university catalogue, and

other descriptive materials of the institution be returned for review

prioito the site visit.

Site visits to the eleven institutions were conducted between

October 1982 and March 1983. Interviews were scheduled with the dean,

the project coordinator(s), and selected participants of targeted

faculties.

The interviews were approximately one hour in length, with longer

and more intensive interviews with deans and project coordinators.

The interviews were unstructured, but were guided with a focus on four

major areas: (1) leadership and management of the project; (2)

faculty development; (3) curriculum revision; and (4) culture and

context. These areas provide the thematic focus for the presentation
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of findings and discussion in subsequent chapters. Table 3.2 provides

a profile of sites and number of persons interviewed.

Data Analysis

Data were obtained from multiple sources, including .document

study, telephone interviews, consultation with key figures in the DGP,

and intensive interviews with project leadership, participant faculty,

and targeted faculty. The number of onsite interviews varied with

size of institution and number of faculty actively involved in the

project..'

Information obtained from the raw data was analyzed along a

process of data reduction, categorization, and content analysis. Data

were first analyzed and categorized in the major thematic areas.

Content analysis of the within-site data led to the next level of data

reduction--synthesis and summarization. At this level, data were

compared and analyzed cross-site, Data analysis and interpretation at

each level were confirmed by an expert-consultant.

Authenticity of the Study

In qualitative research, one means of verifying data and provid-

ing credibility to the study is referred to as "triangulation"

1982; Rist, 1977, 1982). In 'triangulation, data

(Cuba,

ar obtained from

multiple sources and cross checked for confirmability. In the present

study, data were obtained from multiple sources -- documents as well as

multiple interviews at each site to obtain multiple perceptions on the



Table 3.2

Profile of Sample Sites and Interviewees

Institution Public Private

Approximate

Enrollment Highest

Decree

Educ.

Facult

Interviewed

Year

of

Pro ectDean

Spec.

Ed.

Fac.

Reg.

Ed.

Fac. Coord.Total. Educ.

#1 X '3000 379 M.A. 46 1 1 2

#2 X 3900 300 M.S. 16 1 3 1 4

#3 X 10K 1500 Ph.D. 66 1 2 3 1 2

#4 X 18K

ik
1000 M.S. 68 1 1 2 2,, 3

#5 14K N/A M.A. N/A 1 1 2 1. 3

#6 X 11K 250 Ph.D. 52 1 2 3 1 3

#7 X 6K 450 Ph.D. 36 1 1 2 1

#6 X 18K 360 Ph.D. 81 1 3 1

. #9 37K 3000 Ph.D. 150 1 2 1 1 3

#10 X 20K 550 Ph.D. 40 1 1 1

#11 X 23.5K 2200 Ph.D. 175 1 1 4 2 8

1000
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same issues--providing the opportunity for confirmability.of the data.

The data were analyzed qualitatively across sites, along the major

thematic areas identified earlier. Verification of the data analysis

was provided by working closely with a consultant, an expert in

educational research as'well as the DGP.

Confidentiality

The anonymity of participating institutions and fiLculty was

assured. In reporting the result ofthe study, descriptions of sites,

project personnel, or project activities are masked to protect the

privacy of participants.

Participant faculty were assured that any information, opinions,

and attitudes expressed by them would be treated confidentially and

not released to anyone else within the site or external to the insti-

tution. '

Before beginning an interview, the researcher obtained permission

to record the interview. Only one interviewee refused permission but

allowed the researcher to take notes during the interview. These raw

. data are available only to the researcher.
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CHAPTER IV

THE FINDINGS: DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS

Implementation of public policies provides some of the most ,

powerful forces for change in educational organizations. The demands

of public policy often., require academic innovation and programmatic

changes to meet the interests and needs of new student populations.

This study examined the implementation of the Dean's Grant Program

(DGP), as one example of policy implementation affecting .academic

innovation in higher. education.

Ziltman, Duncan and Holbek (1973), in discussing social change

and the process of change in organizations, define innovation as "any
4.

idea, practice, or product.that is perceived as new by the potential

unit of.adoption" 10). They draw diStinctions in the. levels of

the social system, defining the megasystem as the "social milieu

within which the organizationi exist" (p. 2). When an 'innovation, has

been adopted by a sufficient number of relevant units (i.e., colleges

and universities) with the system (i.e., teacher preparation) to

register an impact, to become part of the normative patterns of the

gasystem, social change has occurred. In a sense, then, the DGP was

a direct effort to stimulate social change, to serve as a catalytic

agent to generate change within a sufficient number of relevant units

to have an impact on the system, creating new norms for the prepara-

tion of teachers.

67
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Although each DGP had features and characteristics unique to its

own setting, all shared a common goal: to prepare regular educators

1 to function in settings into which handicapped children had been

\mainstreamed. To attain this, goal, most projects had objectives

related to (1) faculty development with an emphasis on faculty atti

tdes and increased awareness and knowledge of the education of

handicapped children and youth, and (2) curriculum revision and

implementation to include concepts and content for education of handi-

capped children and youth.

pl a state-of-the-art study of the DGP, Baldwin et al. (1982)

examined the stated objectives and self-reported progress of projects

in operqtion in 1980-81 (of 141 projects in operation,-1 2 submitted

proposals for review). Of the 122 projects, 102 (84%) had objectives

related to faculty awareness and attitudes, and 84 (69%) had objec-

tives related to curriculum change. To a lesser degree, other objec-

tives focused on administrative changes, materials development, and

changes in student competencies.

This study of the implementation of the DGP examined the extent

of change effected in the two central program areas on which there was

such overwhelming emphasis--faculty development and curriculum revi-

sion--and the implementation processes used to achieve the desired

changes.

The research was guided by four broad questions:

1. To what extent were curricular changes--including
changes in course requirements, course content, and
practica--effected as a result of the dean's grant
project.
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2. To what extent were faculty assisted in the development
of new attitudes, knowledge, and skills and engaged in
revising curriculum to achieve the desired changes?

3. What were the types and effectiveness of the practices
and strategies used in the initiation, implementation,
and management of the project?

4. How did the organizational characteristics, processes,
and culture affect the effectiveness of the project?

The findings are presented-in four thematic domains:

1. Leadership and management: including a focus on the
rationale and motivation for applying; the key leader-
ship and key actors in initiating and managing the
project; perceived identity and ownership of the proj=
ect; and involvement of the faculty in the early stages.

2. Faculty development: including scope and target of
faculty development; objectives; strategics and activi-
ties; and outcomes.

I 3. Curriculum revision: including scope and focus; objec-
tives; stre*Igies and activities; and outcomes.

4. Culture and context: including discussion of institu-
tional characteristics and features; perceived mission
and priorities; and incentive and reward systems.

In the presentation of findings, the eleven sites which were

studied are referred to by number. The matrix below (Table 4.1) also

identifies the institutions by size and\number of years of project.

These project identification numbers are used consistently throughout:

the study.

The sites included in the study reflect.a wide variation of

institutions and settings. The sample included seven public and four

independent institutions, with student populations ranging from 3,000

to more than 23,000. The institutions were located in geographically

diverse urban, suburban, and iv al settings, and were spread across
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the country from the coast to the coast. The range and scope of the

study are reflected in the following brief descriptions of the sites.

Table 4.1

Matrix of Projects

Total Years of Dean's Grant Project*
Enrollment* 1-2 Years 3-4-5 Years 6 Years or More

less

than Project #1 Project #2
5,000

5,000
to

20,000

Project #3 Project #4
5

6

7

Project #8

more
than Project #9 Project #11

20,000

*Institutional size, as indicated by total student enrollment,
and years of dean's grant project were the two criteria used in
selecting the sample of sites. The reader is 'referred to page 61
for the matrix used. in sample selection. The reader is also
referred to Table 3.2, page 65 for profiles on each site.
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The Sites: Brief Descriptions

Profile: Site #1

Located in the southeastern part of the country, Site #1 is a

small, prestigious, well-endowed college, rich in history and tradi-

tions. Comprised.of five undergraduate schools and a graduate divi-

sion, the college offered the bachelor's and master's degrees. In

spite of high tuition, the university had maintained its desired level

of enrollment. The university was undergoing some reorganization and

there had been some change in the top administration, but overall was

in "very solid" condition.

The school of education, however, was "shaky." It had suffered a

dramatic drop in enrollment and, within a three-year period, had gone

from being the largest to the smallest school within the college. Its

status was in jeopardy-- the enrollment dropped 'further, the school

'could be 'downgraded to a ivision. There were 46 faculty members in

the school of education, including 14 in the college's laboratory

school. Approximately 0% were tenured, although university guide-
,

lines set 40% as a quo-t . The dean had just been charged with prepar-

1 ing a contingency renchment plan. Survival issues seemed to be

paramount, as ref
/
kcted by the dean's comment: "We had to change so

many things just for survival."

The DGP was in its second year of operation. The college had had

a one-year planning grant, with a one-year hiatus between the planning

year and the current operational grant.
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Profile: Site #2

This small, well-endowed university, founded by a religious

group, was located on a beautiful and spacious campus on the outskirts

of .a small.city in the south. The university, which enjoyed a fine

academic reputation and strong liberal arts tradition, offered the

bachelor's and master's degrees, and a master's'- plus -30 - credits

certificate. Even with high tuition, the university had no problem

maintaining a stable enrollment or the selectiveness of its student

body.

Over the past several years, the university had had several

faculty development grants, creating a cliMate in which faculty devel-

opment was seen as normal and an important part of university life.

Those projects were supported mainly by foundation grants.

The teacher preparation programs were offered throuh the educa-

tiGn department, a small unit in the college of arts and sciences. In

th0 past, the university had not had many federally funded projects,

and the education department probably had had none. In recent years,
7

the education department ha/ several special education projects

There was some feeling on the part of the faculty that the special

'education unit was growing too fast--"too much money, too much empha-

sis ...puts special education out of proportion with the rest of the

department." These fears seemed to be somewhat allayed by the facul-

ty's respect and good feelings for the Dean's Grant project coordina-

tor.

The dean's grant'project was in its fourth year.

a
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Profile: Site #3

Site #3 was a state university located in the south central part

of the country. Begun in the early 1900s as a two-year institution

preparing teachers for-the public schools, the university was com-

prised of eight schools/colleges and an external services division,

and offered degrees through the doctorate. The school of education

had about 60 faculty members, including 22 from the campus school.

This university had undergone major changes in the past few

years. The president and most other top administrators, including the

dean of education, were new in their positions. The university had

also been through major reorganization and had conve ted, over faculty

objections, from a quarter to a semester system.

There appeared to be strong political undercurrent on the campus.

As one faculty member described it: "We had two presidential assassi-

nations in the past four years." They had gone from a long-time,

autocratic president to an innovative one who valued change for

change's sake, to the current one, who was seen as "moderate." The

faculty had an "inherent distrust of the administration," and were

"very angry and resistant to all the changes which they saw thrust

upon them," and thus adopted a "survivalist attitude." Faculty morale

was described as "somewhat below zero."

The dean's grant project was in its second year.

Profile: Site #4

This college, part of a large public university system, was one

of the first four-year, publicly supported, liberal arts institutions
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in its large northeastern, metropolitan area. It had the reptAhtipn

of being an academically prestigious public institution with a strong

liberal arts traditiOn. Some of the faculty.in the school of educa-

tion felt that "education [was] a stepchild" in this environment. The

college as a whole had recently suffered enrollment decline and

budgetary problems. Some faculty in the school of education felt that

it had to absorb more than its share of cutbacks.

The school of education, with a faculty of approximately 68,

offered programs leading to the bachelor's and master's degrees. All

faculty were tenured; the others had been retrenched.

The dean's grant project was in its third year of operation.

Profile: Site #5

This university, ,located on the west coast Vas part of a large

state university Ostem. Comprised of six. professional/technical

.

schools, a graduate studies division, and teacher reparation center
N\

that provided educational credentialing, it offered the bachelor's and

master's degrees. It prepared its students for a wide range of

tech and professional careers. The 's grant project in this

site was unique in its multidisciplinary -;us, which cut across six

schools and 25 departments. Although the university had a teacher

preparation center that provided credentialing for the other programs,

it was not included in the DGP.

Approximately 65% of the faculty are tenured. Although the

faculty were not very much involved in grants or special projects,

they were described as being open to change, but were more likely to
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respond than to initiate. Most faculty members maintained involvement

with their own professions beyond the university and, while they might

cooperate with new programs, they were not likely to take the time to

initiate them.

The dean's grant project was in its third year of operation.

Pr .file: Site #6

Site #6 was a private, nonsectarian university located in a

northeastern suburban community. The university was comprised of five

colleges, including the college of education and one professional

school. The university offered the bachelor's, master's, and doctoral

degrees.

Within the previous ten years, the university suffered severe

economic problems and had been on the verge of closing. The univer-

sity continued, but with severe budgetary constraints and the re-

trenchment of large numbers of faculty. Within a few years, the

college of education faculty was reduced by 50%, and at the time of

this study had approximately 50 faculty members, of whom about 80%

were tenured.

The faculty in the school of education were "entrepreneurial" and

had had many grants and special projects. Faculty were described as

"open to change," but more likely to be reactive than proactive in

initiating projects and programs. The school, which had a tradtion

of strong, autonomous departments, was in the midst of reorganization, /

combining some depaitments so that there were now five insteaVof

eight.

The dean's grant project was in its third year.
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Profile: Site #7

This west coast university, founded by a religious group, was one

of the first institutions to be chartered in its state. Cotprised of

two liberal arts colleges, seven professional schools, and a graduate

school, the university offered degrees through the doctorate. It

served a student population that came from all parts of the United

States, as well as several foreign countries and, in spite of high

tuition, had no problem maintaining enrollment at its desired level.

The school of education, a relatively small school within the univer-

sity, was also "holding its own" on enrollment.

The school of education had had a number of academic innovation

projects, and have in fact received awards of excellence for some of

their programs. The faculty were accustomed to participating in'

special projects.

The dean's grant project was in its third year of operation.

Profile: Site #8

Founded as a land grant college in the 1890s, Site #8 is the

major campus of this state university system in the northeast. The

school of education is one of 17 schools and colleg^s spread out on

several different campuses. The school of education had approximately

80 faculty members and offered programs leading to the bachelor's,

master's, and doctoral degrees. Part-time students comprised a large

proportion of the student body.

In recent years, the school of education experienced a decreasing

enrollment, combined with increasing pressure from the state legisla-
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ture to redefine or reiterate its purposes and mission. Faced with

survival issues, the school reiterated its commitment to serve public

education and began reorganization of the school to make more effi-

cient use of faculty.

The school of education had strong departments with considerable

_power within the departments. There were turf. issues among depart-

ments, especially between regular and special education. Each thought

it was doing a better job in preparing teachers than the other and,

with declining enrollments, student credit hours--who taught what to

whom--was of major importance.

The dean's grant project was in its eighth year of operation.

Profile: Site #9

Established as a normal school, Site #9 was a large state univer-

sity located in a metropolitan area in the southwest. The college of

education, one of nine colleges that comprise the university, offered

bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees. There were approximately

150 faculty members in the college of education%

This major state university was described as being in transition

from a "regional, teaching, service" institution to a "large, nation-

al, teaching, scholarship" institution. In this transition, emphasis

was being placed on the scholarship, meaning experimental research and

publication in refereed journals. The goal was to become a top-level

research institution with a national reputation.

The school cf education was in the process of reorganization.

There had been a tradition of strong departmental autonoltiy but with
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factions within departments. The reorganization seemed to be dj acted

toward breaking down departmental barriers and encouraging faculty to

work together in the develOpment of a generic model of teacher prepa-

ration.

The'faculty wale resistant to change and wanted "independence" in

their professional work. But over the previous few years, enrollment

had declined and the state had decreased the university's b et. As

the hard times hit, grant money began to look more attr c,:ive and

faculty began to be more receptive to change programs.

The dean's grant project was in its third year.

Profile: Site #10

Site #10,, located in the Mountain States, was the flagship campus

of a major state university system with several campuses and centers.

The school of education was one of 16 schools and colleges in the

university. Located on the main campus, the school of education had

approximately 40 faculty members, and offered bachelor's, master's,

specialist, and doctoral degrees,

The school of education had just been through massive organiza-

tional and curricular changes. One of.the branch campuses had split

cuff and most programs in education had been restructured under the

auspices of two major, externally funded projects. There were strong

:Autonomous departments which resisted the change, causing considerable

conflict within and between departments. In general, faculty morale

was described as very low.
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In addition, a few years before, the state legislature eliminated

the school of education from the state budget. The school was rescued

but suffered massive budget cuts. As a result, a maximum was set for

the number of students enrolled in the education programs, and the

maximum number of credits in the professional sequence was reddced

from 45 to 32.

Historically, the faculty at this university had been suspicious

of federally mandated programs and were not sure that the federal

agenda was in the best interest of the state. Until recent years, no

federal grants had been accepted.

The dean's grant project was in the fourth year of a second

cycle.

Profile: Site #11

Site #11 was a large state university located in a rural area in

the midwest, and was comprised of eight colleges and schools, includ-

ing the school of education. The school, which was the largest SCDE

included in the study, had a faculty of approximately 175 and offered

bachelor's, master's, specialist, and doctoral degrees. It was the

largest producer of teachers for the state's public schools.

The university had undergone major administrative changes in the

past few years. Most of the top administration, including vice

presidents'and deans, were relatively new in their positions. In

contrast, the dean of the school of education had been in that posi-

tion for many years. The university had suffered budget reductions

And there had been no faculty salary increases except merit increases
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in the past two years. The extensive changes "caused fixed positions

which are resistant to anything that comes from the top down."

When the state legislature had attempted to eliminate the school

of education a few years_before, the faculty saw the potential crisis

and responded with an attitude of, "Okay, if we have to make .changes,

let's do it before someone does it for us:" The faculty got together

and engaged in external activities to save the school while internally

strengthening programs and improving the school's' image. Change for

survival was accepted and valued.

Discussion

Although the above sample of'sites varied considerably in size

and setting, most of them wc:re experiencing enrollment declines with

concomitant budget reductions. The economic problems were more severe

at some sites than at others: some were in the midst of the most

critical challenges to their existence, while others had survived the

test and had moved on to reorganization and, more efficient operation.

Four of the institutions reported that they had almost closed due

either to legislative action or to severe economic difficulties. Only

two of the sites did not report having to deal with the problems of

enrollment decline and budget reductions.

One theme that emerged was that when their existence was threat-

ened, faculty became engrossed in survival issues and it was more

difficult to engage them, in program issues or innovation efforts.

However, at one site which the legislature had proposed closing, the

faculty responded by mounting a public effort to keep the school open,

ti4
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and by taking internal steps to improve programs "before someone else

does it for us."

Another factor that seemed to run through several of the sites

was the disquieting effect of reorganization. Seven sites reported

major reorganization--either at the university or SCDE level. Again,

the sites we.. "'at different points in the reorganization: some were

in the midst of the process, while at others the new organizational

patterns were freshly in place. Whatever the point in the process or

whatever the rationale for reorganization, the faculty reaction seemed

to be the same--anxiety and resistance. While intellectually the

faculty might acknowledge the need for a more efficient .operation,

'their reactions were more likely to be resistant than cooperative if

their departmental identity, status, and sometimes existence were

-threatened.

In light of the overall declining enrollments and the attention

to student credit hours, turf issues of "who teaches what to whom"

gained in importance and faculty willingness to collaborate with

others decreased.

Leadership and Management

The management of change has been discussed extensively in the

literature. Some suggest that implementation is a political process

and should focus on organizational factors (Baldridge, 1978, 1980;

Baldridge & Burtram, 1975), others argue that change is made by

individuals (Hail, 1978), while still others view implementation of

9Ij
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change as involving individuals as well as organizational factors

(Arends & Arends, 1978; Berman & McLaughlin, 1975; Lindquist, 1978;

Schein, 1972).

Recent studies have 'shifted the view of policy implementation

from the classical model, which assumed a straight-line procedure of

responding to directives from top to bottom, to one that takes into

account the more complex set of elements and participants in the

policy formation and implementation process. In this view, innovation

does not occur in a linear sequential fashion, but rather involves a

complex set of fluid and interactive relationships among the various

groups and subgroups (Earle, 1980; Nakamura & Smallwood, 1980). This

interactive, complex view of implementation 'provided the fraMework for

exploring the leadership and management aspects of the implementation

of the DGP.

Information was sought in the following categories:

Rationale and motivation for applying for a dean's grant;

Leadership in initiation of the project;

Leadership and management of the project;

Perception of the dean's role;

Perception of "ownership" of the project;

Project coordinator's role within the institution.

Role of the faculty in the initial stages of the project.

Rationale and Motivation for Applying

Informeion was sought to determine the motivation and reasons

for applying for the DGP. Interview questions directed toward this
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area included:

How did you first hear about the Dean's Grant Program?

What were your reactions to what you heard?

What would you say were the primary reasons for applying
for a dean's grant?

Did you know about PL 94-142 before you heard about the
Dean's Grant Program?

Had there been any thought within the school of education
given to the need to do something about PL 94-142 before
the dean's grant?

This line of quiestioni.,g was designed to elicit information on

the primary purposesland goals in applying for a grant. At issue was

whether there had been an identified need, and whether the need and

purpose of the local proposals were consistent with the purposes of

the DGP.

Recognition of is need or the motivation to change may be one of

the first steps in the innovation process, leading to a search for

alternative courses ;of action. Zaltman, Duncan and Holbek (1973)

refer to this need as recognition of a performancegap--a discrepancy

between the organization's current performance and the expectations of

the social system and its environment. They point out, however, that

the literature is not clear about whether recognition of a need pre -

cedes initiation of an innovation, or whether knowledge and awareness

of an innovation is followed by identification of a need.

One assumption of the DGP was that in applying fez dean's grant

a. need had been idenItified by the institution. Since it is possible

that the announcement of the DGP precede6 the recognition of a need to
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change in many teacher education programs, data were sought to deter-

mine the primary reasons for an institution's applying for a dean's

grant.

Questions regarding the rationale and motivation for applying for

the grant were asked of all interviewees.. However, responses to these

questions came primarily from the dean, 'the project coordinator, and

those faculty ho might have been involved in developing the proposal.

?acuity who \j fined the project at a later date or in some minor role

were less abl to respond directly to these questions.

Based on the responses, it was possible to identify four cate-

gories into whicp "Motivation" and "Rationale" could be grouped:

1. Performance gap: recognition of a discrepancy betreen
the teacher education program and the competency needed
by practitioners in the field, and the need to address
the discrepancy.

2. Improve the education of handicapped children and youth.

Strengthen the special education component of
regular. teacher education programs. --

b. Strengthen the special educator preparation program.

3. Organizational change: broad organizational change
leading to the restructuring of departments or the total
reform of the teacher education programs.

4. Economic: the need for external funds to, address some
internal problems.

The data presented in the following tables represent a synthesis

of the responses from the various participants. Table 4.2 presents

the primary rationale and motivation by institution. Table 4.3

presents a summary of the data.



Table 4.2

BatiOnale and Motivation for Applying

ELSIEL Performance Gap )mproye Special Education

#1 Wanted to extend lab

school mainstreaming

model to public schools.

Organizational Change Economic

Budget problems; needed

grant.

#2 Saw it as way to strengthen

special education unit for

regular education.

Also, way to build special

education department.

#3 Coordinator: "if I hadn't

taken initiative, rrobably

po one else would have."

Need to improve special

education component of

regular education.

#4 Public schools putting

pressure on college re

preparation of teachers

for mainstreamed setting.

Grant money available- -

make possible release of

faculty to attend to

issues re curriculum

change.

#5 Wanted to improve educa-

tion of handicapped across

several disciplines.

Wanted to get all faculty

and students tuniversity-

wide) to better understand

handicapped.

9 7
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Table 4.2 (cont.)

EL2112s,____Performance Cap Improve Special Education

#6 Public schools implement

94-142; loot to college

for help, "our faculty

not equipped to help."

Organizational Change Economic

Opportunity to introduce

change; respond to enroll-

ment decline; reorganize

department.

Entrepreneurial--actively

sought grants,

#7 Opportunity to revitalize,

school of education; im-

prove education for all

kids, not only handicap-

oed.

%Outside funds available

to do what had to do

anyway.

#8 Growing concern regular

education students not

p,.epared for handicapped

in LRE.

Need to improve our work

with students, especially

re public education.

Could use money and rec-

ognition from having

grant.

#9 Reaction from the field- -

graduates not doing the

job.

'Dean's goal--broad organ-

izational change; new

model for training edu-

cators.



Table 4.2 (cont.)

Project

#10

Performance Gap Improve Special Education

Help prepare regular edu-

cators to manage main-

streamed classrooms.

Coordinator interested in

training regular educators

as well as special educa-

tors.

Oryanizational Change' Economic

Grant support special

education component for

regular education.

#11 Feedback from field--all

educator,s--not only

teachers--need to be

prepared re PL 94-142.

Opportunity to 'get

faculty tuned up.

Grant money available,

can use it.

1 1 1 l.2



Table 4.3

Summary: Rationale and Motivation for Applying

Ratiorlale institution

Performance gap #3, #4, #6, #8, #9,

tll

Strengthen special ed.
for regular ed.

#1, #2,
#10, #11

#3; #5,. #7,

Strengthen special ed. #2, #7, #10

Organizational Change #6, #9

Economic #1, #4, #6, #7, #8,

#10, #11

A review and synthesis of the multiple responses at each site

found that, in general, the rationale in applying for a dean's grant

had more than onepurpose. The primary reasons of the eleven sites

were mostly spread across the three categories: performance gap (6

sites); improve education of the handicapped (6 sites); and economic

(7 sites). Only two sites indicated that broad organizational change

was the purpose og seeking a dean's grant.

Although none of the respondents used the term "performance gap,"

each reported that there had been negative feedback from the field

about their graduates' ability to function in mainstreamed classrooms.

In some instances, state or local requirements for regular classroom

teachers exacerbated the need for change in the teacher preparation

programs.

1,,3
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At some sites, the DGP was seen simply as a means for revising

the curriculum to strengthen the special education component of

regular educators in respcnse to the mandates of PL 94-142. The

project objectives and activities were limited to this one purpose and

did not attempt any broader impact.

At two sites, the dean saw the DGP as a way to initiate broad

organizational change--to restructure departments or develop a totally

new progrant for preparing regular educators. In both instances,

curriculum revision was occurring concurrently with reorganization of

the schools and redefinition of departmental boundaries.

The economic reasons--"Money was available and we needed it," or

"We needed the prestige of getting a grant"--were reluctantly express-

ed. In general, athe economic reasons emerged as a resu't of probing

some of the other expressed reasons for seeking the grant. In most

cases, the school was suffering from enrollment declines and budget

constraints and saw external funds as one way of helping the financial

problem while at the same time addressing the need to revise curricu-

lum.

Leadership in Project Initiation

In this category, information was sought to determine the leader-

ship in initiating application for a dean's grant. Questions were

designed to determine whether the leadership or major push for the

project came from the dean, the special education faculty, or the

regular education faculty. Information was also sought to identify

(
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the key actors in this stage, and who was actively involved in devq:

oping and writing the proposal.

Some, of the questions used to obtain information in this area

included:

Who were the key individuals involved in developing the
dean's grant proposal?

What roles did they play? e.g., consultant? proposal
f. )

writer?

Were you involved? What was your role?

Why did you become involved (why not)?

Table 4.4 presents a summary of the key leadership involved in

initiating the dean's grant proposal.

Table 4.4

Leadership in Project Initiation

project Initiator

#1 [1]* 3

#2 [2]

#3 [2] 3

#4 [1] 3

#5 [21 1, 3

#6 [1] 3, 2

#7 [2] 1

#8 [1] 2, 3

#9 [1] 2, 3

#10 [2]

#11 [2] 1, 3

*[ ] indicates primary initiator,
who then involved others.

1=Dean or Administration
2=Special Education Faculty
3=Regular Education Faculty
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At all sites, the leadership for initiating a dean's grant

project came from either the 'dean or the special education faculty.

Even though the primary goal of the DGP was a revisfon of regular

teacher preparation programs,. in none of the sites visited did the

regular education faculty initiate the dean's grant process. Even'

though regular education faculty did not initiate the project, at

eight of the eleven sites, regular education faculty were brought into

the process from the,beginning and were involved in formulating the

program and writing the proposal.

"Leadership in Project Management

The focus here was to identify the leadership in managing the

project after the grant was received. Questions were designed to find

out who actually managed the project on a day-to-lay basis, and

whether project management rested with the dean, the special &lucation

department, or the regular education faculty. Since all 'projects had

a project coordinator(s), questions were also directed toward learning

how the project coordinator was selected, at what point in the proc-

ess, and his or her role and status prior to the project. Of interest,

was whether the coordime:or was, from special education or regular

education and whether he or she was a "senior," well-established

faculty member or newly arrived on campus. The purpose of this line

of questioning 4as to obtain a sense of the feelings of ownership of

the project.

Table 4.5 identifies the key leadership in managing the ,project

at each of the sites. Table 4.6 provides information on the role and
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status of the project coordinator.

Table 4.5

Leadership in Managing,Project

Project

#1 [3] * 1

#2 12 3

#3 [2]

#4 [3]

#5 [2]

#6 [3] 1

#7 [3] 1

#8 [3] 1

#9 [2] 1

#10 [2]

#11 [2] [3] 1

*[ ] indicates primary leader-
ship role.

1=Dean or Administration
2=Special Education Faculty
3=Regular Education Faculty

Leadership in Drojectanament. Although' the dean was always
r.

listed as the project director, the day-to-day management was gener-

ally provided by the project coordinator. At none of the eleven sites

was the dean identified as the primary manager: This is not to

suggest that the deans were not involved, but rather that the respon-

sibility for operating the project rested with faculty, usually in

some cooperative way with the dean.
r-

The rve of regular education faculty, while minimal \in project

initiation, increased' considerably when it came to project management.
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Although the content of the changes proposed by dean's grant projects

was special education, thetarget for.those changes was the' regular,
1

teacher education prOgram. The initial grants announcement inviting

cx0posals,/ specified that reg4lar education and special education
K

facufer-should be involved inithe project. The most common pattern

-11

observed:in this study was that the dean or special education faculty

would initiate the process,,of applying for the grant, and then involve

regular education faculty. The absence of regular education faculty

in the initiation of dean's grant projects may be found in the means

of communication regarding the program: generally information P.bout

the program fro, the Department of

tItiTe,4,ean or to the dean through the

Education Ant' either directly to

spedial edUcation faculty.

Project coordinators' role and status. Project coordinators were

evenly, divided between special educators and regular educators. Of

the current coordinators, six Were regular educators and six were

special educatoli (one site had co-coordinators). Of the%six regular

educators, one was working on an advanced degree in special education.

Of the six sites with project coordinators from regular education

departments, the coordinators were senior, well-established faculty

members in five sites; in one site, the coordinabir had not yet been

granted tenure and could be considered "junior." It should be noted

that one of the long-term projects (#11) began with a senior

education faculty member as coordinator, and then had senior

special

regular

education faculty as coordinators after the first,three-year cycle.
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Table 4.6

Project Coordinators' Role and Status

Project Coordinator

41 2A

#2 18

03 1C

44 2A; 2A (co-coordinators)

#5 2D

#6 2A

#7 2A
#8 2A

#9 18

#10 1C; 1C (co-coordinators)

#11 1A; 2A (different cycles
of project

1=Special'Education
2=Regular Education

A=Senior faculty member
B=Junior faculty member
C=Newly arrived on campus
D=Hired to run project .

Five projects had special education faculty as coordinators. At

two of those sites, the coordinators wrote the proposal almost immedi-

ately upon joining the faculty; at one site, the coordinator had been

on the faculty two years before writing the proposal; in another site,

the coordinator had been on the faculty for several years on a nonten-

ured tract line, and was involved after the proposal was submitted;

and at the other site, the coordinator was hired specifically to run

the prnject.

The coordinator's role and status on the faculty seemed to be not

as important as his/her leadership style and personality. At two

sites, there were indications that the coordinator was somewhat
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abrasive, and thus the faculty were not eager to cooperate with his

project. At other sites, faculty spoke in highly complimentary terms

about the coordinator and indicated tnat his/her sensitive leadership

was very important in the success of the project. A low-key,

tator approach, which helped the faculty develop a sense that the

project was their own, seemed to be the most successful.

Perception of the Dean's Role

One requirement for awarding a dean's grant was.that the dean or

head of teacher education serve as the project director on the premise

that in order to bring about change, it was necessary to have the

overt support of someone with status, authority, and decision-making

capability.

Questioning in this area focused on the continuing involvement of

the dean once the grant was received, and faculty perceptions of the

dean's involvement. The questions were open-ended and, from the

responses, three categories were defined to describe the levels of the

dean's involvement in the project after the grant teas received:

1. Directly and actively involved; provides leadership.

2. Involved but to a lesser extent; plays a facilitator
role but leaves the management of the project to the
project coordinator.

3. Minimal involvement; provides support and clout when
requested; leaves management of the project to the

coordinator and becomes involved only upon request or in
a purely "social" way.

Responses of the interviewees are synthesized and presented in

Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7

Perceptions of Dean's Role

Project Dean's Role

#1 1

#2 3

#3 2

#4 3

#5 3

#6 2

#7 1

#8 1

#9 2

#10 2

#11 1

1=Directly and actively provided leadership

3=Minimal involvemg,A, provided support, clout when requested
2=Involved, facilitator role

The level of the dean's continuing involvement in the project

varied from project to project. Four of the projects reported that

the dean had continued to be directly and actively involved in the

project and had provided leadership. At three projects, the dean

continued to be involved but played a supporting, facilitator role.

At the other three sites, the dean was seen as minimally involved.

At the two projects where the dean was the chief academic officer

in a multidisciplinary institution, the dean's involvement was per-

ceived as minimal, providing support or assistance only when request-

ed. At the other site where the dean's involvement was perceived as

minimal, respondents indicated that he had too many other demands on

his time and was very involved in activities beyond the coliege.
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There was surprisingly little discrepancy between the dean's

perception of his role and the coordinator's and faculty members'

perceptions of his role. And in no case' was there any indication that

the dean was negative about the project or obstructed its progress.

The dean was seen as su - w en 0* Wd

benign.

Perception of "Ownership" of the Prolect

The importance of implementers' feeling a sense of "ownership" of

an innovation is a strong recurring theme in the literature. The

chances of an innovation to be successful are enhanced when partici-

pants can shape the innovation and claim it for their own (Berman &

McLaughlin, 1975; Elmore, 1978; Lindquist, 1978).

In the present study, the issue of faculty ownership of the

Dean's Grant project was explored through questions related to per-

ceived identity of the project (Table 4.8) and the role of the faculty

in, the initial stages of the project (Table 4.9).

Perceptions of _project i4dentity. At the majority of sites, the

project was identified as the coordinator's project.

these sites was the coordinator in special education;

in regular education. In some cases, the project was

At only one of

the others were

identified with

more than one person, such as the dean and the coordinator, or the

coordinator and the department, or the "perceived identity" shifted es

the project progressed.
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Table 4.8

Perceptions of Project Identity

Project Perceived Identity
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10.

#11

1

4

2

2

1,

2

1

1

4

3

3

& 3, then 1 &

& 2

& 2

2

1=Perceived as dean's project
2=Perceived as coordinator's project
3=Perceived as special education project
4=Perceived as SCDE project, or regular

education "departmental" project

Table 4.9

Role of Faculty in Initial Stages
(Faculty, not deans, administrators, or department chairs)

Project Faculty Role

1 3

2 1

3 2 (for a few); 3
4 3

5 3*

6 1

7 2

8 3

9 3

10 4

11 3

*Teacher preparation unit not involved,
not interested, did not support the effort.

1=Involved in planning
2=Knew of application
3=Found out after funding approved
4=Little or none

113
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At only two sites was the project identified as a regular educa-

tion "departmental project." What is interesting is that in both of

those projects, the coordinator was from special, education. At one of

those sites, each respondent quickly said the project was a "depart-

mental project." Respondents at these sites also spoke very posi-

tively about the leadership and influence of the coordinator. What

emerges here is that the coordinators were sensitive skillful leaders

who had the respect of their colleagues. They were sensitive: to the

ownership issues and were skillful in creating the sense of ownership

on the part of those targeted for change.

Role of faculty in initial stages. The general pattern seemed to

be that a few faculty members plus the dean (and perhaps some depart-

mental chairs) were .Involved in conceptualizing the project and in

writing the proposal. For the most part, the faculty learned of the

project after funding had been,approved.

At two sites, a "needs assessment" was conducted with the faculty

prior to developing a proposal. At one of the sites, faculty were

also asked what "incentive" they would need to become involved. Where

the faculty had been involved in the early stages of project develop-

ment, and particularly where needs and interests were assessed prior

to writing the proposal, there seemed to be a greater continuing

involvement.

Summaryl_Leadership and Management

Table 4.10 presents a composite summary of the leadership and

4 management aspects of the eleven sites included in the study. The
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profile of the leadership and management of a dean's grant project

based on the composite data included in Table 4.10 and the composite

data on motivation presented in Table 4.2 indicate that:

The institution identified the need to improve the prepa-
ration of regular education students to function
regular education'settings which include handicapped chil-
dren; and saw the opportunity to obtain external funds to
address this as well as some other institutional needs.

The application for a dean's grant was initiated by the
dean and/or special education faculty, who then involved
regular education faculty.

Once the grant was approved, the day-to-day management of
the project was assumed by a project coordinator, usually
one of the faculty members involved in writing the propos-
al.

The project coordinator could be either from special
education or regular education and, if from regular educa-
tion, would be a senior, well - established member of the
faculty.

The dean remained involved in the project, but to a lesser
degree.

The project was identified as the coordinator's project,
possibly in conjunction with the dean.

With the exception of a few faculty involved in the plan-
ning/writing of the proposal, most faculty learned of the
project after the grant was approved.

115



Table 4.10

Summary: Leadership and Management

Leadership in

Project Initiation of Project

#1 Dean*

Regular ed. faculty

Leadership

Managing Project

Project Coordinator

Role and Status

Perception of

Dean's Role

Perception of

Project Identity

Role of Faculty***

in Initial Stages

Regular ed. faculty**

Dean

Regular ed.--junior

faculty

Qirectly involved; Dean's project

leadership

Learned of project

after fuhding

proved

#2

Special ed. faculty

Special ed. faculty** Special ed.--newly

'egular ed. faculty arrived on campus

Minimal involve - Regular ed. depart- .

ment mental project Involved in planning

#3

Special ed. faculty*

Regular ed. faculty Special ed. faculty

Special ed.--junior

faculty Facilitatot'role Coordinator's project

11
Few involved in

planning; most

learned of prgject

after funding

#4 Dean*

Regular ed. faculty

#5 Special ed. faculty*

Dean

Regular ed. faculty°

Regular ed. faculty

Regular ed.--senior Minimal involve-

faculty ment

4111

Learned of project

Coordinator's project after funding

Special ed. faculty

Special ed.--hired

to run project

Minim, involve-

ments

Dean's project

Special ed. project

Coordinator's project after funding

Learned of project

#6 Dean*

Regular ed. faculty

Special ed. faculty

Regular ed. faculty**. Regular ed.--senior

Dean faculty Facilitator roll

116

111

Involved in plan-

Coordinator's project ing

1 7

0



Table 4.10 (cont.)

Leadership in

Project Initiation of Project

#7 Special ed. faculty*

Dean

Leadership

Managing Project

PrOject Coordinator

Role and Status

Perception of

Dean's Role

Perception of Role of Faculty***

Project Identity in Initial Stages

Regular ed. faculty** Regular ed.--senior

Dean faculty

Directly involved;

leadership Dean's 'project Knew of application

#8 Dean*

Special ed. faculty

Regular ed. faculty

Regular ed. faculty** Regular ed.--senior Directly involved; Dean's project

Dean faculty leadership Coordinator's

Learned of project

after funding

#9 Dean*

Special ed. faculty

Regular ed. faculty

Special ed. faculty**

Regular ed. faculty Special ed.--junior

Dean faculty Facilitator role

...111

Regular ed. depart- Learned of project

mental project after funding

#10

Special ed. faculty

Special ed.--newly

Special ed. faculty arrived on campus Facilitator role Special ed. project Little or nbne

#11

Special ed. faaulty*

Dean

Regular ed. faculty

Special ed. faculty**

Regular ed. faculty**

Dean

Special ed.--senior

faculty

Regular ed.-7senior

faculty

Directly involved; Special ed. project -Learned of project

leadership REgular ed. after funding

f

*Primary initiator.

°Not teacher preparation.

**Primary leadership /management

***Faculty--not deans, administrators, department

j_ 8

chairs, or those who wrote proposal.

ca
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Discussion

The leadership and :management of the DGP were explored in this

study from several differdht perspectives, including the role of the

dean in initiating the project and his/her continuing involvement

after the grant had been received. Another focus was the day ,to-day

management of the project and the role of the project coordinator.. In

exploring the importance of the dean's leadership in effecting change,

the findings are consistent with three other studies of the DGP.

Sivage, Reinhard and Arends (1981) studied the role of themdean

as an advocate of change and found that, as change agents, deans play 0

many roles --negotiator, persuader, and choreographer of the many

constituent actors in the change process... The roleof advocate, the

intensity of the advocacy, and the faculty perception of the advocacy

were critical in the change process.

In another study, Whitmore (1981) found that in those projects

which have been most successful, the deans provided strong, visible

support and the faculty perceived the dean as directing the project.

A critical factor in successful projects was the dean's leadership,

where the dean was directly involved, indicating the dean's under-

standing of the goals of.the project and a commitment to being involv-

ed in the planning and implementation of the project.

As a test of one.of the fundamental assumptions of the DGP--that

the authority to promote change is invested in the deanship--Okun

(1981) conducted a study of deans' perceptions of their ability to

promote change in schools of education. She found that deans perceive
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themselves to be in key positions to influence change in their

schools. While this ability could be affected by institutionalland

environmental factors, the deans and target faculty, agreed that, if the

dean wanted a program to be effective, its chances of success were

greatly enhanced.

Another important factor in effecting change was the role of the

project coordinator who,,in all cases was responsible for the day-to-

day management of the project. The, dean provided prestige and clout,

but it was the coordinator, in daily interactions with faculty, who

could keep the project moving toward its goals. The style and person-
a

ality of the coordinator seemed more important than role and status.

Where the coordinator was a skillful and sensitive person who support-

,

ed faculty and encouraged their feelings of ownership of the project,

the chances of enduring change being effected were enhanced.

It was also important that goals in applying for the grant were

clear and understood and agreed to by all concerned. If feedback from

the field indicated that graduates were not adequateily prepared to

function in mainstreamed classrooms, but-the faculty were either not

aware or did not agree with the assessment, efforts to improve the

program would be more difficult.

One of the goals implicit in the DGP was bridging the schism

between regular and special education. ks speJ1,1 education depart-

ments received more attention and funds, the competition bettieen the

departments increased. Thus, to encourage-facUty to collaborate

(10
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rather tian compete required skillful and sensitive leadersh:lp from

the dean. and/or project coordihator.

Faculty Development.

In referring to the implementation of dean's grant projects,

Behrens and Grosenick (1978) indicated that of the more than 200

colleges and universities which had dean's grants most faced two basic

problems: (1).finding the most effective way to create positive

faculty attitudes toward handicapped children and toward PI, 94-142;
V.N

and (2) preparing the faculty to engage in reconceptualization and

restructuring of teacher education programs.

An overwhelming proportion of dean's grant projects had faculty

development components with objectives directed toward: increasing

faculty awareness, knowledge and understanding of PL, 94-142 and the

education of handicapped children and youth in the least, testrictive

2/
settings; creating positive attitudes toward: the law and'the

ped; and engaging the facylty in curriculumevision.
'a

Data were sought to determine: thesCope and focus of faculty

development components; the targeted faculty; the objectives; the

strategies and activities used.to,engage the faculty; and the outcomes

and accomplishments.

A brief profile of the faculty development component,for each of

the sites includes:

Scope: size of school of education faculty`

Pre-grant status: level of faculty awareness prior to the
dean's,grant project.
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Target faculty: faculty toward whom project activities
were directed, e.g., undergraduate elementary education
faculty.

Objectives: reported objectives, for the facul41, develop-
ment component of the project.

Strategies and activities: the means used to achieve the
objectives.

Outcomes and accomplishments: self-reported progress or
accomplishment in faculty development.

Following the individual profile summaries, cross-site summaries

of the faculty development components are presented.

Profile: Site #1

This project, which was in the second year .of an operational

grant, had had a one-year planning grant, with one intervening year

between the planning year and the operational grant. Prior to the

planning grant, the faculty were ''not really aware" of PL 94-142. The

faculty development component focused on all faculty in the school of

education. During the "hiatus" year, between the planning grant and

the dean's grant project, faculty were involved in activities designed

to increase their awareness of PL 94-142 and'edutation of the handi-

capped.

In the first year of the operational grant, the faculty develop-

ment objectives were designed to improve attitudes and sensitivity and

increase knowledge and understanding of PL 94-142 and the education of

handicapped children in the least restrictive environment. A second

aim was to assist the faculty to develop 4e skills to review, ana-

lyze, and modify curriculum to prepare preservice regular educators

for mainstreamed classrooms.



Figure 4.1

Faculty Development: Site #1

Scope: School of Education Faculty: 46 (ihcludes 14 from Laboratory School)

Pre -grant Status: Faculty not really aware of PL 94-142

Tar et Facult Objectives Stre egies/Acti:i es Outcomes /Acc. lishments

All faculty in School

of Education: 32

Develop positive attitudes/sensitiv-

ity toward handicapped kids and LRE.

Increased knowledge of PL 94 -142.

Develop skill to revise curriculum- -

re prepare preservice.

Revise own teaching skills.

Retreat--on regular time.

Field visits--school for deaf; .

special classes; mainstream class-

rooms.

Materialsfilms.

Release all faculty--2 days--work on

curriculum revision (students in

field asciignments).

Faculty saw need to change--began to

revise total curriculum structure. 0

Approximately 60% of faculty partic-

ipated in at least one DOP activity.

Higher education faculty who .consid-

ered themselves as expert became

learners--learned from practition-

ers, handicapped.
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An implicit goal was to have faculty improve their own teaching.

"If ,we could get our faculty to chr.nge their methods of instruction,

that means our students will go out with a background of new methods.

We must model--we can't just tell students to go out and use individu-

alized instruction."

The major strategy used to achieve these objectives was bringing

regular education faculty and special education faculty together to

plan. This was done through dinner meetings, one retreat (on regular

time, not a weekend), workshops using handicapped persons as re-

sources, and visits to special education and mainstreamed sites. One

major activity was arranging for all students to have two days of

field trips to handicapped education settings, and allowing the

faculty to be free of classes for those two days to work on curriculum

revision. Faculty also reviewed materials, films, filmstrips, and

other educational resources.

Approximately 60% of the faculty participated in at least one

activity sponsored by the dean's grant project. One major accomplish-

ment reported by project leadership was that the faculty saw the need

to change and began to look at the curriculum as a whole, possibly

leading to change in the structure of the teacher preparation program.

A seconi outcome was that higher education faculty, who had considered

themselves to be "experts," became learners--learning from practiti.on-

ers in the field and from handicapped persons.
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Profile: Site #2

This dean's grant project was in its fourth year. The first

three years were directed to on-campus faculty development and curric-

ulum revision. In this fourth year, the project was moving into an

outreach phase, providing faculty development for several small

colleges in the area.

A needs assessment conducted prior to initiating the dean's grant

indicated that the faculty had some awareness of PL 94-142, but did

not see any implications for their own teaching. The first year of

the project emphasized faculty development with a clear focus toward

curriculum revision, and included the whole department. Objectives

were to improve faculty awareness, attitudes, and knowledge of PL

94-142 and the education of the handicapped, leading to increased

skill in adaptation of curriculum to include content on the education

of the handicapped.

The activities and strategies used to achieve these objectives

were based on the faculty's suggestions for "incentives" to partici-

pate. Activities included a faculty retreat each year, seminars and

workshops using outside consultants and handicapped persons as re-

sources, and a special course for the faculty on the education of the

handicapped in mainstreamed settings given by the project coordinator.

Each semester, one faculty member was given released time to work on

curriculum adaptation and revision or related research.



Figure 4.2

Faculty Development: Site #2

Scope: Education Faculty: 16

Pre-grant Status: Faculty--some awareness of PL 94-142, but did not see implications for own teaching.

Attitudo toward mainstreaming -- generally positive.

Target Facult Ob ectives Strategies/Activities Outcomes/Accomplishments

All faculty in Educe- Awareness of PL 94-142.

tion Department: 16

Attitudes toward PL 94-142, handi-

capped.

Knowledge about educationally handi-

capped.

Skill in adaptation of curriculum.

Pre-grant needs assessment re incent

tive to participate (release time,

travel money, materials money, con-

sultants).

Fall retreat each year.

Seminars with handicapped.

Use of consultants.

Release time--selected faculty to

work on curriculum revision or

research.

Special course for faculty.

Most effective:

Retreats

Release time

Direct contact with handicapped.

All faculty, but 2, participated in

some activities.

Assessment showed:

Attitude change

Increased awareness

Increased knowledge

Faculty change mostly in awareness

and attitude, knowledge to a lesser

extent.

"Faculty realization of how compre-

hensive education can become, and

its costs.

"Awareness on part of faculty of

obligation...if our students are

going to be successful, we must help

them to be aware or handicapped kids

and mainstreaming."

ti 1 "9



In the outreach phase (year 4), some faculty were used as train-

ers for faculty in other colleges, putting them in a role with respon-

sibility and leadership in the project.

All but two faculty participated in project activities. Reported

outcomes based on local assessment showed changes in faculty atti-

tudes, awareness, and knowledge.

Faculty change was "mostly in awareness and attitude; knowledge

to a lesser extent, but at least we now have a base for work with'the

handicapped. Prior to the (proje"ct] not only did the faculty not know

anything about working with the handicapped, some probably resisted

learning anything about them."

There was "faculty awareness of our obligation that if our stu-

dents are going to.be successful, we must help them to be aware of

handicapped kids and mainstreaming."

The most effective activity for the department were the retreats

which provided the "opportunity to come together as a faculty. around

some common issues--partly business and partly. social." For individ-

ual faculty members, the most effective strategy was released time to

work on curriculum revision, to develop new bibliographies, syllabi,

and materials.

The seminars with handicapped persons were also very effective,

as was putting faculty in leadership (trainer) roles in the outreach

parts of the project.
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Profile: Site #3

At the time that the dear.':. grant proposal was written, the

school of education was undergo, g some important change. The propos-

al was initiated, by a special education faculty member who had just

arrived on campus and who became project coordinator.- A faculty

member from regular education was contacted to become co-coordinator,

and the proposal was written by the two co-coordinators.. At that

time, there was an acting dean in the school of education; the current

dean arrived mid-year, after the proposal was submitted but prior to

receiving approval of the grant. Just before beginning the project,

the co-coordinator from regular education learned that this would be

his final year at the university. Although he served as coordinator

during the first year of the project, his department made no effort to

replace him onthe project after he left the university. In the next

two years, the portion of funds allocated for the co-coordinator was

used to give selected faculty members released time to work on curric-

ulum revision.

The faculty development aspects of ,the project were designed to

foster commitment on the part of regular education faculty to see the

education of the handicapped as a shared responsibility, and to engage

the faculty in modifying the curriculum to prepare regular educators

with the competency to educate handicapped children in mainstreamed

settings.



Figure 4.3

Faculty Development: Site #3

Scope: School of Education Faculty: 60 (includes 22 in Laboratory School).

Pre-grant Status: Faculty somewhat aware of PL 94-142;

Regular Education faculty believed PL 947142 "would go away "; and even if handicapped

someone else's responsibility:

kids don't go away, they will he

Target Faculty . Objectives Strategies /Activities Outcomes/Acc lishments

Teacher Education

faculty (about 30).

Vocational Education,

School Services fac-

ulty--about 30 (to

lesser extent).

Foster commitment of Regular Educa-

tion faculty to see education of

handicapped as a shared responsibil-

ity.

Engage faculty in curriculum

revision.

Collect, review materials from other

projects.

"Brown-bag lunches"--outside

speakers.

One-on-one.

Release time for selected faculty to

work on curriculum revision.

Most Effective:

"one-on-one"--direct work with

targeted faculty;

sharing materials.

Increased awareness of special stu-

dent.

Increated understanding of teachers

in mainstreamed settings.

Some faculty change--more working to-

gether.

Overall--minimal faculty change, es-

. pecially re implications for own.

teaching.
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The coordinator took. a low-key, low-profile approach, working

mostly one-on-one with faculty to assist in revising courses. The

coordinator found passive resistance to be very strong.

Reported progress indicates some increase in faculty awareness

and understanding of handicapped children and the needs of teachers in

mainstreamed classes. But, overall, faculty change was described as

minimal, especially in regard to the implications for their own teach-

ing.

Site #4

The dean's grant proposal was initiated by the dean, but written

by two regular education faculty. Special education faculty served as

consultants.

The faculty development component focused on those faculty

members.who taught the,professional education courses for undergrad-

uate elementary and secondary education.' In the first year of the

project, activities were aimed at increasing faculty awareness,

attitude, and knowledge of the law and its implications for education.

Seminars., workshops, and site visits were used and faculty participat-

ed on a voluntary basis.

Another aim was for faculty to increase their skills to revise

the curriculum to prepare regular educators with competencies to

function in mainstreamed settings. Two "on-campus retreats," all-day

planning sessions, were used and considered to be very effective.

This project encountered considerable resistance from both the

regular education faculty--who were not sure that mainstreaming was a
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Scope: School of Education Faculty: 68

Pre-grant Status: Faculty may have been aware of PL 94-142, but very little awareness of implications for own teaching.

Very limited idea of LRE; some saw it as "watering down" curriculum"; others sew it as siphoning away resources from gifted

and talented.

9

Figure 4.4

Faculty Development: Site #4

l

1

.01111

Tenet Facult Ob ectives Stratb ies/Activities Outcomes/Acc lishments

Elementary Education, Increased awareness of, sensitivity Seminars, workshops--consultants, Increaied awareness, sensitivity on

Secondary Education

faculty: 15-40

to needs, interests, abilities of

handicapped kids.

handicapped, parents, practitioners. the part of most faculty.

(includes Special Site visits. Increased knowledge--fewer faculty.

Education faculty) Increased knowledge, understanding

of handicapped conditions and impli- On-campus retreat--curriculum Faculty resist change:

cations for education. planning.'

Regular educators--not sure it's a-

Skill: engage in curriculum revi-

sion, prepare regular educators for

Release time for selected faculty- -

curriculum revision.

good idea

LRE settings.

Most effective:

on-campus retreat;

curriculum planning.

Special educators--saw it as ith-

pinging on their own turf.

"Faculty resist 'being developed'

and learning new ways of working."

"Can increase knowledge; changing

attitudes much-more difficult."

1 '35
136
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good idea--and special education faculty who saw it impinging on their

own turf.

The outcomes reported by this project included a general increase

in faculty awareness of PL 94-142 and its implications for the educa-

tion of the handicapped. To a lesser extent, there was also change in

faculty attitudes and increase in the know4eand skill levels.

Profile: Site #5

The dean's grant 'proposal was initiated by faculty in the physi-

cal education department who had prevpbusly worked with special

education, programs. The head of the teacher preparation center was

not interested in the project and did not support the effort.

The focus of this dean's_ grant project was to affect faculty

across six schools and 25 departments. The aim was to modify curricu-

lum to prepare graduates from a wide range of discipli.hes to serve

handicapped clientele more effectively. The project also aimed to

increase faculty awareness, university-wide, and to engage faculty in

curriculum rev a selective basis.

Inorder to achieve increased faculty awareness, the coordinator

conducted a workshop in each department. On the basis of recommenda-

tions from the dean and chairs, about 40 faculty were identified to

work on curriculum revision over the three years of the project. The

coordinator, working one-on-one ,with the faculty member and providing

supporting materials and resources, was the primary means of achieving

curriculum revision.



Figure 4.5

Faculty Development: Site #5

Scope: Foci university-wide--ao(Fss 6 schools, approximately 25 departments.

Pre-grant Status: Faculty awareness of needs of handicapped very low.

Target Faculty

Total faculty, uni-

versity-wide, about

500.

Selected faculty- -

multidisciplinary,

about 40-50.

(Teacher education

faculty not involv-

ed).

Objectives

Increased awareness of handicapped.

Increased knowledge And skill in

serving handicapped.

Modify courses/curriculum.

AIMONIIVEM

Strategies/Activities

"GeAral awareness" session held in

each department.

"Handicapped awareness"--films,

simulations, panels.

Worked one -on -one with target

faculty to modify course.

Mini-grants to provide student

assistance in revising courses;

e.g., research, bibliographies.

Materials/resources.

Most effective:

one-on-one;

direct assistance.

Outcomes/Accomplishments

About 504 of faculty generally aware

--project seen as directed toward

handicapped on campus.

Deans, vice presidents, etc.in-
1-A

creased awareness/sensitivity toward

handicapped.

Approximately 30 faculty involved in

third year.

6-12 faculty really involved; chang-

ed courses, curriculum.

Coal to affect entire university- -

too broad.

13 139
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The project reported that many of the faculty thought the project

was designed to improve services and education for the handicapped

students on campus, with only a small proportion recognizing the

implications of preparing their graduates to serve handicapped cli-

ents.

Over the three years of the project, about 30 faculty members who

were engaged in curriculum revision became very committed to the

project and to the education of the handicapped. One outcome, not

specifically expressed as an objective, was the increased awareness

and sensitivity toward the handicapped on the part of university

administrators--vice presidents, deans, and department chairs.

It should be noted that none of the teacher preparation courses

were targeted for change and none of the faculty from the teacher

preparation center were involved in the project. In the third year of

the project, the appointment of'a new director for the teacher prepa-

ration center, one who seemed more amenable to the concepts of the

dean's grant project, indicated that the teacher education faculty's

resistance to become involved might be diminishing.

Profile: Site #6

The faculty development component of the project was designed

with two levels: to increase awareness and knowledge for the total

school of education faculty; and, for those faculty who taught the

elementary and secondary education courses, to develop the skills to

modify the curriculum to prepare regular educators for mainstreamed

settings.
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Faculty Development: Site #6

Scope: School of Education Faculty: 52

Pre-grant Status: Only Special Education faculty knew of PL 94-142; others not really aware; those who were saw it as "special education

problem"

Tar et Facult

Total faculty: 52

Specific focus: Ele-

mentary Education/

Secondary Education

faculty.

Ob ectives

Attitude change.

Increased knowledge of law.

Curriculum revision

New instructional skills re

preparing regular educators for

handicapped kids in LRE.

Strate ies/Activities

Faculty retreat..

Seminars with field-based

practitioners.

Outcomes/Accom lishments

Dinner meetings with handicapped

and/or parents.

Mainstreaming conference on campus;

university-wide, plus field based.

Site visits to schools.

Overload stipend to selected facul-

ty--interdepartmental team--to study

issues, concerns, implications for

teacher preparation; to make recom-

mendations for curriculum revision;

and to work with other faculty on

curriculum revision.

Most effective:

interdepartmental study team;

direct contact with handicapped

and/or parents.

Every faculty member participated in

at least one activity: 50% attend

on-campus mainstream conference; 50%

attend at least one site visit.

More positive attitudes.

Increased knowledge of PL 94-142 and

handicapped kids.

More faculty communication, collabo-

ration, including research with

focus on handicapped and LRE.

Dean: "Satisfied that we have

touched greater number of faculty

than with any other grant wq have

had."

141
142
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In addition to the activities designed specifically for school of

education faculty, the project sponsored an annual on-campus main-

streaming conference to which faculty and students from other parts of

the university were invited. The response was minimal even though the

university had a relatively large proportion of handicapped students

and was among the first to be "fully accessible."

Reported outcomes indicated that every faculty member in the

school of education was involved in the project in one way or another,

and that awareness, attitude, and knowledge levels were generally

improved. The dean remarkedi "I don't think that there is a faculty

member who isn't aware of PL 94-142...T don't think there is a faculty

member we haven't directly touched."

One outcome,.not expressed as an objective, is that the special

education faculty'were also reviewing their courses and making somef

changes to reflect mainstreaming concepts.

Profile: Site #7

In applying for the DGP, the dean saw an opportunity to bring the

faculty together, to revitalize all school of education programs, and

to bring about change in the faculty's approach to the handicapped.

The chair of the special education department played a key role in

developing the proposal, but "did not want to run it... (he] did not

want it seen as 'another special education project thrust upon us.'"

The dean's council chose as the project coordinator a senior, well-

respected regular education faculty member who had very little knowl-



. Figure 4.7

Faculty Development: Site #7

Scope: Total School of Education Faculty:. 32 full-time, 4 part-time.

Pre-grant Status: Some faculty knew of PL 94-142; most had only slight awareness.

Regular Education faculty saw education of handicapped as Special Education problem. Say, legalistic not humanistic reasons

for PL 94-142....1
Target Faculty

Regular education

faculty

Objectives

Awareness of PL 94-142 and IRE.

Attitudes.

'Knowledge of PL 94-142.

Engage in curriculum development

revision for all programs.

Special education Accept notion they do not own the

faculty kids.

Strate les/Activities

Needs assessment.

Kick-off session--handicapped person

as speaker.

Brown-bag lunches with:

parents of handicapped;

handicapped persons;

educators from field.

Field visits to handicapped centers,

mainstreamed classrooms--15-40

hours.

Provide materials/resources.

Most effective:

- direct contact with handicapped

persons, parents of handicapped;

- field visits, brown-bag sym-

posia;

- materials/resources.

144
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Outcomes/Accompli,shments

751s -100% participated in at least

one activity.

Increased awareness for most.

Attitude change for most.

ts)

..Increased knowledge of PL 94-142 and ''

LK.

Curriculum change in all programs

initiated.

Faculty have overcome discomfort

with the handicapped.

Faculty interaction improved--know

each other better.

Primary benefit: "Faculty beginning

to see implications for own teaching

--how to.improve education not only

for handicapped kids, but for all

kids."

145



edge of PL 94-142 and the education of the handicapped. "She, thus,

became a learner along with all the other participants."

The faculty knew of the proposal prior to its submission and

their reactions were characterized as "ranging from indifferent to

enthusiastic." Departmental chairs provided "letters of support" for

the proposal.

The faculty development activities, concentrated primarily in the

first year of the project, were designed to improve faculty awareness,

attitudes, and knowledge of PL 94-142 and the education of the handi-

capped, and engaging the faculty in revising curriculum. State legis-

lators required that regular elementary and secondary education.pro-

grams include content on the education of the handicapped (defined in

11 competencies). However, this project chose to review and modify

not only those two programs, but the other six in the school as well.

A variety of strategies and activities was used to attain the

objectives, including "brown-bag, symposia," field visits, and provi-

sion of materials'and resources. One special feature of this project

was the extensiveness of the faculty's field visits. During the

,January "term," a month between semesters when very few classes are

held, there is an "unwritten understanding" that faculty are avail-

able. This time was used for dean's grant activities, and a series of

field visits was scheduled. Faculty members spent from 15 to 40 hours

visiting handicapped centers and mainstreamed classrooms.

The reported outcomes indicate that at least 75% of the faculty

participated in at least one dean's grant activity. Even though some
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faculty only "went through the motions" and some "will be glad to see

the project end, as change is uncomfortable," reports indicate im-

provement in faculty awareness of, Attitudes toward, and knowledge of

PL 94-142 and the education of the handicapped. Direct contact with

Ile handicapped or the parents of handicapped children and the field,

visits were the most effective strategies used in this project.

Profile: Site #8 f.

The project at this site was among the first to receive a dean's

grant and was in its eighth year. The pro >ct began with focus on

both graduate and, undergraduate but shifted to only undergraduate

because of'the negative reaction on the part of the graduate faculty.

The project deliberately took a low-key approach in order to

minimize faculty resistance. Also,

tion faculty members, to be project

the dean selected a regular educe-

coordinator because the special

education department was very strong and would "threaten" the others.

This project was different from the others in that the major

focus was to reach students directly. In the first year or two, the

project had faculty development workshops, seminars, and activities

similar to other project. The approach then shifted to team teaching,

or using a teacher-consultant.in selected sessions of classes, onothe

premise that student pressure would cause faculty change. The major

strategy here was one-on-one--the coordinator working with individual

faculty members to infuse mainstreaming concepts into their courses.

Because the coordinator worked primarily on a one-to-one basis, he
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Figure 4.8

Faculty Development: Site #8

Scope: School of Education Faculty: 81

Pre-grant Status: Most regular education faculty not aware of PL 94-142, or implications for preparation of regular educators.

Target Faculty Objectives

Primary target: core

of undergraddate fac-

ulty--approximately

10.

Regular education

preservice faculty.

Special education

faculty.
.1

Assist faculty to Infuse special

education content into their

courses.

Increase competency in education of

handicapped in LRE.

Increase competency in regular,, edu-

cation.

Strategies/Activities

Low key, incremental epproach.

Primary strategy--one-on-one.

Teacher - consultant- -teach some

sessions, 2 classes.

Early in project seminars,

workshops for faculty and

studentsused special education

faculty, parents, teachers.

Focused directly on students: "If

we get students aware of PL 94-142

and handicapped kids, students will

start asking questions, faculty will

have to change."

Most effective: one-on-one.

Outcomes /Accomplishments

O

Generally increased awareness.

Some change in faculty attitudes/

sensitivity.

Some still resistant:

feel that taking from gifted/

normal to give Whandicapped;

feel that preparing students to

work with average, not special

needs kids.

Of 10 core faculty, major change for

70%; change medium to low for

others.

Strong Special EducatiOn department.

Won't let regular educators forget

handicapped.

Some key faculty began to look at

undergraduate program as total, not

Piecemeal.

148 149
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worked with only a small number of faculty each year. But, over the

course of the project, he was able to reach most departments.

The project reported that the greatest change occurred among the

faculty who were directly involved in revising the curriculum. Al-

though there was some awareness and attitude change among the others,

the resistance was still pretty strong.

Profile: Site #9

This site had a small planning grant prior to submitting a pro-

posal for a full three-year dean's grant project. The dean and the

chairs from elementary education, secondary education, and special

education wrote the proposal.

The college of education had highly departmentalized programs

with very strong self-contained departments. Feedback from the field

indicated that graduates were not prepared to function in mainstreamed

settings. Somehow the feedback was not reaching the faculty who

thought they were doing an excellent job of preparing students for the

schools. The dean saw the dean's grant as an opportunity to develop

and test a new model of teacher preparation which would cross depart-

mental barriers and provide an integrated, generic approach for ele-

mentary education, secondary education, and special education.

After the grant was approved, the dean and chairs chose as the

coordinator a faculty member who had the appropriate background but

who was not strongly identified with any one department. This person

had been on the faculty for a few years on a nontenured track posi -"

tion.



Figure 4.9

Faculty Development: Site #9

Scope: School of Education Faculty: 150

Pre-grant Status: Faculty not really aware of PL 94-142; those who were saw it as someone elte's problem.

Target Faculty

Level 1:

Total educational

faculty

Level 2:

Faculty who teach

core courses.

Level 3:

Interdepartmental

team.

Ob ectives

Increased awareness.

Increased knowledge, skills.

Modify courses to infuse mairstream

content.

Develop a model, cross-departmental

education program--elementary educa-

tion, special education, secondary

education.

Modification of all couses.

Strategies /Activities

Needs assessment.

Brown-bag lunches.

Use of materials, films, etc.

Conference on mainstreaming with

other DG projects.

Retreat--faculty in participating

departments.

Site visits to schools.

Mini-grants for faculty to collabo-

rate on research with mainstream

focus.

Informations'' services; resources

center.

" Leadership role in planning/assist-
-

ing other faculty to have direct and

field-based experiences with handi-

capped.

411.
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Outcomes /Accomplishments

Faculty response--fair to low.

General awareness increased school-

wide.

Small groups really involved, bene-

fited greatly; others so-so.

Faculty beginning to work across

departments..

Faculty rethinking courses in terms

of competence.

152
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The faculty development component was designed with different

objectives for different segments of the faculty, with the most inten-

sive experience designed for the interdepartmental team developing the

new teacher education model. The program activities were also differ-

entiated each year. In the first year, the emphasis was on increasing

awareness and knowledge; in the second year, "mini-grants" were

awarded to encourage research on topics related to

project; in the third year, an on-campus conference

would present reports on their research

mini7grant

the dean's grant

was planned where

supported by the

This project reported that, generally, faculty response was fair

to low. However, in spite of this, there was an increase in faculty

'reness and knowledge, faculty were engaged in revising methods

courses, the generic teacher' preparation model was being piloted, and

faculty were beginning to cross departmental barriers 'to 'work to-

gether.

Profile: Site. #10

This site had had a three,-year dean's grant project in one of the

early cycles. The college did not consider the first cycle project as

successful, and at that time did not aDply for a continuing cycle.

During the term of the first cycle project, a new dean was appointed

and, shortly after the project ended, a new special educator joined

the faculty and almost immediately wrote the proposal for a new dean's

grant project. Shortly thereafter, the school of education was "writ-
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Figure 4.10

Faculty Development: Site #10

Scope: School of Education Faculty: 40

Pre-grant Status:

Tar et Facult Ob ectives Strata ies/Activities Outcomes/Accom lishmonts

Earlier cycle: Focus

on faculty develop-

ment

Increase knowledge about education

of handicapped.

Adapt courses.

Offered special education course for Increased awareness of Pl. 94-142.

faculty.

Worked one-on-one.

Increased knowledge about handicap-

, ped kids.

Few faculty adapted courses.

More cross-departmental cooperation

--special education not seen as so

separate.

"Faculty more aware of federal law

and mandates whether we adhere to

them or not."

151
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ten out" of the state budget and had to engage in a "survival" battle,

which led to major reorganization.

In summary, Site #10 had a three-year dean's grant project,

one-year hiatus, and was in the fourth year of a new cycle of dean's

grant project. Both the dean and the project coordinator were differ-

ent from those in the earliercycle.

The earlier cycle had a faculty development component, and

offered a three-credit course for faculty who could use the course

toward state certification in special education. In this cycle, the

primary emphasis was on offering a required "mainstreaming course" for

all regular education students and some inservice training for field-

based supervisors.

The project reports, however, that there has been an increase in

faculty awareness and knowledge of the law and the education of the

handicapped, but the major impact is directly on students.

Profile: Site #11

This site was in its third cycle of dean's grant projects. In

the first two cycles, the project focused on undergraduate depart-

ments; this cycle focused on two graduate departments which prepare

school administrators and counselors, The dean was involved in

writing the initial proposal and had been the project director for the

entire time of the project; however, there had been three different

coordinators.

The faculty developmezi- component used a wide range of activities

and strategies, focused on the particular targeted department. In



Figure 4.11

Faculty Development: Site #11

Scope: School of Education Faculty: 175

Pre-grant Status: Had state legislation prior to PL 94-142 re preparing regular educators for handicapped in LRE.

Faculty beginning to become aware of needs of education of handicapped.

Needs assessment: Faculty generally aware of PL 94-142; were not doing much about it in their classes.

Target Faculty Objectives Strate ies/Activities Outcomes/Accomplishments

Early cycle:

Target: Undergradu-

ate preservice teach-

er education about 75 cepts.

Positive attitude toward handicapped

in LRE.

Increased knowledge about LRE con-

Skills to revise curriculum to pre-

pare educators for handicapped in

LRE.

Awareness workshops--department

chairs and 1 or 2 faculty from each

department.

Retreats

Small group seminars

One-on-one--coordinator and individ-

ual faculty.

Review extensive list of competen-

cies re curriculum reviston.

Interuniversity conference.

Most effective:

retreats;

one-on-one--working with faculty

to modify courses.

Interuniversity activities involved

faculty in leadership role--increase

commitment,

Increased awareness.

Increased knowledge re PL 94-142,

_handicapped kids, LRE.

Faculty attitudes:

- more comfortable with handicapped;

- regular educators see own role in

education of handicapped--not sole

turf of special educators.
ow

Revise curriculum--infuse "critical

competencies."

Regular education faculty

perceptions of special education

more positive.

More interdepartmental faculty

interaction; some team teaching.

Faculty involvement in schools not

increased.

Major outcome: Faculty sensitivity

and knowledge re PL 94-142 and

mainstreaming, and curriculum change

resulting from that.

15 1U440
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addition, the dean had assumed a leadership position in the region and

the project sponsored interuniversity activities .to.provide faculty

development for faculty from other universities. Faculty from the

project who served as "trainevi" were then engaged in a leadership

role with colleagues from other institutions.. Reaction Irom.the

facuityrinterviewed was. that this was a very effective way of enlist7

ing the active partic.pation of faculty and increasing their commit-

ment to the project and its goals.

This project reported that the major outcome was increased

faculty sensitivity and knowledge of PL 94-142, the concepts, of

educating handicapped children in the least restrictive environment,

and the resultant, curriculum changes.

Another outcome reported by this project was the impact on the

dean. Over the course of the project the dean had become not only. a

visible leader for dean's grant projects, but an active advocate for

the effective education.of handicapped children.

Summary: Faculty Development

The following tables present composite summaries of the faculty

development components in the eleven sites.

scoeama11(n In- general, the faculty development activities

were focused. on different segments of the faculty, depending on the

Uesired outcome (Table 4.11). The activities designed to increase

awareness and improve attitudes were directed toward broad segments of

the faculty, or even toward the total faculty. The more intensive

faculty development, including increased knowledge and skill in revis-
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Table 4.11

Summary: Scope of Faculty Development

Pro ect Total SCDE Facult Tar eted Facult

(includes 14.1ab school) 32

16

30 (teacher ed. faculty)

#1 46

#2 16

#3 60

#4 68

#5 500

#6 52

#7 36

#8 147

#10 40

#11 170

25-40 (elementary ed.,

secondary ed.)

(university-wide) I. 500 (university-wide)

II. 40-50 (selected)

I. 52

II. 36 (elementary ed., sec-

ondary ed. faculty)

36

I. :147 (total faculty)

II. 20-30

III. 10

40

I. 75 (undergraduate)

II. 13 (graduate)

Note: Sites #5, 6, and 9 identified different objectives for differ-

ent segments of the faculty.
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ing curriculum to incorporate content on the handicapped, focused

primarily on the undergraduate, preservice teacher education faculty.

Objectives. The faculty development objectives were generally

directed toward preparing the faculty to revise or modify the curric-

ulum for preparation of regular educators. Most projects followed a

pattern of emphasizing faculty development activities in the early

stages of the project and then moving the faculty into curriculum

revs` ion activities.

Al]. projects had faculty development objectives aimed at improv-

ing faculty awareness, attitudes, and knowledge, although the specif-

ics of these objectives and activities varied from site to site (Table

4.12). At some sites there were different objectives for different

Table 4.12

Faculty Development: Objectives

Objectives Project

Awareness

Attitude

Knowledge

Skill: Curric .lum, Revision

Skill: Teaching Performance

2,

1,

1,

1,

1

4,

2,

2,

2,

5,

3,

3,

3,

7,

6,

4,

4,

8,

7,

5,

5,

9

8,

6,

6,

11

7,

7,

9,

8,

10,

9,

11

10, 11

segments of the faculty. For example, awareness and attitude change

activities would be directed toward broad segments or even the total

faculty, while the knowledge levsl and skill building objectives were

targeted more specifically to faculty who would actuallybe engaged in
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revising the curriculum. On] 'one site indicated an objective for

change in the teaching performance of its faculty.

Strategies and activities. All the projects reported using a

variety of activities and approaches for faculty development (Table

4.13). Although seminars and workshops seem to be the most commonly

used activities, there was considerable variation in their structure

and use. Some were informal "brown-bag" lunches with resource per-

sons, some were connected to faculty/departmental meetings, and others

were more 'formally. structured sessions with consultants. Faculty

participation in seminars and workshops was generally voluntary and

met with varied success. Some project coordinators reported that

faculty participation was moderate to low and'some felt that faculty

participation might have been better if the dean had been stronger in

"encouraging" attendance. Having curricular and instructional materi-

als available was another commonly used strategy.

Released time for faculty to work.on revising their nourses was

reported in four sites and was generally considered to be effective.

In two sites, coordinators reported that curriculum revision resulting

from released time did not "match" the amount of faculty time provid-

ed. The other two sites felt it was a very important and effective

use of faculty time. Another strategy perceived as very effective was

that of providing assistance to faculty using a one-on-one approach.

Generally,' this took the form of the coordinator's working directly

with a faculty member to modify curriculum. A number Of the sites

reported that direct contact with the handicapped--either resource

162
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'Table 4.13

Faculty Oeltilopment: Strategies and Activities

Strategy/Activity

1,

1,

1,

5,

1,

1,

3,

1,

6

2,

4,

9

2,

2,

5,

2,

4,

6,

3,

3,

8,

3,

6,

7,

4

4,

10,

4

Froact

9,-11

9

5, 6, 7,

11

8,

9,

9,

11.

11

Retreats

Seminars/workshops

Site visits

Teacher-consultant

Mini-grants

Release time

Materials/resources

On-campus conference

Special course for faculty

One-on-one assistance

External consultants

Interdepartmental teams

Out -of -load stipend

1C3
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persons for seminars or children in classrooms --was very effective in

changing faculty awareness, attitudqp, and knowledge about the educa-

tion of the handicapped.

Reported outcomes. Increased aware ss was the most frequently

reported outcame, particularly when ref rring to the total faculty or

to broad segments of the f urinal change was reported to a

lesser degree (Table 4.14).

Table 4.14

Summary: Reported Outcomes of Faculty Development

Outcomes Project

Increased awareness_re PL 94-142

Change attitudes re handicapped

Increased knowledge re education of the

handicapped

Skill in curriculum revision

Interdepartmental collaboration re

teaching, research

Other:

Higher education faculty became

learners

Deans, VPs, etc.--increased awareness,

knowledge, etc.

1,

2,

2,

19

3,

1

7,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

6,-7, 8, 11

3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11

2, 3, 4, So 6, 7,

6, 9, 10, 11 %,"

11

8,

8,

9,

9,

10,

11

11

*Faculty development activities generally began with a broad focus on

increasing awareness and attitudes, and moved into activities more specifi-

cally focused on knowledge acquisition and curriculum revision skill for

smaller groups of faculty.
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Seven projects reported that faculty had increased their knowl-

1

edge, but generally this referred to a smaller group of faculty'

members who were directly involVed in the project. The same could be

said of the skill level for revising curriculum. All but one of the

projects reported some progress in engaging faculty in curriculum

revision. The level of progress ranged from the planning stage to

revision of all syllabi. Generally, the faculty directly involved in

curriculum revision were small in number and then served as facilita-

tors for other faculty in revising their courses.

Discussion

The importance of faculty development to achieve instructional

improvement in higher education has been discussed extensively (Ber-

quist & Phillips, 1975; DuCharme, J981; J. Gaff, 1975; Gaff, Festa &

Gaff, 1978; Lindquist, 1978; Schein, 1972). In a time of expanding

resources, one means of improving instruction was to bring in new

"bright, energetic young faculty." But in periods of declining

resources that option is not available, and the importance of the

continuing development of faculty becomes even more critical jChrist-

ensen, 1982; Keller, 1983). Such were the circumstances under which

deans' grants were being implemented: the SCDE had been suffering

enrollment declines and concomitant reductions in budget and staff.

With many of the younger faculty members retrenched, the faculties

were heavily tenured. Thus, changing instructional programs depended

even more on the continuing development of the remaining faculty.
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Another important factor to consider is that the kinds of educa-

-4"-"`

tional changes mandated by implementation of PL 94-142 required

broad-based instructional changes in teacher preparation programs,

which had to be reconceptualized to prepare regular classroom teachers

and special education teachers with the competencies to function in

new, collaborative ways in the schools. Consequently, for faculty

preparing those teachers new competencies were also required.

The acknowledgment of faculty development as an important ap-
/

proach,to achieving the goals of the DGP was noted by the overwhelming

proportion of dean's, grant projects that had faculty development

components. (Also, since faculty develonment was a priority at the

federal level, proposals which did not incl4de some faculty develop-

ment activities were probably not rated high enough to be funded.)

In this study,ifaculty development activities generally preceded

any effort at curridulum revision. Most projects proposed objectives

that proceeded along a continuum from increased awareness to improved

attitudes, to increased knowledge, and thence to increased skill in

curriculum revision. \Hipps (1982) suggests that an important factor

in effective faculty cievelopment programs is to be clear about what

faculty are being develOped to do, a clear sense of the pruposes and

aims of faculty development activities. The projects studied seemed

to have a clear sense of purpose: to conduct faculty development

activities in order to prepare the faculty to engage in curriculum

revision to include content on the education of handicapped children

in regular educator preparation programs. This directed focus of

1G6
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faculty development activities was not as evident in the early cohort

of projects, with one of the deans saying that they were "not quite

sure what they were being funded to do." But, as the DGP built an

experience base, newer projects were able to move more rapidly toward

curriculum revision.

Another aspect of the projects was the differentiated objectives

for segments of the faculty. The increased awareness and knowledge.

levels were generally targeted for broad segments of the faculty and,

perhaps, the total SCDE faculty, while the more intensive "skill for

curriculum revision" level was targeted for smaller groups of faculty.

who would actually be involved in teaching the revised courses.

Most projects used a wide range of activities and strategies.

one dean observed:

The faculty are as different in their needs and interests
as the students. Therefore, you need a variety of ap-
proaches and strategies for faculty development.

Of the variety of strategies and approaches, those activities

which directly involved the faculty member as an active participant

were reported as most effective in affecting awareness, attitudes', and

knowledge. Strategies which provided for experiential learning were

among the most effective, including direct contact with handicapped

children or their parents. This was accomplished in some instances by

having handicapped persons or their parents as consultants or at

workshops and seminars; in other instanCes, this was accomplished by

site visits to special education ov mainstreamed classroom settings.
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Another important strategy was engaging faculty members as active

participants in the learning process, both as peers and as colleagues.

This was exemplified by the low-key approach used by some sites--the

one-on=one collaboration. In addition, involving faculty directly in

roles that required their active participation, and especially their

leadership, was reported as an important strategy for increasing

faculty's commitment to the project. This was particularly evidenced

in those projects which included outreach, dissemination, or interuni-

versity activities.

Released ,time was the most effective strategy for actually

accomplishing curriculum revision. This seemed to be not only impor-

tant for the time provided, but also for the recognition given to the

faculty member for his or her work.

In sum, one can conclude from the sites studied that, indeed,

there was change in the levels of faculty awareness and knowledge of

PL 94-142 and education of handicapped children in regular education

settings, and indeed the faculty did become engaged in revising

curriculum. However, the extent of thos84 change,g-varied, with some

sites still in the early stages of the process and others more advanc-

ed.

Curriculum Revision

75.

One of the initial indicators of success of the DGP is the extent

to which regular teacher preparation programs include the learning

needs of handicapped children as an integ'al aspect of the program.

166
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This study examined thorm curricular changes. which had occurred--or

had been planned -to achieve that purpose, as reported by the partici-

*
pant projects.

Almost all dean's grant projects had objectives aimed toward

curriculum revision, usually in combination with faculty development

activities designed to prepare and engage the faculty in modifying

curriculum. The intended curriculum changes varied considerably from

site to site, ranging from modifying specific courses to redesigning

the whole curiliculum. Data were sought to determine the scope/focus

of proposed curriculum changes, the targeted programs or courses, the

objectives for curriculum revision, strategies, and activities used to

achieve the changes and the outcomes or levels of progress.

Exploration of curriculum changes included attention to such

questions as:

Was there a systematic effort to modify the curriculum?

What was the general approach to curriculum revision,
e.g.:

existing courses altered to include content on PL
94-142 and the education of the handicapped?

new courses or competencies required?

Were the practica requirements altered to provided stu-
dents,with experience in working with handicapped chil-
dren?\

Were there any changes in the teaching arrangements (e.g.,
team teaching) or field supervision arrangements?

Were there elanges in the requirements for graduation or
certification of regular educators?

What is the level of progress of the planned changes?
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Are there plans to institutionalize the changes so that
they will continue after the grant has ended?

The following figures present individual profiles on the curricu-

lum revision component of each of the eleven sites. The profiles

include information on scope and focus, targeted courses or programs,

objectives, strategies and activities, and outcomes/accomplishments.

Following the figures, Tables 4.15 through 4.17 present composite

summaries of scope/focus and target, strategies and activities, and

**4
objectives and levels of progress achieved.

1

1 0
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Figure 4.12

Curriculum Revision: Site #1

Scope/Focus: Focus on elementary education and secondary education; undergraduate

Target Program/Courses

Professional educa-

tion courses in ele-

mentary education and

secondary edvNition:

Elementary ed, stu-

dents take 34 credits

in School of Ed.; in-

cludes 12 credits in

student teaching and

seminar.

Secondary ed. stu-

dents take 21 cred-

its, including stu

dent teaching.

Special education/ele-

mentary education car-

tification--54 cred-

its in School of Ed.

41111011.!1=101011

Objectives

Revise all undergraduate profession-

al education courses.

Revise student teaching assignments

so that all students have direct ex-

perience with handicapped kids.

Reconceptualize whole teacher educa-

tion program.

Students to develop:

positive attitudes re handicapped;

understand PL 94-142 and implica-

tions for teaching;

skills: individualizing education.

Strategies/Activities

Infusion approach:

identify cluster of competencies;

faculty review all courses;

infuse competencies where appro-

priate;

new course outline submitted to

chair.

VEIMMON=.4

Outcomes /Accomplishment s

Faculty have agreed on competencies

and where to "infuse" them.

. Process to begin.

Some conflict to assigning competen-

cies--trf issues--"student contact

credit hours."

Comment: This site, which had suffered severe enrollment dscline, had set out to reconceptualize the total teacher education program using an

infusion/diffusion approach. With regard to the elementary education program, the aim was to review all education courses and infuse special

education content where appropriate. The secondary education program had dropped so dramatically in the 'preceding few years that the depart-

ment was changed to Education Foundations. The Dean'o Grant Project aimed to use diffusion to reach out to the disciplines where secondary

education students take the major portion of their work, e.g., English, history, math.

The project was in its second year of the operational grant. The dean expressed satisfaction with "where we were going, but nc satisfied with

where we are."

171 172



Figure 4.13

Curriculum Revision: Site #2

Scope/Focus: Undergraduate and graduate (masters and masters plus 30)

Target Program /Courses

Every courso in Educa-

tion Department tar-

gated for change:

DO ectives Strate ies/Activit es

Elementary education

students take 8

credits (of 126 for

Bachelors) in Educa-

tion Department; in-

cludes 12 credits

student teaching.

Secondary education

students take 18

credits, including

student teething.

sm....=arr

Revise courses--adapt cluster of

competencies to assist students to

develop increased awareness, positive

attitudes, increased knowledge, and

skills for education of handicapped

in regular education settings.

Infusion approach:

adapt cluster of competencies;

review all courses in light of

competencies, identify overlaps

and gaps, assign competencies;

release time for selected faculty

to revise courses--new bibliog-

raphies, materials, revise sylla-

bus;

field visits for students--pair

regular education and special

education settings.

Outcomes/Accomplish6ent$

Revision of every course in process;

some further along than others.

Human growth and development courses <

are revised, about 50% of other

courses revised; others in process.

Students "much more aware" of indi-

vidual differences.

,

....1.0.1.61=.O11.1111111.11114111111.

Comment. This project was in its fourth year. The first three years were directed toward the faculty development and curriculum revision on

its own campus. In the fourth year, the project has entered a dissemination stage, providing training and technical assistance to several

other small colleges in the area. The on-campus activities have continued, but in a less intensive manner, providing support for completing

the curriculum revision and maintaining/reinforcing the changes which had been accomplished.

1'
1 4



Figure 4.14

Curriculum Revision: Site In,/

,
Scope/Focus: Primary focus on elementary education and secondary education; focut, to .a lesser extent, on physical education, vocatiknal

0'
educatioryand school services.

Tar et P I 11 ram/Courses Ob ectives

Foundations courses,

Methods courses,

Practice.

Elementary and spe-

cial education in

college of education

4 years.

Secondary education,

35-40 credits in

college of education.

!nfuse in each curriculum of every

part of college of education an

understanding of what special edu-

tion is.

Modify targeted courses to infu4e

special education competencie,

where appropriate. /

Revise syllabus.

..1111111116111

/,Strategies /Activities Outcomes /Accomplishments

Fatulty coordinators given release

time to lead faculty team (other

//faculty teaching the courses) in

redesigning courses.

Analyze courses, infuse spacial

education-dontent where appropriate.

Review material?and resources.

Develop new syllabus.

Course revision in process.

No .focus on changing student teach-

\

Little or no coordination between

methods courses and student'teadr

ing.

Assessment measures not developed.,

ing assignments.

Comment: This project was in its snd year and aimed to have a broad impact and to incorporate into each program of the school of educations

content to increase understandiply of special education. The elementary education and secondary education methods courses and the required

courses in educational foundap/ons were specifically targeted for rev sion. Faculty facilitators were identified for each of the three areas

to analyze courses, review,6iisting needs and materials, identify are s which 'ould be modified to include content on the handicapped, and then

revise course outlines.//The facilitators were also to assist othe faculty members who taught the course to incorporate the changes. The

project coordinator worked one-on-one providing support and technic 1 assistance to the faculty facilitators. This project received consider-

able passive resistance -from the faculty.

173
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Figure 4 15

Curriculum Revision: Site #4

Scope/Focus: Focus on'undergraduate early childhood, elementary education, and secondary education.

Performance-based program.

Tar et

Program/Courses

Professional sequence:

Early childhood /ele-

mentary education- -

44 credits including

student teaching;

Secondary education- -

24 credits including

student teaching.

Objectives

Prepare regular educators with

compe- tency to Work in mainctreamed

classes --define classroom and

field-based activities.

Infuse special education content

into professional sequence,

Every graduate to have direct experi-

ence with handicapped child.

Strategies/Activities

Performance-based program.

Infusion approach:

Review each course in profes-

sional sequence.

Review performance objectives,

criteria for evaluation of

objectives and enabling

activities.

Modify courses to incorporate

,special education content

where appropriate.

Seek more maiastreamed settings

for students' field-based expe-

rience.

Outcomes/AccompliShments

Course revision in process; antici-

pate completion by end of project.

Syllabi in process of being revised

to include competencies re handi-..

capped in LRE.

Resource room of materials.

0)
"Lack adequate laboratory and models

in field for what we try to teach in

in class."

"Revising the course may be re-

flected in syllabus, but may not

necessarily be happening in reality

--particularly in the field-based

piece of the course."

Comment: This project was in its third year, and focused its curriculum revision efforts on early childhood, elementary, and secondary educa-

tion programs. The core professional education courses were targeted for change, using the infusion approach--analyzing courses and identify-

ing areas into which special education content could be incorporated.

The site had experienced overall institutional budget crises but, specifically, enrollment decline and budget cuts in the school of education.

Resistance to the change and "turf" issues, surface° here and were reflected in the comment by one of the faculty members, "Let's face it--the

name of the game is student FTF," thus expressing a concern over who would teach the special education content.

17d



Figure 4.16

Curriculum Revision: Site #5

Spope/Ferus: University-wide, multidisciplinary.

Education program not included in the project.

Target Pro ram/Courses Objectives

Fifty courses across

25 departments in

6 schools--under-

graduate.

Revise selected courses across disci-

plines to prepare different disci-

plines to better serve handicapped

clientele.

Strategies /Activities

Infusion approach.

Outcomes/Accom lishments

Identify courses appropriate for

change on recommendation of dean

and chair.

Wurk individually, one-on-one,

with the family to assist in

course revision.

Mini grants--support student

assistance in revising course;

e.g., develop new bibliography,

locate new materials, etc.

Course revision underway.

Some courses--syllabi, reading lists

--revised.

Six departments--real change and

momentum to continue.

Unanticipated outcome: Opened new

careers for, some students, widened

their view of their fields and

services to wider range clien-

tele; e.g., environmental, designs

for handicapped access.

Comment: This project was unique in the multidisciplinary focus across six schools throughout the university. The project did not originate
'in nor involve the teacher education program. The overall goal for curriculum revision was comparable to other projects--to prepare their stu-
dents in a variety of disciplines to better serve th: handicapped among their clientele.

The project focused on undergraduate programs and aimed to identify selected courses where incorporation of content on the handicapped,would be
Pelevant and appropriate. To identify the course, the project worked through the dean of she school, to selected department chairs, to the de-
partmental curriculum coordinator, to selected faculty. The project coordinator then contacted the identified faculty to invite their'partici-
pation. None of the faculty refused, but some offered passive resistance in not following through on the commitments for course revisions.

One of the indicators of change in this project were the student projects; e.g., environmental design required student projects to include
concern for the handicapped.
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Figure 4.17

Curriculum Revision: Site #6

Scope/Focus: Preservice elementary education, secondary education.

Competency-based program.

Tar et Pro ram/Courses Ob ectives Strate ies/Activities

Elementary education

sequence: 35 hours

including 9 hours of

student teaching.

Secondary education

sequence: 21 hours.

Prepare regular education students to

function in mainstreamed settings.

Revise 50% elementary education,

secondary education, professional

courses.

Infusion approach.

Selected faculty members serve as

curriculum coordinators for ele-

mentary education and secondary

education--overload stipend.

Faculty reviewed courses, decided

which ones (50%) to revise.

Curriculum coordinators review all

competencies, made recommendations

to faculty.

Provide materials, resources,

bibliography.

Faculty make decisions in revisions.

Outcomes/Accomplishments

In elementary education, 29 credits

of 35 revised to include competen-

cies re handicapped.

Secondary ed.--most courses revised.

Reflected in course outline,

syllabi.

Identification of mainstreamed set-

tings for student, teaching place-

ments; wing alumni and field super-

visors

t;

to help locate sites.

Assessment showed goals of curricu-

lum revision are being met.

Curriculum revision being achieved

by individuals--"not sure about

departments."

Comment: In this project, elementary education students have a dual major--one in liberal arts and one in elementary education (35 credit

hours). Secondary education students take a major in a discipline and a minor in education (21 credit hours). The curriculum revision efforts

focused on the undergraduate preservice olementary and secondary education programs, with 50% of the professional courses specifically targeted

for change. The decision to target 50% of the courses was made after the faculty had reviewed all courses and identified those in which revi-

sion seemed reasonable and appropriate.

Special education faculty were involved in the interdepartmental teams which studied the issues involved in mainstreaming, and made recommenda-

tions for curriculum revision. However, some special education faculty advocated that regular education students take a required course in

"education of the handicapped in mainstreamed settings," taught by special education faculty, rather then infuse special education content into

regular education courses. It did not appear likely that additional courses would be required at this point.
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Figure 4.18

Curriculum Revision: Site #7

Scope/Focus: Graduate and undergraduate;

Eight programs: elementary education, secondary education, special education, early childhood, school counselor, bilingual educa-

tion, educational administration, school psychologist, reading specialist.

Competency-based program.

Target Program/Courses

All eight programs:

Objectives Strategies/Activities Outcomes/Accomplishments

Elementary education:

24-30 credits includ-

ing 16 credits of

student teaching.

Secondary education:

professional se-

quence.

Revise all 8 credential programs to Infusion approach:

incorporate LRE competencies.

Over 100 courses in School of Educa-

tion; revise syllabi accordingly.

Develop materials to support/facili-

tate revisions.

Pilot revisions.

Identify all LRE competencies.

"Outcomes exceeding expectations."

All 8 departmental programs being re-

vised; 90% courses revised.

Develop master matrix of all LRE

competencies. Master list of competencies revised,

includes LRE competencies.

Faculty assign competencies to

courses. Syllabi revised.

Collapse competencies into in- Materials to support revisions

structional objectives. developed.

Revise syllabi. No change in student teaching

assignments.

Comment: This site had set out to use the Dean's Grant as a means of revitalizing all programs in the school of education leading to teaching

or specialist credentials. In the third year of the project, this site reported that it had accomplished what it had set out to do--a wide-

spread impactfthat helped to increase faculty and student awareness of the educational needs of handicapped students in mainstreamed settings.

Approximately 90% of the syllabi had been revised; the others were in process. There was no change in student teaching assignments, but it was

assumed that most classrooms were now mainstreamed. Some expressed such concerns as: (1) how to be sure that what was in the syllabi was

being implemented in the classroom; (2) getting special educators t.i accept the concept of the least restrictive environment for handicapped

children; (3) provision for ongoing inservice training for faculty joining the college after the completion of the project.
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Scope/Focus: Undergraduate

Seven programs

Figure 4.19

Curriculum Revision: Site #8

Target Pregfam/Covses Objectives,

Professional educae

Hen sequence:

Students enter

school of education

in junior year;

take 24-36 credits,

including 6 credits

of student teach-

. ing.

1111/1.1114

ampliWUM

Produce change in preservice regular

educetian programs to prepare regular

education students to service handle

cnopedin IRE.

Provide preservice regular education

students with experiences to develop

competency for education of handi-

capped in LRE.

Provide special education students

with more experience with regular

classes.

Strate ies/Activities

Infusion approach.

Series of seminars for students

and faculty; use handicapped

,persons as resources.

'Teacher consultant:

teach some sessions of course;

work with faculty to infuse

handicapped content into course,

One-on-one.

oatlareporef0.11.1.1.ft /.../al10.1. mownleal.

Outcomes/Accom lishments

Chaeges reflected more-in faculty

members' attitudes and knowledge

than in course outlines.

Students--more positive attitudes

toward handicapped.

Students report they are better pre- t4

pared to work with handicapped. c.)

Special education Iepatment re-

sisted their students' having

regular education field experiences;

"didn't want to give up time"--turf.

Comment: This project, in its eighth year, was among the first group of grantees awarded a Dean's Grant. In the first yearn the project fo-

cused on the graduate as well as undergraduate programs. However, because of the negative reaction from faculty in the graduate-level pro-

gramsA the project shif'ed to a focus on.the undergraduate program.

The main strategy used for curriculum revision was one-on-one, with the project coordinator working diraetly with selected faculty members to

assist in revising the courses. The coordinator, a teacher - consultant, also taught selected sessions 0 course, to model the incorporation of

special education content into the curriculum. Using the intensive one-on-one approach, the coordinator worked with only two or th"ee depart-

ments each year.

(

The courses targeted for change were in the professional education aegeenee.
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Figure 4.20

Curriculum Revision: Site #9

Scope/Focusp Undergraduate

Elam tary education, secondary education
4110.1.01011I

Target Program/Courses

Professional se-

quence:

Undergraduate elo-

mentary education;

secondary educa-

tion.

.....=,n.11
Objectives

Develop cross-departrilental modes for

for teacher education:lcombine ele-

mentary education, secondary educa-

tion, special education--33 credits

of coursework plus field-based

experience.

Modify other education courses.

./..-

Strategies /Activities Outcomes/Accomplishments

Interdepartmental team--develop

pilot; work with 20 students.

Infusion approach.

Teacher consultant--teach some

sessions of courses.

Provide information and materials

--assist in infusing LRE competen-

ciesllin courses.

Nine of 20 students in pilot program

completed.

Syllabi for most methods courses re-

vised; education students required

to do unit on handicapped.

Use of computer programming assures t4

that all students visit or work in

mainstreamed settings.

State requirement: all education

students now to take 3-credit

course, "Survey of Special Educa-

tion."

Comment: Thin site used a complex design for its project, with multiple levels of objectives for faculty development and multiple foci for

curriculum revision. One focus of curriculum revision was the development and piloting of a generic teacher preparation model, bringing to-

gether the common core of experience for elementary education, secondary education, and special education. Concurrently, other education

ce4rses were being analyzed to incorporate content related tr the education of the handicapped in mainstreamed settings. A third aspect of the

curriculum revision effort involved 'ng educational technology to assure that every student had direct experience with the handicapped.

The school of education was in the process of major reorganization et the time of the Dean's Grant. Since the project was in its third and .

final year, there was some concern expressed as to whether the changes would be sustained through and beyond the reorganization.



Figure 4.21

Curriculum Revision: Site #10

Scope/Focus: Undergraduate

Elementary education, secondary education

Target Program/Courses Objectives

Education students

take B.A. in some

area; take 29-32

credits in educa-

tion, including stu-

dent teaching.

(Previously had been

45 credits; reorgani-

zation limits educa-

tion sequence to 32.)

Prepare elementary education, sec-

ondary education preservice students

to function in mainstreamed set-

tings.

Combine theoretical with direct con-

tact experience.

Students develop positive attitudes

combined with knowledge and skill.

Provide some training for supervis-

ory teachers in the field.

Strategies/Activities Outcomes/Accomplishments

Required 3-credit course for all Institution required mainstreaming

elementary education, secondary 'ourse even though there was major

education students; focus of change in university organization,

course is on handicapped in main- the need to cut 13 credits from

streamed settings.

Provide some training for field

supervisors.

pr fessional education sequence,

mainstreaming course remains; was

never a target for "dropping."

Attitude change among regular edu-

cation students re work with handi-

capped.

Comment: The project was in the fourth year of the second phase of the Dean's Grant Project, the earlier phase having occurred under a differ-

ent dean and project coordinator. The curriculum revision aspect of this project involved a structural change, that is, requiring a 3-credit

course in the education of the, handicapped in regular education settings. The voject coordinator also worked with selected faculty and field

supervisors of field placements to assure congruence between experiential and theoretical parts of the program.

The school of education had undergone major reorganization and bvayet problems during the time of the project. Even though the maximum number

of professional education credits was reduced, the required special education course was left intact.
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Figure 4.22

Curriculum Revision: Site #11

Scope/Focus: Early cycle focus on undergraduate, preservice early childhood and elementary education, secondary.education

vocational education, physical education.

Current cycle focus on graduate programs in educational administration and counseling.

special education,

Target FacultL_

Undergraduate--35 -50

credits in Department

of Curriculum and

Teaching--all methods

courses, student

teaching.

Graduate curricula; for

educational adminis-

tration and school

counselors.

Objectives

Revise curricula to facilitate prepa-

ration of educators for new roles

related to handicapped in LRE.

Strategies/Activities

'Developed "pilot" 2-seme\ster (6-

credit) course re handicapped in

mainstreamed settings for regular

education and special education

students; course team-taught.

Pilot course used as basis for

identifying mainstreaming compe-

tencies.

Developed list of critical compe-

tencies for mainstreaming.

Analyzed courses, decided where

mainstream competencies to be

incorporated.

Project coordinator works one-on-

one with faculty to assist in in-

corporating competencies.

Used faculty facilitator to sup-

port, facilitate curriculum revi-

sion in own department.

Revise syllabi, bibliographies,

course outlines to reflect changes.

OutcoTos/Accomplishments

Discontinued teaching pilot course

after 3 years on premise that those

competencies incorporated into reg-

ular education courses. "Real rea-

son may have been that the project ...

coordinator.who taught the course

no longer with the project."

Undergraduate preservice curriculum (61

revised to incorporate competencies

for mainstreaming.

No real change in student teaching

assignments, but assume most public

schools are mainstreamed.

Curriculum changes reflected in

syllabi, bibliographies, course

outlines.

Students have competencies, skills,

knowledge they would not have with-

out DGP.

Graduate level: educational admin-

istration, counseling- course

'order way.



Figure 4.22 (cont.)

Target Faculty Objectives Strategies/Activities Outcomes/Accomplishments

Special education became more inter-

ested in regular education problems.

Developed and demonstrated a work-

able model for faculty development,

curriculum revision, and outreach

to other institutions.

Comment: This site is a large state university and the project here has been in existence, since the Dean's Grant Project was initiated at the g!
federal level. The dean has been the dean and project director over the entire term of the project, but there have been three different co-
ordinators.

Over the course of the project, curriculum revision efforts focused first nn several undergraduate programs, and then on two graduate depart-
ments. Also, as the dean assumed a leadership role in the region, the project faculty became involved in sponsoring interuniversity activi-
ties, providing faculty development or curriculum revision support for other colleges and universities.

This institution had experienced some enrolment decline and several budget reductions. There was one point when the state legislature con-
...idered closing the school of education, and the faculty became involved in a critical survival effort.
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Summary: Curriculum Revision

Scope/focus and target. Of the eleven sites, seven targeted

their curriculum revision efforts on the undergraduate preservice

teacher, education program, three sites targeted graduate as well as

undergraduate programs, anc one site targeted undergraduate programs

in muYAdisciplinary areas but did not include the teacher education

programs.

The major curriculum revision efforts focused on the undergradu-

ate, preservice elementary (including early childhood) and secondary

education programs, which were targeted for modification in ten sites.

Of the ten, three included other undergraduate programs (vocational

education, physical education, special education), and three included

graduate-level programs in their curriculum revision efforts. Three

of the sites specifically mentioned the special education program as a

target for modification to include concepts of mainstreaming. At some

of the other sites, special education was part of a dual certification

with elementary education and thus, by implication, was at least

partly targeted for change.

Most of the curriculum revision was focused on the professional

sequence of courses, the foundations and methods courses, which

generally represented from 18 to 36 credits for each program. In some

instances, this included every course taught in the school of educa-

tion, since most of the liberal arts courses were taught in other

schools or departments. In only one site was total reconceptualiza-

tion of teacher preparation programs the focus.
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Table 4.15 presents a summary of the scope/focus and target by

Table 4.15

Curriculum Revision: Scope/Focus and Target

Pro'ect Scope/Focus Target

#1 Undergraduate elementary ed.,

secondary ed.

#2 Undergraduate and graduate

#3 Undergraduate: primary focus

on elementary ed., secondary

ed.; lesser focus on physical

ed., vocational ed., school

services.

#4 Urdergraduate: early child-

hood, elementary ed., sec-

ondary ed.

#5 Undergraduate: university-

wide, multidisciplinary

(teacher ed. program not

included.

Professiunal ed. courses:

- elementary ed.: 34

credit- including 12

credits student teaching;

- seconcory ed.: 21

credits including student

teaching.

Every course in education

dept.:

- elementary ed.: 48

credits including student

teaching;

- secondary ed.: 18 credits

including student teach-

ing.

Foundations courses, methods

courses, practice

Professional ed. sequence:

- early childhood,-elemen-

tary ed.--44 credits in-

cluding student teaching;

- secondary ed.--24 credits

including student teach-

ing.

50 courses across 25 depts.

in 6 schools
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Table 4.15 (cont.)

Project Sco e/Focus Tar et

#6 Undergraduate elementary ed.,

secondary ed.

#7 Graduate and undergraduate:

all credential programs- -

elementary ea., socondary

ed., special ed., early

childhood, school counselor,

bilingual ed., ed. adminis-

tration, school psycholo-

gist, reading specialist.

#8 Undergraduate: 7 programs

#9 Undergraduate elementary

ed., secondary ed.

#10 Undergraduate elementary

ed., secondary ed.

#11 Undergraduate: early child-

hood, elementary ed., sec-

ondary ed., special ed.,

vocational ed., physical ed.

Graduate: ed. administra-

tion, school counselor

.

50% of professional ed. se-

quence:

- elementary ed.--36

credits including 9

credits student teaching;

- secondary ed.--21 credits

including student teach-

ing.

Professional ed. sequence:

- elementary ed.--24-30

credits including 16

credits student teaching;

- secondary ed.;

- graduate programs.

Professional ed. sequence:

24-36 credits including 6

credits student teaching.

Professional ed. sequence

New cross-departmental

teacher ed. model: 33 credits

plus field-based experiences.

Professional ed. sequence:

29-32 credits including

student teaching.

Undergraduate professional

sequence: 35-50 credits.

Graduate: courses for ed.

administrators, school

cou melors.
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iproach, strategies, and activities. A summary of the approach,

strategies, and activities (Table 4.16) shows that the most prevalent

approach to curriculum revision in dean's grant projects was "infu-

sion." This was defined in most sites as modifying existing education

courses to include content on PL 94-142 and the1 education of the

handicapped. Ten of the eleven sites identified infusion as their

approach. However, in practice there was considerable variety in what

that meant.

At two sites, teacher consultants were used to teach selected

sessions' of targeted methods or foundations courses. At some sites,

existing courses were reviewed to determine where content on the

handicapped could be included. Other sites first developed a master

list of competencies necessary for regular educators in mainstreamed

settings, then reviewed existing courses and allocated competencies

where appropriate. Four sites reported efforts to alter field place-

ments to include direct work with handicapped children to provide

experiential support for classroom theory. Two sites indicated that a

new course in special education was required for regular education

students; six sites reported changes in required competencies.

A wide range of strategies was used to implement this approach.

Two sites used interdepartmental teams to study the issues, review the

curriculum, and make recommendations for curriculum modification to

larger faculty groups. Some used faculty facilitators who were given

released time to coordinate or facilitate curriculum revision within a

department. Two sites provided mini-grants to support faculty in
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Table 4.16

Curriculum Revision: Approach, Strategies, and Activities

A roactaps Project

Approach.

Infusion approach

New course requirements 9, 10.

Changes in field-based practica
experiences 10

Changes in required competencies 1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 11

Changes in syllabi 1, 3, 7, 11

Strategies/Activities

Interdepartmental faculty teams 6, 9

Mini-grants: research, curriculum
development 5,

Teacher consultant 8, 9

Faculty facilitator 3, 6

Released time for faculty 2, 4

One-on-one assistance in curriculum
revision 3, 5, 8, 11
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initiating curriculum revision or research on related topics. Five

sites used a one-on-one consultation to assist selected faculty.

Project coordinators generally took an active role in working with

faculty on curriculum revision.

Objectives and level of progress achieved. Revising regular

education courses was one objective included at ten projects. Two

sites reported that the planned changes had been achieved; .three

reported that some courses had been revised and others were still in

process. Four 'sites reported that the planned curriculum revision was

in process; and one site reported no Change (Table 4:17).

Revising syllabi was the most frequently mentioned means of

documenting curriculum changes. Four sites reported that this hued

been accomplished, and three others reported that this was in process.

Altering field placement assignments was another objective that

was either explicitly or implicitly included in a majority of proj-

ects. Of the nine sites that referred to changing field placements to

assure that students had experience with handicapped children, onli

one reported that this objective had been achieved; two reported that

this was "in process"; and the other six indicated "no change." Some

of those sites also indicated that they assumed most public school

classrooms were mainstreamed and therefore their students were having

experience with handicapped children. Two sites, however, reported

this to be a problem, saying that the field-based experiences were not

consistent with classroom theory, and students were receiving confus-

ing messages.
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Table 4.17

Curriculum Revision: Objectives and Level of Program Achieved

Objective #1

Level of Progress Achieved.

Projects

#3 #4 ffS #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11

Revise regUlar education

courses

NC A IP IP IP A' A A IP A

IP. IP IP

Revise special education

courses

Revise required competencies IP IP IP A

Revise syllabi IP IP IP A A

Revise field experiences NC IP NC NC IP NC

New resources/materials A A A A

New requirement for gradu-

ation (new course)

NC

r.

New model teacher prepare-
. tion program NC

IP

A A

A NC: MC

A

A

Students develop new aware-I

ness, attitudes, knowledge,

skills NI A NI NI 4P NI NI A A A A

Status: A = achieved

IP = in process

NC = little or no change

NI = no information
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Discussion

In keeping with the purpose and intent of the DGP as initiated by

OSEP, curriculum revision efforts were focused, primarily on the

undergraduate preservice elementary and secondary programs. For the

most part, fit was the professional education sequence of approximately

18 .4p 36 credit hours which were targeted for change. This was

appropriate, but 'also represented that part of student's program

over which the SCDE faculty had control. Generally, education stu-

dents entered the education' programs in their junior year. In only a

`few instances were students admitted to the SCDE as freshmen. This

was especially true for secondary education students who generally

enrolled in the department of.their major discipline, and took only

the professional education courses--foundations, methods, and student

teaching--in the SCDE.

The most prevalent approach to curriculum revision was described

as "infusion," that is, incorporating content on the education of

handicapped children in -regular education courseu. Only one site used

the addition of a required course in the education of handicapped

children in mainstreamed settings as the maior approach to curriculum

revision. The 1..a, was designed around the broad general principle

that regular educators needed to know more about educating handicapped

children in regular education settings, and that the dichotomy between

regular and special education had to be bridge:/ As the DGP develop-

ed, discussions and writings on curriculum revision frequently sug-

gested "expanding the content and context of regular education to
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include educational needs as an integral. part." Thus, infusion was

inferred and became'a dominant approach.

There Wereother reasons for this approach as well. With the

limited number of credits available for education courses, it was

easier and more economical to infuse new content into existing courses
: -

than to require an additional rse. It was alsd politically easier.

Changing the content of courses lready in place generally required

only the approval of those directly involved or, possibly, faculty in
.

the SCDE. Other changes, such as developing and adding new courses or

changing graduation requirements. generally required approval from

multilevel .curriculum committees.

One advantage of the infusion approach is that not only do

faculty become involved, but they also become learners and acquire new

knowledge themselves. In addition, as courses are reviewed fort

infusidn, oeteilbeontent is reviewed as well, with the need to delete

some material to make room for new content. Sometimes the process et

reviewing courses for infusion led to a broader examination of the

total curriculum.

One disadvantage of this approach is that it frequently becomes

"faculty specific"--those faculty who revise the courses will be the

ones who teach them. But even if the syllabi are revised accordingly,

it is difficult to ensure that other faculty who teach the courses

will incorprOrate the new content.

Turf issues- -who teaches what content to whom--arise in curricu-

lum revision. With the concern about student credit hours, special
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educators have been eager to require regular Oucation students to

take a special education course. Regular educators, in spite of some

feeling that education of the handicapped belongs to special educa4

Ir tors, are iyluctant to give up any required courses to another depart-
,

ment.

The one area of curriculum revision in which very'llttle change

was reported'was in the practicum and student teaching experiences.

The reasons offered varied from "lack of sufficient ,mainstreamed

settings" to the assumption "that all. public school classrooms are

mainstreamed, therefore students are having the experience with
A

handicapped." Most projets indicated that changes were desired in

practice or student teaching.to ensure dirct experience with handi-
,

capped children, but very little progress had.been achieved in this

, area.

Overall, curriculum,revision was well under-way, with alteration

of existing courses the most prevalent means of achieving change. The

professional' education sequences, for the most part, had either been

revised or were in process.

ti

Culture and Context
4

.0

One focus of this study was the culture and context in which

dean's grant projects were implemented. The literature supports the

view that a receptive institutional setting is critical for effective

implementation and that the characteristics of the organization, the

environment, the history, traditions, and values will affect the proc-

41.
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ess (Arends & Arends,A,t4978; Baldridge & Deal, 1975; Baldridge et al.,

1978; Berman & McLaughl4p, 1975; Deal & Kennedy, 1982; Lindquist,

1974; Schein, 1972). Implementation of policies and programs is an

"organizational process that [implies] interactions between the

project and its Settiiig",(Berman & McLaughlin, 1975, p. 10); thus,

understanding the implementation process requires understanding how

the organization works.

Hipps'(1982) suggests that as a first step in the change process,

the mission and goals of the institution must be defined and clearly

articulated. Then the objectives of the change efforts must be

consistent with that mission. To achieve significant change in people

and thus institutions, the expressed priorities of the institution

must be supported through actions and decisions; for example, the

incentive and reward system must support the stated priorities. In

'essence, the theory-in-action must support the espoused theory. Thus,

two foci of this study were the "Mission and -Priorities" and the

"Incentive'and Reward System."

In order to learn more about the institutional values and tradi-
;

tions and hqw these might have affected implementation of the Dean's

Grant Project, information was sought to determine the perceived

A institutional mission and priorities. Each of the interviewees was

asked to rank five functions in order of importance in the institu-

tion: teaching; research; publication; service to the university;

service to the community.
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Another point of interest was the congruence between the insti-

tutional mission/priorities and the incentive and reward system.

After' the interviewees had ranked the above functions, they were

asked what criteria were used in tenure and promotion decisions.

.Interviewees were also 'asked where and how participation in the

dean's grant project fit in with their schema.

The purpose of this line of questioning was to determine whether

the incentive and reward system was congruent with perceived institu-

tional mission and priorities, or whether faculty were receiving

confusing messages about what was important. A second concern was

whether or not participation in innovation or change projects was

valued and rewarded.

The following profiles provide a brief description of the culture

and context of the sites, with a focus on the institutional mission

and priorities, and the incentive and reward system.

Profile: Site #1

The university was described as one that had been "basically a

teaching institution," but was changing. In order td attain tenure or

promotion, good teaching alone was no longer sufficient; there also

needed to be achievement in scholarly productivity and/or service.

When asked for their perceptions of the importance in the university

of the five functions -- teaching, research, publications, university

service, and community service--both interviewees ranked teaching

last, and this in spite of the description of the university as having

been basically a teaching institution.
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The schools were now required to generate one-third of their

budget from outside sources. The dean saw the need to put time and

energy toward creating new programs and new student markets. He was

encouraging the faculty to develop new ideas and programs, and to

write concept papers. But, "When faced with survival issues and pres-

sures, faculty are less able or willing to engage in innovation proj-

ects, except those with immediate survival payoff."

The dean's grant project was seen as helpful in sti *iulating

faculty to think about change, and served as a base for examining the

whole teacher preparation curriculum. The funds helped to cover some

staff time to meet the minimum teaching requirements. For faculty,

work on the dean's grant project was seen as scholarly productivity

and would count in promotion/tenure considerations.

Profile: Site #2

This was,clearly a teaching institution. The interviewees were

unanimous in ranking teaching as the top priority. There was also

general agreement that good teaching really counted in tenure and

promotion decisions. "If you are a good teacher, you will probably

have no problem. If you are a poor teacher, it doesn't matter how

many publications you have." Faculty teaching was evaluated by

students as well as colleagues. Approximately 63% of the faculty were

tenured.

The education programs were located in a department within the

College of Arts and Sciences. The education faculty, who were the

"least involved of all the faculty" in the other university faculty
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development programs, became very much involved in the Dean's Grant

activities. The Dean's Grant "caused a significant number of faculty

in education to involve themselves in special education--not only in

special education as a subject matter, but also in the special educa-

tion of themselves to deal with that subject matter. It [the project]

has given a new focus to their work."

When asked whether the prOject was seen as the dean's or the

coordinator's, every interviewee responded that it was "an education

department project," one of benefit to the whole department.

The general feeling on this campus seemed to be one of wa

respect, and supportive collegiality. Faculty involved themselvies

the project, to different degrees, but without reluctance. They saw

- the project as benefiting them all, internally with students and col-

leagues, externally with colleagues in other colleges. As the project

entered a dissemination/rutreach stage, there was "[institutional]

benefit of our becoming a center of expertise in this particular

subject."

asked about the effectiveness of the project in bringing

about change and whether the change would be sustained, one faculty

member responded, 'change...if it is to be enduring, will be slow...

people learning and growing together."

Profile: Site #3

When asked about institutional mission and priorities, every

respondent ranked teaching first. The university was described as

having been basically a teaching institution that was now moving
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tovard more emphasis on research and publication. The promotion

process was a multi-level process beginning with departments. Excel-

lence in two of three areas--teaching, research, and service--was

required,for promotion. Some faculty saw the process as a "sham" and

believed that there were "hidden criteria--usually personality."

The school of education experienced an enrollment decline and was

faced with the need to develop new programs and "new markets." "Turf

issues" arose in curriculum revision projects--who teaches what to

whom-'-with student credit hours being a major concern.

The previous dean of education had not been supportive of innova-

tion and had, in fact, discouraged it. There had been very little

outside funding. The current dean was trying to alter this, and was

encouraging and supporting the faculty to try something new. The main

incentive/reward for developing new programs was "the satisfaction

from seeing good programs

complicates your life."

...make an impact....But it's not easy, it,

There seemed to be little or no extrinsic

reward for innovation or new programs.

The faculty were described as "not very open to change." All but

two were tenured; they saw no need to change and, in tact, resisted

it. They were "afraid of it," and saw change as something someone,

else should do. "It's what public schools should do about education

of handicapped kids, not what we should do in training teachers to

work with handicapped kids." The faculty attitude was "work hard, do

a good job, but don't go overboard."
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Profile: Site #4

In responding to the question about institutional mission and

priorities, all interviewees ranked teaching first. But in discus-

sions about the criteria for promotion, publication appeared to be the

.major criterion--as one faculty member said, "publication, publica-

tion, publication." There was some feeling expressed that the process

for promotion in the school of education was "fair and open, but when

it gces to the college level, there is lots of hassle. [Faculty] in

other parts of the college are unaware df people in the school of.-

education and what is reqW.red of them." There was also some feeling

that the processes and standards were not consistent but shifted from

person to person.

One interesting point to emerge was that, with the budget cut-

backs, bringing in grants was considered favorably for promotions.

However, the.co-coordinator of the dean's grant project did not con-

tinue in that role in the third year of the project, ostensibly

because of budget cuts in the dean's grant, but also to put in time on

those activities which would be rewarded, namely, publications.

Apparently, work on the dean's grant project, or any other special

project, was recognized and acknowledged only if it could be turned

into publications.

At this site, the dean's gra.it project was perceived as moder-

ately effective. Although there were changes which could be pointed

to, there was also some feeling that the faculty were not as involved

as they should be. There were also "turf" issues as to who should
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teach mainstreaming content: "Let's face it--the name of the game is

student FTE." One interviewee questioned whether higher education

institutions were the appropriate setting for such a project, obvi-

ously missing the faculty development objectives; others expressed

concern that "special education was taking over the schools."

Some faculty members suggested that in order for change to be

effective the faculty must be involved,from the beginning and there

must be tangible incentives for participation.

Profile: Site #5

The university was basically a !-.eaching institution but was now

-beginning to expect more in scholarly activity. Service to the

university and service.to the community' were considered an important

part of this institution. It is interesting to note that of the

eleven sites, this"was the Only one that ranked research and,publica-

tion fourth and fifth, respectively. The interviewees were unanimous

in ranking teaching first. In matters of tenure and promotion,

teaching counted for about 60%, with service, research, and publica-

tion constituting the remaining 40%. Participation in the dean's

grant project could be considered as service to the university, or as

scholarly activity if research and publication were to result from the

world .

The university was beginning to feel budget constraints. There

had been no, faculty raises for the previous two years, and many

courses were being taught by part-time faculty. As budget constraints

were felt, the faculty began to develop personal/economic concerns,
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and those whohad been involved in academic change efforts seemed to

"revert to old patterns."

The dean's grant project was in its final year and many of the

projected changes were "in process." When asked about the likelihood

of those changes continuing afterothe grant, one, faculty member said:

"prior to the financial crunch, I would have said the project had

enough momentum to continue to institutionalize the changes. Not

now--changes are more likely to be 'faculty specific." He summed it

up by saying: ."Given the economic situation. of the state, and spe-

cifically of the university, when you get. into survival issues,'

innovation takes a low priority -- survival issues take over."

Profile: Site #6

The university had been primarily a ."teaching" institution but

was,,now placing greater emphasis on research and publication. The

interviewees-were-about evenly divided in ranking research and publi..

cation ahead of teaching as institutional priorities. The transi-

tional nature of the institution seemed to be reflected in the faculty

perception of priorities.

In promotion and tenure considerations, good teaching was assumed

as a base; decisions then revolved on the research and publication

questions. There was some feeling that tenure decisions often depend-

ed on institutional climate and economic conditions, not only on

personal and professional qualifications. Faculty participation in

the dean's grant project would count toward tenure and promotion only

if turned into research and publication.
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The faculty had been very active in seeking grants and had had a

number of special projects. The dean's grant, with its emphasi6 on

fa,culty development, differed from other special projects which were

service-oriented and field-based. Although there werB "turf issues"

over who was teaching the special education content, faculty partici-

pation was quite high and reactions good. Faculty' were willing to

"buy in" to someone. else's project.. One faculty member explained

that, "Faculty will become involved if they see some reward... small

grant, release time, recognition in 'tenure /promotion decisions...

[they] will put their efforts into areas where there is recognition or

backing." The dean suggested that the "deah's giant project should be

the model forever to deal with issues.

Profile: Site #7

In terms of institutional mission, teaching-

was clearly,identi-

fied as the first priority and was ranked first by all interviewees,

followed by 'research and publication. "This is not a 'publish or

perish' place. When we charge more than $7,000 for tuition, we need

to pay attention to those students," While good teaching was clearly

important, it alone was not sufficient for tenure and promotion; some

scholarly activity was also-necessary. But "you cannot get promoted

without good teaching." Approximately 66% of the education faculty

were tenured.

Prior to the dean's grant, there had been some feeling that the

special education department was growing too big, too quickly. The

project was seen as helping to melt away some of that resentment.
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The dean's leadership was a strong theme in this project. The

dean was seen as having been actively involved and very supportive at

every level. Several of the interviewees commented on this. The dean

# used "moral suasion; he set the tone. If this man, who is so very

busy, saw it as important enough to give his time to it, it must be

important for all of us"; "Dean is a real artist at leadership"; "In

his own quiet way, he is a real shaker."

Profile: Site #8

The university was moving from a "teaching institution" to one

that placed greater emphasis on research and writing. In response to

questions about the university's mission, all interviewees at this

site.ranked teaching behind research and publication. The publish or

perish ethic seemed to be gaining prominence. For school of education

faculty, this did not seem to present serious concern, since 85% of

the faculty were tenured, and all but one or two were at the associate

or full professor rank. The younger faculty had been "retrenched."

For tenured senior faculty, the prestige of appointment to the

graduate faculty provided one further ilcentive for faculty to engage

in innovation or change:. Research and publications or obtaining

grants and working on special projects were the major criteria for

granting appointment to the graduate faculty.

The dean's grantproject took a deliberate, low-key approach in

order not to incur competitiveness or the natural jealousies that

develop when one group or project seems to have more funds than the

others./ The institution was described as being open to change, but
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faculty would resist the change "if it affects what I do." Change was

something others experienced.- Thus, the approach of the dean's grant

project was seen not as "we need to change,' but as "how can we make

this work within the structure we have."

The project coordinator was a senior, well-respected member of

the facul ty who "called in all my notes to get people to respond, to

participate." The reported faculty reaction \to the dean's grant

project, based on an internal evaluation, was very positive but was

1-,w1cally a reaction to the coordinator and his status.

Profile: Site #9

When asked about institutional mission and priorities, every

respondent ranked teaching third, below research and publication.

While goOd teaching--based on student'as well as peer evaluations--was
A

necessary in order to achieve tenure or promotion, it alone was not

sufficient; research and publication were also necessary,t especially

for promotion. "Good teaching is taken for granted--research is

necessary to create a scholarly climate."

Even though 80% of the faculty were tenured, the shift in prior-

ity from teaching to research seemed to be causing considerable

anxiety, particularly among the "old line" teaching faculty. Some

felt that the rules were changing mid-stream--they were hired to be

teachers and field supervisors and now were to be judged on a differ-

ent set of criteria.

The dean's grant project was used to effect overall organiza-

tional change, as well as to infuse mainstreaming content into
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courses. The dean saw the project as an "experiment in generic

teacher preparation." Participation in or work on the dean's grant

project counted toward institutional priorities only if translated

into research and writing.

One interesting discrepancy at this site was that faculty refer-

red to "data-based research," meaning experimental research, while the

dean sought to'encourage a broader approach to research and used the

term "systematic inquiry."

Profile: Site #10

The university was in "transition" from a teaching to a research-
.

based institution. The school of education faculty felt that teaching

was important, but when it came to decisions on tenure,, promotion, and
r'-

raises, research and publication were the major considerations. The

only incentive for faculty to participate in special projects was

their own personal interest and satisfaction. There were no institu-

tional extrinsic rewards for such activity.

The dean's grant coincided with all the other changes that were

occurring. Some faculty saw it as part of externally mandated change

and resisted it on that basis. This faculty was more inclined to make

"research based" program changes rather than "rights based."

The dean's grant project took a specifically defined approach--to

offer a required three-credit course on the education of the handicap-

ped in mainstreamed settings. It was probably because of the specific

objective of this project that the dean's grant survived the massive

111
institutional changesthat were occurring. Although there were many
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changes at this site, in "no way can it be argued that the dean's

grant project was an instrument of this organizational change.'..it was

a ripple inside a very large wave." It happened to be going in the

same direction; so it wasn't washed out.

Profile: Site #11

The university had been a teaching institution but was in transi-

tion, and more emphasis was being placed on scholarly productivity for

tenure and promotion. "If teaching is fair and there is 'scholarly

productivity, chances of being promoted are better than if teaching is

excellent and there are no publications." Working on the dean's grant

project might fit in with the "service" criterion, unless the work was
o

turned into a scholarly publication, which could count toward promo-

tion.

The school of education faculty was described as being "fairly

open" to change. Although "not always "easily convinced, they are

generally cooperative." The school has had a number of special proj-,

ects over the years which involved a number of different faculty

members. The dean encouraged the faculty to develop new programs and
'01

write proposals. Writing grant proposals, even if not successful,.was

acknowledged in consideration of merit pay. .

A decrease in enrollment ane faculty size over the past few years

resulted in about 85% of the x.,,-ulty bang. tenured. With such a

heavily tenured faculty and little opportunity to hire new faculty,

the dean saw faculty development as a major means to achieve change.

The dean's grant project, in its eight years on this campus,, fit very
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well in this setting. The. dean saw it as unique in its "emphasis on

faculty development to implement policy."

Perceived Mission and Priorities

To obtain information on perceived institutional mission and

priorities, respondents were asked to rank, in order of importance to

the institutions, five functions: teaching, research, publication,

'service to the university, and service-to the community. ,A number of

the interviewees considered research and publication as inseparab3e

and combined them into. one category, generally called scholarly

productivity. Also, service to the university and service to the

community were.generally considered together as "service." A synthe-

sis of the ranked responses is presented in Table.4.18.

Table 4..18

Perceived Institutional Mission and Priorities

Project Teaching Research
University

Publication Service
Community
Service

#1 5 l' 2 3 4

#2 1 3 " \(/ 2 5

#3 I 2'\'' 3 5 4

#4 1 ' 2, 3 4 5

#5 1 4 51 2 3

#6 3 1 2 4 5

.)

#7 1 2 3) 4 5

#8 3 2 1 4 5

#9 3 1 2 4 5

#10 3 3. 2 4 5

#11. 1 2 3 4 5
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Of the eleven sites, teaching was ranked first at six, third at

four, And fifth at one. At the four sites where teaching was ranked

third, research and publication were ranked first and second.

At ,2ight of the sites, the interviewees were unanimous in their

_ranking of the teaching function. Teaching was ranked first at five

of those sites, third at two, and fifth at one. At the two sites that

ranked teaching third, respondents were consistent in ranking research

and publication first and second.

While teaching was ranked first at six sites, at only one was

excellence in teaching considered. sufficient for achieving tenure or

promotion. Others reported that while good teaching was important, it

was essential-Go have a record of scholarly productivity.. As one dean

put it: "Good teaching is taken for granted; research is needed to

create a scholarly climate."

Perceived Effectiveness of Dean's. Grant Projects

Ai a means of obtaining some gauge of the prcjects' effectiveness

on the local level, each respondent was asked the following question:

Based on what you [the project] set out to accomplish, how"would you

rate the overall effectiveness of the dean'S graht project on a scale

of 1 to 7, with 1 being the most effective?

The multiple responses were averaged and the mean used as the

rating for the site. Table 4.19 presents the rating for each of the

eleven sites as reported by the participants. Ratings were clustered

between 2.0 (most effective) and 4.0 (least effective). There was a

surprisi high degree of consistency in the responses. At eight of
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the sites, the range between the highest rating and the lowest did not

exceed 1.0. At the other three sites, the range was 2.0, 2.5, and

3.5.

Table 4.19

Perceived Effectiveness

Project X Rating

#1 4.00
#2 2.25
#3 3.35
#4 3.80
#5 2.37
#6 2.60.

#7 2.00
#8 2.50
#9 2.90.

#10 2.50
#11 3.00

Table 4.20 shows a ranking of the ratings, beginning with the

highest. It is interesting to note that the two "youngest" projects,

#1 and #3, both in their second year, rank near the bottom on per-

ceived effectiveness. In terms of size, one is in the small category,

the other in the middle-sized group. One is publicly supported, the

other independent. Both institutions reported major reorganizatph

and budget problems.

co
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Table 4.20

Ranked Effectiveness Ratings

Project Rating

#7 2.00

#2 2.25

#5 2.37
#8. 2.50

#10 2.50
#6 2.60
#9 2.90

#11 3.00
#3 3.35
#4 3.80
#1 4.00

It can be inferred that the two most influential factors at these

two sites were the organizational context and years the project had

been in operation. Both projects were in operation for only one and a

half years at the time of the study; both sites were undergoing major

organizational problems. Faculty were preoccupied with survival

issues and were less able or less willing to focus on academic

innovation. A more mature project, \ one with more of an experience

base, might have been able to surmoun the organizational problems

more easily.

Summary and Discussion

The sample reflected a wide variety of institutions in terms of

size, setting, and type of institution. The institutions ranged in

size from less than 3,000 students to more than 23,000, and from small

college to major university. The institutions were geographically
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spread across the country and were located in urban, suburban, and

rural settings. They varied by type as to public or independent, some

with religious founding. Despite the variations, some similarities

became apparent.

The SCDE were undergoing problems of enrollment decline and

concomitant budget and staff reductions. All but two of the sites in

the study reported enrollment decline and budgetary problems, as

current issues. Three of the public institutions reported that their

existence hadtheen threatened by legislative action. Each seemed to

have survived, but with reduced size. Two other sites, independent

institutions, reported economic problems severe enough to -threaten

their survival: one had come through the challenge, the other was in

the midst.

One common response to the economic and enrollment problems

seemed to be some form of reorganization, either at the institutional

or SCDE level. Administrative, programmatic, or organizational

changes were being implemented to reflect reduced size or to achieve

more efficient operations at seven of the eleven sites. Some sites

were in the midst of reorganization, while others had new organiza-

tional patterns in place.

This changing environment was having a disquieting effect on the

faculty, even though most were tenured. Where reorganization was

occurring, faculty seemed to be preoccupied with the reorganization.

The faculty seemed unclear about the benefits of reorganization and

more than a little concerned as to the effect it would have on them.
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The increasir; emphasis on research and publication was also

causing some anxiety and concern among faculty who saw this as a

changing set of institutional standards and priorities. Some of the

older faculty felt that they had been hired on the basis of one set of

criteria--teaching and field supervision--and were being evaluated on

a different set of criteria -- research and publication. Being tenured

reduced the anxiety somewhat but did not completely allay it.

With the enrollment and economic problems being faced by the

SCDE, there was also a growing importance placed on obtaining grants;

at some'sites, "obtaining a grant" or "bringing in money" was being

equated with "research" in tenure or promotion considerations. At

most sites, however, work on special projects such.as dean's grant

projects counted toward tenure and promotion decisions only if it

resulted in publications.

Teacher preparation. institutions are in transition. The consist-

ency of the responses among faculty when asked about institutional

priorities seems to indicate that the messages about what is valued

are clear. Where the discrepancy occurs is between what the institu-

tional needs are--developing new markets and new programs, modifying

new programs to meet new needs and public mandates--and what is

rewarded.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

This final chapter includes five sections: (1) summary. of the

purpose and methodology of the study; (2) distinguishing characteris-

tics of the Dean's Grant Program (DGP); (3) conclusions on the impact

of the DGP; (4) implications for change in higher edu:.:ation; and

(5) concluding statement.

Summary

The purpose of this study was to determine how academic innova-

tion and change occur in higher,education. The DGP, initiated by the

U.S. Department of Education to assist colleges and universities to

revise their teacher preparation programs to support implementation of

PL 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped Children Act, provided

the model for the study.

Case-study methodology was used to develop a comprehensive,

indepth exploration of the DGP in multiple sites. Mini-case studies,

ur'thick descriptions, of projects in eleven sites which reflected a

wide range of size, type, and location were developed to form a

composite case of the DGP an approach to change. Data were obtain-

ed from multiple sources, including document review, interviews,

consultations, and onsite study. Interviews were held with 67 persons

(60 onsite participants, plus 7 key leaders in the program).

184
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The data collection and analysis focused on the processes for

implementing and managing the projects, and the effect of organiza-

tional characteristics and processes on the change efforts.. Evidence

was also sought to determine the extent of Aange effected in two

program areas central to most projects--faculty development and

curriculum revision. In addition, data were sought to identify the

distinguishing characteristics of the DGP and t
N4

he efficacy of this

approach for effecting academic change in higher education.

Distinguishing Characteristics of the Dean',. Grant Pram

During the 1960s and 1970s, federal support for school improve-

ment programs grew dramatically. Many of those programs were directed

toward providing services to field-based clientele, and the colleges

and universities kept the "special projects" on the periphery of

institutional programs. These "temporary organizations" were run by

"temporary" faculty employed'on "soft money" lines. Thus, when the

funding ended, the temporary faculty left and little impact of the

program remained.

One focus of this study was to determine how the DGP was similar

to or different from other federally supported programs. Onsite study

of eleven projects and interviews with seven key leaders of the .DGP

indicate the following distinguishing characteristics:

pur pose and Goals

The DGP, in anticipation of passage of PL 94-142, The Education

of All Handicapped Children's Act, was designed to support implementa-
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tion of a major public policy. The program was initiated on the

premises that regular educators needed to know more about handicapped

children, and that the dichotomy between regular,education and special

education needed to be bridged. The competitive grants program was

designed around a broad conceptual goal; to encourage colleges and

universities to reshape teacher preparation programs to include the

learning needs of handicapped children as an integral part.

Design and Focus

The program was designed with a minimum of requirements and

regulations and was sufficiently ambiguous to encourage a wide range

of activities, on the local level. The program aimed to support

institutional development,,providing .the mechanism for infusing the

system with knowledge and skills for reconceptualizing the teacher

preparation programs. The program encouraged and supported faculty'

development as a major strategy for achieving the desired curriculum

changes. ,While the grants were relatively small, the institutions

were permitted considerable flexibility in using the funds to encour-

age faculty involvement.

Local. Initiative

The DGP, recognizing that enduring change cannot be imposed from

without but must come from within, provided maximum opportunity for

local institutions co define needs, objectives, strategies, and

-
desired outcomes. Institutions could propose programs xanging from

broad organizational change to narrow curricular revisions, depending 4

on local interests and needs. Grants were awarded to the dean as
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someone with the organizational position, and authority to cross

departmental barriers and to effect change.

Technical Assistance

A national technicaa. assistance program (National Support Systems

Project (NSSP) at the University of Minnesota) was set up at the same

time that the DGP wes initiated. The NSSP offered technical assist-

ance, consultation and resource materials to local projects, and

provided the opportunity for deans and teacher education faculty to

dome together around common issues through a system of national and

regional networks.

Role of psEP Staff

Program staff in OSEP provided leadership in supporting a devel-

opmental effort rather'than a program based on number of personnel

trained. Also,. within MEP', one staff member served as project

officer for DGP, thus becoming an internal advocate for the program.

Summary

The most distinguishing characteristic of the DGP was its focus

on institutional development. The program encouraged institutions ,to

strengthen their programs and their faculties in order to support

implementation of a major public policy. This differed from most

other federally supported programs which were generally field based,

service-oriented, and operated on the periphery of the institution.

The focus on faculty and curriculum development, which was central to

the work of the institution, afforded the potential for more enduring

change than projects focused on external clients.
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;It Conclusions

Based on the study of implementation of deans' grant projects at

ele en sites and'interviews with key leaders, the following conclu-

sio s are drawn about the program: (1) impact on faculty development;

(2) mpact on deans; (3) impact on curriculum revision; (4) institu-

tion lizing the change; and (5) some factors affecting implementation

Ippf dean's grant projects.

on Facult Develo ment

F culty development and curriculum revision were two program

areas central to most dean's grant projects. Typically, faculty

development activities were designed to prepare regular education-

facult to engage in revising their curricula to include, content on

educati of the handicapped. In studying implementation of the DGP

as an illustration of academic change in higher education, data were

sought to determine the extent of change achieved in the two central

areas--faculty development and curriculum revision.

Faculty development components had two major thrusts: (a) in-

creasing awareness, knot/ledge, and positive attitudes about PL 94-142

and education of the handicapped; and (h) preparing faculty with the

knowledge and skills for revising or modifying the curriculum to

incorporate content on education of tbe handicapped in regular educa-

tion settings. The size of the groups of faculty involved in faculty

development activities ranged from 16 to 50, with the exception of one

site which had targeted more than 80 faculty over the eight yeari of

the project.
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Faculty development progressed along a continuum from increased

awareness, to improved attitudes, to increased knowledge and skill for

curriculum revision. Broad segments of the faculty, or possibly even

total faculties, were involved in the awareness and attitude leVels,

while the more intensive knowledge and skill levels were primarily

focused on faculty,WO5' taught the preservice elementary and secondary

education professional sequence, for example, foundations and methods

courses. ,

Based on mini-case studies of the eleven projects, reported

outcomes of changes achieved in faculty development indicated:

1. Teacher education faculties had an increased awareness
and knowledge of PL 94-142.

2. To a lesser extent, faculty had developed more positive
attitudes toward PL 94-142 and education of the handi-
capped.

3. A smaller group of faculty, those directly involved in
the project, had increased knowledge and skill in
revising curriculum to incorporate content on the
handicapped in regular education preparation programs.

4. The most effective strategies for improving faculty
awareness, attitudes, and knowledge were those activi-
ties which provided faculty with direct contact with
handicapped persons, either by using handicapped persons
(or parents of handicapped children) as consultants, or
by visiting handicapped or mainstreamed settings.

5. The most effective strat gies for engaging faculty in
curriculum revision were released time and providing
technical assistance through one-on-one consultation.

6. Another effective strategy, although not used extensively,
was the mini-grant, small grants from dean's grant
project funds awarded to faculty for curriculum revision
projects or to initiate related research.
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Impact on Deans

One unspecified outcome of the DGP that became apparent during

the study was the impact on deans, project coordinators, an" other

educational leaders. Deans, department chairs, project coordinators

and, in some instances, university administrators became learners

along with the faculty. In describing the impact on the dean, one

coordinator said that

before the project began, he wouldn't have recognized a
handicapped kid if'he fell over him, but now he has become
an "expert," consulting with other colleges in the area.

Another coordinator said:

If I could measure on a verbal, behavior, and knowledge
scale where the dean moved from the beginning of the
project, it would be worth the money We always had his
support, but he didn't really understand it....Now he has
become a real advocate.

The benefits were tVofol.d: First, when the dean and other

leadership put themselves in a "learner" role, it set the tone to give

credibility to the project and legitimacy to faculty development

activities. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the dean and other

leadership became committed advocates for improving the education of
it

handicapped children. Often, the deans or coordinators assumed

leadership role with other institvtions in the area, increasing the

range of impact of the DGP.

Impact on Curriculum Revision

The primary aim of the DGP was to effect change in regular

teacher preparation curricula to incorporate content on education of
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handicapped children and youth in regular education settings. All

f projects had curriculum revision as some part oftheir activities.

The major curriculum revision efforts focused on the undergradu-

ate, preservice elementary and secondary education programs. To a

lesser extent, other undergraduate programssuch as vocational educa-

tion, physical education, and home economics, and graduate level

programs such as supervision and administration, and counseling were

targeted for revision. Most of the curriculum revision was focused on

the professional education sequence of 18 to 36 credits, including

foundations and methods courses and practicum experiences. Special

education programs were only peripherally involved in curriculum

revision to include an expanded view of special education and hhndi-

capped children in the least restrictive environment.

The most prexialent approach used for curriculum revision was

"infusion," altering existing courses to incorporate content on

education of the handicapped. The approaches used to achieve the

curriculum revision varied widely, including one-on-one teacher-con-
.

sultant, interdepartmental faculty study teams, mini-grants to support

curriculum revision efforts, and released time. The provision of

released time and direct one-on-one consultation assistance for

faculty engaged in curriculum revision were the most effective means

of achieving the de -fired changes.

On the basis of 'sites studied, conclusions reached about the

extent of curriculum change achieved indicated:
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1. The professional education sequences of undergraduate
preservice elementary and secondary edUcation programs
were being modified to incorporate content on education
of the handicapped in regular education settings.

2. There has been very little , change in the practi:mm or
field experience settings for regular teacher education
students.

3. The major approach to curriculum revision was infusion,
or alteration of existing courses.

4. There has been some change in the courses or competen-
cies required for graduation, but overall there has been
very little in the way of structural change in regular
teacher preparation programs.

Institutionalizing the Changes

One of the concerns of any change program is the institutionali-

zation of the ch'ange to ensure its continuation beyond the term of the

project. The infusion approach to curriculum revision used most often

in the DGP offered the potential advantage of integrating content on

the learning needs of handicapped and nonhandicapped children as one

continuum, and bridging the gap between regular and special education.

The potential disadvantage is that those changes would become faculty-

specific, and implemented only by the faculty actually involved in the

course revision.

In order to assure, that the curricular changes effected by dean's

grant project activities continue for future generations of teacher

education students, a two-pronged approach is suggested: (1) faculty

' development leading to curriculum modification to integrate content on

the learning needs of handicapped in regular education courses, with

changes in classroom theory reinforced by field-based experiences; and
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(2), structural or policy changes which .ensure that those changes

become a normal part 41 the teacher preparation program. The struc-

.. tural or policy changes could be achieved through changes in required

courses or, if the program is competency-based, changes in the requir-

ed competencies.

Some Factors Affecting Im lementation of Dean's Grant Pro ects

The .following conclusions are drawn "about factors which affected

the implementation and change process. Conclusions are presented in

two categories: (1) leadership and management, which includes infor-

mation on initiation and implementation ofthe project, as well as

information on the management of the project once funding was receiv-

ed; and (2) culture and context, which includes information on the

effect of institutional features and characteristics.

Leadership. The roles of the dean and project leadership were

crucial for effective implementation of dean's grant projects. The

dean's active and supportive involvem'ent in the project set the tone,

gave the project legitimacy and status within the institution,, and

helped to bridge departmental and administrative barriers.

In addition to the dean's leadership, the project coordinator's

role was extremely important. In most cases, day-to-day management

of the project rested with the coordinator. It was essential to have

an innovative, self-initiating coordinator who had the respect of the

,faculty. Role and status of the coordinator seemed not as important

as style and personality. A senior faculty member with an aggressive,

abrasive manner would meet the same resistance from colleagues as
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would a junior faculty member with similar characteristics. The

skillful, sensitive coordinator who facilitated faculty involvement

and supported their feelings of ownership was most likely to be

successful.

It was important that the reasons for applying for a grant were

clearly understood and agreed upon by..all involved. If, for example,

the dean wanted to bring about major reorganization, and the special,

education faculty simply wanted to add a required course in special

education for regular educators, confusion and conflict, would result.

It was .important that the faculty, particularly those in regular

education, felt an ownership of the project. At a time when most SCDE

were experiencing enrollment'decline and staff reductions, the special

education departments were expanding., This caused some anxiety and

increased competitiveness among departments. If the dean's grant was

seen as "another special education project thrust upon us," there was

likely to be resistance.

This competitiveness between departments exacerbated turf issues

of who teaches what to whom and highlighted the need to bridge depart-

mental barriers. Special education faculty became protective of their

content and thought the way to achieve the necessary curriculum change

was to add a required course on educating handicapped children in

mainstreamed settings, to be taught in the special education depart-

ment. Regular educators might think education of handicapped kids

belonged in special education, but were reluctant to give up any

student credit hours.
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Culture- and context. The culture and context into which the

project was implemented was a major factor in the process. Most sites

had experienced enrollment decline and, budget reductions, some to the

point of facing survival issues. When faculty became preoccupied with

issues of well-being or survival, they were less likely to become

involved in academic change programs. If the threat of survival was

severe enough, resistance to change became even stronger.

The overall climate was also a major influence on the change

process. At the sites where intense competitiveness and strong

political undercurrents were obvious, there was strong resistance to

the project. The resistance could be passive or overt but it compli-

cated the effort to change. At the sites where the climate not only

supported' but encouraged the kinds of activities conducted by the

dean's grant project (i.e., faculty development, instructional im-

provement, and interdepartmental

likely to be achieved.

Most of the sites described themselves as being in transition

from basically a teaching institution to one placing more emphasis on

research and publication. The institutional incentive and reward

'systems provided minimal, if any, support for faculty to participate

in academic innovation. The message seemed to be that participation

would be acknowledged or rewarded only if translated into research and

publication.

Another factor affecting the implementation of change programs is

the congruence between what iF valued by the institution and what is

collaboration), changes were more
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rewarded. For example, if the institution encourages faculty to

become involved in instructional, improvement programs but awards

tenure and promotion on the basis of research and publication, faculty

receive conflicting messages. They may become involved in the change

effort, but will withdraw if the, rewards are given for other activi-

ties, and if the cost of participation is greater than the reward. It

is interesting to note,that faculty frequently see this as a faculty-

administration conflict. But it must be remembered that most. of the

committees making the decisions about tenure and promotion included

significant proportions of faculty.

Implications for Change in Higher Education

This study was based on the premise that American higher educa-

tion must be able to adapt to changing environmental trends and the

interests and needs of a changing student population, and that educa-

tional leaders are faced with the challenge of planning and managing

the change process.

In earlier chapters it.was argued that institutions of higher

education, as complex organizations with a workforce dominated by

autonomous professionals, are resistant to change (Baldridge et al.,

1978; Baldridge & Burnham, 1975; Lindquist, 1974, 1978; NIE 1980a,b;

Schein,'1972; Ylvisaker, 1980). It was further argued that American

higher education is facing a time of challenge and change, with some

of the most powerful forces for change provided by the external

environment (Baldridge & Deal, 1983; Cyert, 1983; Hodgkinsori, 1983;
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Keller, 1983). Thus, as higher education enters an era that requires

"better planning, strategic decision making, and more directed change"

(Keller, 1983, p. 27), educational leaders are challenged to manage a

process of renewal and change in their institutions (Cyert, 1980).

This study of, the implementation of. the DGP was undertaken to

learn more about the process of managing change. Study of the imple-

mentation of projects at eleven sites, and cross-site analyses led to

conclusions about implementation of the DGP, the changes achieved, and

the factors affecting the change process. On the basis of the find-

ings and conclusions of the study, augmented by the literature, a

number of implications for change in higher education were identified.

External Environment

It is clear that the external environment provides some of the

most powerful forces for change in higher education. Changing demog-

raphics, changing needs of the workforce, the expanding use of tech-

nology in education and work, and public policies and regulations are

all affecting the way colleges and universities conduct their busi-

ness.

In this study, it was passage of a federal law that guaranteed

educational rights to handicapped children that was the initial

impetus for the changes enacted by the DGP. The federal law required

classroom teachers to have an expanded range of competencies, and this

in turn put new demands on the institutions preparing those teachers.

The law was augmented by passage of state legislation, changes in

teacher certification, judicial rulings, and public advocacy groups.
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Of the eleven sites studied, eight were also meeting newly ?.nacted

state requirements for teacher certification and/or program accredita-

tion standards, which required regular 'educators to have competency

for education of 'handicapped children in regular education settings.

What came to bear heke was the convergence of a variety of

forces: federal law, state regulations, judicial rulings, and public

advocacy. This presented some very powerful forces and support for

teacher preparation programs to adapt.

One implication that emerges is that colleges and universities

are in a crucial interactive relationship with their environments. As

environmental needs change, colleges and universities also are faced

with the need to change, and the chances of these efforts to succeed

are enhanced when they move in the same direction as the larger

external trends. To paraphrase one of the deanS in the study, the DGP

may have been a small ripple in a very large tide but it was going in

the same direction, so the changes planned by the DGP were supported

by the other) larger trends. While the DGP anticipated the trends and

took risks in departing from some established patterns of OSEP-funded

programs, it did not buck the tide. The grants were relatively small,

and the interactive support of the larger forces and dean's grant

projects increased the effectiveness of those monies.

This is not to suggest that colleges and universities should

engage only in change that goes with the tide. On the contrary,

taking a leadership or proactive approach may be the route to effect-

ing real change. Often this means challenging established norms and

23;
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patterns, anticipating trends, or even "bucking the tide." While this

approach may be fraught with more hazards and require more careful

planning and skillful management, it may lead to .those changes most

important for institutional survival and well-being, and also may

contribute toward setting the tone and direction for broader social

change.

Change as a Process

The literature on change, supported by the findings of this

study, indicate that change is not an,event or an achieved status, but

an ongoing process. It is a long and slow process involving a heavy

investment of time, effort, and energy (Hall, 1978). It, involves

human beings learning and growing with one another, individually and

in groups (Arends & Arends, 1978; Schein, 1972). It also involves

interaction. with its setting--culture, values, traditions, beliefs,

and rewards (Baldridge & Deal, 1983; Deal & Kennedy, 1982; Peters &

Waterman, 1982). Change, a complex and interactive process, is not a

linear, sequential process that occurs top-down, or even bottom-up,

but rather occurs simultaneously at different levels and in many

directions (Arends & Arends, 1978; Earle, 1980; Peters, 1983).

Educational leaders planning change programs must be realistic

about the extent of change that can occur in a given period of time.

Many of the frustrati'ns and apparent failures of change programs can

be related to unrealistic goals and expectations. Educational leaders

must recognize that durable change is a complex and interactive

process which does not occur quickly, and which requires a long-term
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design for strengthening processes of communication and strengthening

or increasing individual and institutional capacity to sustain the

change.

The slowness of the process presents different kinds of frustra-

tion for many educational leaders. Keller r11983) refers to

Kaufman's dilemma--which holds that it is only by a steady
accumulation of changes over longer periods that truly
extensive transformation [takes] place. Yet when the
environment changes rapidly, slow organizational change
leads to demise and disaster. (p. 97)

Leadership and Management

Planned or directed changes will not just happen, but require

skillful and sensitive leadership. Berman and McLaughlin (1975)

pointed out that while a receptive institutional setting was essen-

tial, it alone was not sufficient to ensure successful implementation

of change--an implementatior strategy was necessary. Keller (1983)

pointed out the need for colleges and universities to plan for the

forces of change that would affect them 'and to construct an active,

ongoing change-oriented management style.

Both from this study and the literature, the following factors

essential to effective implementation have been identified:

1. Goals which are clearly articulated and agreed upon by
all involved parties.

2. Congruence of the project with 'the institutional mission
and purpose.

3. The active support and involvement of institutional
leaders in positions of authority.

4 Active involvement of those affected, creating feelings
of ownership.
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5. The need for an advocate who is committed to the idea
who will continue to strengthen the cause.

6. The need for mainten.nce of the innovation in order to
prevent slippage.;

7. An incentive. a d reward system that acknowledges and
supports the c ange effort.

In current writings, Baldridge and Deal (1983) refute earlier

workon change management, including theirown, and suggest that there.

is no special theoxi, of organizational change:

Good organizational change theory is simply good organi-
zational theory; good organizational change management
practices are simply good management. (p. 4),

What this would seem to indicate are definitions of organizational and

management theory that'include attention to change as an essential and

integral part. If so, the findings of this study would agree.

on the basis of the eleven sites studied and the literature, one

implication is that it is essential for educational leaders to under-

stand change. At the sites studied, when the deans or project coordi-

nators showed some understanding of the change process and utilized

this understanding in, managing the project, their chances of success

were enhanced.

Faculty Development

Academic professionals are the most important educational
resource of a college or university and their continuous
development is of paramount importance to the vitality of
their institutions. (Gaff, Festa & Gaff, 1978, p. 8)

Traditionally, college and university faculty are perceived as

being at, the pinnacle of the American educational system. They are

the experts, the dispensers of knowledge; they are the teachers, not
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the learners. In spite of the growing body of literature on adult

development and the faculty development movement of the 1970s, many

faculty members consider further development as a reflection<of their

inadequacies or deficits and are reluctant to. participate. They see

faculty development as something for their colleagues.

I
The importance of faculty development as a means of achieving

academic ,..:hange was discuss'ed earlier in Chapter I (Berquist &

Phillips, ,975; Christenson, 1982; J. Gaff, 1975; Gaff, Festa & Gaff,

1978; Lindquist, 1978; Schein, 1972), and the complexity, of effective

development programs' was noted (Christenson, 1982; Ducharme, 1981;

Hipps, 1982; Woods, 1982). Tliis study supports the claims of the

mportance of faculty developMent in change efforts, and the complex-

ity\of effective programs. Based on the findings and supported by the

literi,ture, the following implications are drawn fox faculty develop-

ment programs in higher education:

1. One important factor for effective faculty development
is creating an accepting and supportive climate--one in
which continued development of faculty is viewed as a
normal and expected activity.

2. The purpose and goals of faculty development programs
must be clear and consistent with institutional purposes
and mission. To what end faculty are being developed
and for what purpose-must be clearly understood.

3. Effective 'faculty development programs will include
multiple foci leading to institutional benefits from
improved 'instruction or new programs, and individual
benefits for the faculty member. Programs which offer
the faculty members professional benefits within the
organization, as well as the personal benefit of in-
creased knowledge, have a greater chance for success.

4. The importance of the incentive and reward system
supporting .faculty development is underscored in the
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literature and endorsed by this study. Faculty will put
their time and energies'into those activities which will
be acknowledges and rewarded.

In summary, :faculty will change when (1) the institutional

climate supports continued development of faculty as a normal and

expected activity; (2) the faculty have motivation to change and
0

believe that the change is desirable; (3) they have positive feedback

and psychological safety for taking risks or trying something new; and

(4) they are praised, recognized, and rewarded for effectiveness and

improvement.

Culture and Context

The most recent literature on organizations speaks to the impor-

tance of organizational culture in providing institutional stability

(Baldridge & Deal, 1983; Deal & Kennedy, . 1982; Peters & Waterman,

1982). Other writers have pointed out the importance of having an

innovation fit in with the organizational setting (Arends & Arends,

1978; Berman & McLaughlin, 1975; Lindquist, 1974, 1978; Schein, 1972)..

The findings of this study agree with and support the writings.on

the importance of culture and context in influencing change efforts.

While external forces may be the most powerful in stimulating change,

the internal culture and context provide' a powerfuleffect on the

implementation process.

Implementing change requires a knowledge of the institutional

culture--its goals, values, traditions, problems, and issues.
I

.Assess-

ing the culture and context, and adapting the change programs to fit
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the needs of that institution, will greatly enhance the potential form

success.

Concluding Statement

It was the purpose of this study to learn about the process of

achieving academic innovation ia higher educations The basic premise

of this study was that change is a comprehensive process encompassing

a wide range of interrelated and interactive organizational factors.

Those factors included the human aspects of the organization as well

as the characteristics and often subtle and elusive processes of the

organization which interact with forces in the external environment.

'It was the judgment of this researcher that the best way to learn

about implementing change was to conduct .a study of a change project

in multiple sites. The DGP provided a rare opportunity to study

change in a variety of institutions, using projects that shared a

cross-site programmatic goal--achieving academic change. The purpose

of using case-study research methodology was to obtain a close-in,

comprehensive view of the implementation of dean's grant projects, and

to learn not only about the outcomes but about the processes a

factors which influenced the outcomes. Thus, this concluding sta e-

ment has two foci: (1) comments on the efficacy of the DGP an

approach to change; and (2) comments on change in higher educati n.

The Dean's Grant Program as an Approach to Change

The DGP was a foresighted effort on-the part of OSEP to = imulate

social change in support of the implementation of a maj r public

245
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policy. Zaltman et al. (1973) suggest that when an innovation has

been adopted by a sufficient \number of relevant units within the

system to register an impact and to become part of the normative

patterns, social change has occurred. By encouraging and supporting

change in teacher preparation programs to include education of the

handicapped as an integral part, OSEP was encouraging social change.

Through 1983, DGP grants were awarded to approximately 275 colleges

and universities which prepare about 50% of the nation's teachers.

In addition, those institutions have begun to reach out to provide

technical assistance and consultation to other institutions which had

not received a dean's grant, thereby increasing the range of DGP

impact.

Did the DGP effect changes in teacher preparation? Based on this

study it can be said that changes have occurred in curriculum and

faculty development. The proposed changes were not all at the

"achieved" level, with many still in the "planning" or "in process"

stages. As an overall ptatement from the sites studied, it can be

said that the teacher education faculty had increased awareness and

knowledge about PL 94-142 and education of handicapped children in

regular education, settings, and increased skill in curriculum revi-

sion. Also, the professional education sequences of teacher prepara-

tion programs were being revised to incorporate content on the educa-

tion of the handicapped.

Can these changes be attributed directly and solely to the DGP?

Probably not solely to the DGP. There were too many other, much

246
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larger forges at work--mandates of a federal law, changing state

regulations and requirements, judicial rulings, parent demands. But
O

it is important to note that the DGP anticipated those trends, recog-

nized the magnitude of change that would be necessary, and provided

.the stimulus and support for institutions to make the changes necessi-

tated by these other forces.

Guba and Lincoln (1981) and Stake (1978) suggest that case

studies provide a basis for naturalistic generalization. whether or
9

not it can be said that social change has been achieved, it is clear

that there is movement in the direction of making changes in teacher

preparation programs to include a focus on the education of the

handtcapped as well as the nonhandicapped.. The DGP has served as a

catalyst in this effort at social change, using the carrot rather than

stick approach.

The DGP, based on a broad conceptual goal with a focus on insti-

tutional development, offered an important approach to change.

Lindquist (1978) suggests that the most effective means of diffusion

of an innovation that involves human interactions, such as curriculum
.11

revision, is to describe it in basic concepts to assist local develop-,:

ment of a model to fit the existing values, interests, structures, and

behaviors. The DGP appears to have done that, as illustrated by the

following quotes from two project coordinators:

One of the things I liked about the dean's grant is that
you can work with whatever kind of organizational system
your college happens to be in.
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The impact of the project on changing the organization of
the college has been profound...[it] will crash down
departmental walls...no one is against PL 9-142...and the
content unites us.

Another important feature of the DGP was awarding the grant to

the dean as an acknowledgement of the importance of a person in a

leadership and authority position in. effecting change. It was also

important 'to: allow the dean flexibility in using a small amount of

money to /leverage faculty involvement.

The,DGP was a departure from the other OSEP - sponsored personnel

preparation programs which specified outcomes based on numbers of

persons trained. Rather, the DGP supported the development of a new

idea and was willing to cross over the boundary of its own disCipline

speal education--to reach out to regular education. This was a

subtle but very valuable tactic considering that implementation of the

Law required school and higher education faculties to overcome depart-

mental barriers

While support of a developmental effort such as the DGP is most

commendable, sponsoring agencies should be aware of the risks. As the

DGP progressed, the ambiguity of the early program design resulted in

some confusion in the field. Initially, the intended outcomes were

very general and somewhat vague--to revise teacher preparation pro-

grams to prepare regular educators to function effectively in settings

where handicapped children had been mainstreamed. What this really

meant or the criteria by which it would be measured were not speci-

fied. In some ways, this was a very positive feature--it allowed
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maximum flexibility and local initiative in defining the proposed

outcomes. But it also resulted in some confusion as the DGP devel-

oped.

In the fearly stages of the program, outcome measures focused

heavily on faculty development and indications of curriculum revision.

But as the program developed to more sophisticated levels, criteria

for outcome measures began to indicate that data on graduate pekform-

ance were expected. Some projects were able to provide such data,

while others felt that new criteria had been introduced. One caveat

for sponsoring agencies might be to try to anticipate'these potential

areas of confusion and include these kinds of requirements in early

program announcements, even if indicating that this type of data

requirement is long range.

One'further point for sponsoring agencies to consider is the

importance of stable funding for projects. This researcher recognizes

that OSEP can award only what Congress appropriates, and the early

1980s were difficult budget years for all education programs. For

1982-83, the year in which this study was conducted, DGP grants were-

reduced by 48% from the 1981-82 level (as were all OSEP personnel

preparation programs). This presented a major blow--psychological as

well as fiscal--to many of the projects, since there seemed to be some

question of continuing federal.. commitment to PL 94-142. Reinstatement

of 30% of the funds after the start of the school year was welcomed,

but the fund', were probably not used as effectively as if two rounds

of budget changes had not occurred,

*Aa
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In addition to curriculum revision and faculty development,

another important outcome--anticipated or not--was the development of

a cadr of teacher educators, deans, departmental chairs, and faculty

who no had more knowledge of and commitment to improving the educa-

tion of handicapped, and to seeing education of the handicapped as

part of the normal school/class experience. In essence, they have

become advocates for the handicapped.

Overall, the DGP represents an important, productive, and useful

approach to curriculum revision. One dean suggested that "this is the

way to go--it should be the model for all change programs."

Change in Higher Education

The most powerful forces for stimulating change in educational

institutions have been, and will most likely continue to be, provided

by the external environment--public policies, program accreditation

requirements, and major societal trends. While the external environ-

ment provides the most powerful forces for stimulating change, it is_

the internal environment--the organizational culture--which will

provide the most powerful influence in effecting the change. The

interaction of the external. and internal environments create the

settings in which educational leaders must plan and 'manage change.

Or, as Baldridge and Deal (1983) say:

Educational organizations do not merely respond to tang-
ible pressures for change and reform. They are sensitive
to and will adjust to local myths and expectations. They
adapt to fit internal needs and agendas--they even pretend
to conform to outside pressures in order to protect their
stable identity. Organizations and their environment
engage in a continual dance, each adjusting to the rhythm,
tempo, and movement of the other. (p. 9)

250
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Educational leaders generally find themselves in a reactive

role--developing or modifying programs in response to external events

and influences. While the postsecondary education arena was growing,

many institutions were not seriously affected by being in the reactive

mode; there was still sufficient demand for their traditional serv-

ices. But education and higher education are in a new era, one in

which they face greater competition and demands for excellence and

accountability.

In this environment, college and university leaders are faced

with the challenge not only of maintaining their institutions' surviv-

al, but of preserving and strengthening the quality of institutional

programs. Educational leaders need to adopt a proactive posture

toward directing change in their institutions. It will be important

to anticipate shifting trends and needs, and to engage in strategic

planning to adapt.

Most colleges and universities have lacked adequate
planning,, strong internal management, and a transparent
set of academic objectives. Higher education has drifted.
And in a time of new austerity and growing importance of
higher learning and research, drift needs to be replaced
by thrift and purpose. If educational institutions are to
reverse, or at least slow down, the trend toward outside
interventions in their affairs, they must shape their own
destinies in ways that are acceptable to the public and
its elected leaders. (Keller, 1983, p. 25)

Further, if American higher edycation wants to assumes, a'leadership

role in setting the pace and direction for social change, it will be

necessary to anticipate social needs and trends.

As educational leaders engage in planning and directing change,

they will find institutional culturethe mission, governance, deci-
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sion-making processes, values, and traditions--a major influence on

the process. The success of any effort directed toward curriculum

revision, instructional improvements, and adaptation of delivery

formats for new student populations will depend heavily on the effec-

tive involvement of the faculty. And the strong traditions of facul-

ty/departmental autonomy and the incentive and reward system are two

major factors to be considered.

Traditionally, faculty have been hired on the basis of their

expertise in their own disciplines. Often, their professional identi-

ties and loyalties are with their own professional communities,

external to their place of.employment. The faculty member's autonomy

and identity with an academic discipline is, paralleled and reinforced

by traditional departmental autonomy. Yet, innovation frequently

involves coope.s.ation and collaboration between and among faculty

members and departments. This is counter to the norm of autonomy.'

Further, although competitiveness is not discussed in the literature

as a strong norm, it can be inferred from the attention given to

faculty autonomy, the protection of, academic freedom, and the prevail-

ing criteria for tenure and promotion. With the strong emphasis on

the individual activities of research and publication, faculty members

have little reason or incentive to adopt or reinforce innovations of

colleagues (who will get the 'credit) unless the innovation also

happens to fit his/her own interests and style.

At a time when colleges and universities are facing many chal-

lenges, including the reed to develop new student markets and to adapt
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programs for new student populations, the old incentive and reward

patterns seem to be becoming more firmly entrenched. There is need to

engage faculty in developing new programs, new content, and new

delivery formats, but the traditional activities of research and

publication still seem to be what counts. In the present study, it

was interesting to note that as SCDE faced internal as well as extern-

al threats to their existence, survival often meant adopting the

standards of other parts of the university thus, the increased

emphases on research and publication.

As educational leaders engage in directing their institutions'

future, one key strategy will be to modify the Incentive and reward

system. This is not to suggest that scholarly produciiility should not

be valued, but rather that the incentive and reward system must also

recognize the importance of other faculty activities. In order to

preserve its integrity, quality of instruction, and to allow for

change and growth, an institution needs to support a diversity of

faculty skills and activities. There is a need to continue to value

and support scholarship as the critical underpinning, or backbone, of

institutions of higher education, but there must also be support for

faculty who are willing to commit their energies and expertise to

developing new ideas and programs, and who are willing to take risks.

Peters and Waterman (1982) identify willingness to support innovation

and adaptation as critical to organizational success. Educational

leaders and those faculty involved in the decision-making processes

must take an expanded view of those functions important to institu-.
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'tional excellence. The literature notes the beginning of a trend in

colleges and universities to place greater emphasis on and reward

faculty who demonstrate a commitment to the institution and a willing-
.

ness to participate in activities that will enhance the institution's

health and survival (Christenson, 1982). Finding effective ways to

engage- faculty in a process that will lead to the development of new

ideas, concepts, and knowledge, new attitudes and value orientation,

new skills, and new patterns of roles and relationships may well be

one of the most critical challenges facing educational lSders as they

attend to the immediate while keeping .a vision of the future.

4
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
WA'SHING1ON D C 20202

July 29, 1974

Dean
School/College of Education

Dear Colleague:

This past year the Bureau of Educationjor the Handicapped (BEN),
through its Division of Personnel Preparation (DPP), has initiated
what we feel to be a very exciting and timely personnel preparation
program. The program pertains to providing specialized preparation
for regular education personnel, e.g., elementary educators, secondary
educators, principals, supervisors, superintendents, career/vocational
educators, and other personnel in those instructional competencies
which are necessary for providing effective educational service to
handicapped children placed in regular classrooms. Although we,
naturally, have a basic interest in handicapped children, there is
growing evidence tha':. a NO larger group of children ( estimates
range from 25-40% of all children)will display variations in learn-
ing or behavioral styles which will require specially designed edu-
cational programs, for at least short periods of schooling. Our

feeling is that too many teachers report feeling inadequate in
dealing with these variations, and so feel powerless to teach gifted
children, minority group children, highly active children, etc.
The newest impetus for a change lies with the increasing practice
of "mainstreaming." In its simplest form, Lhis practice refers to
the placement of handicapped children with regular education teachers,
with supportive services from special educators, for most or a portion
of a typical school day-. In order for the pupil to benefit from such
placement, the regular educator must be sensitive to the unique needs
of handicapped children, and also be aware of instructional procedures
-whiciLare_affettiv_e_with a handicapped learner.

By necessity, the majority of our efforts to date have been in the
provision of inservice training to regular educators, and the
formulation of statewide study committees to review regular educator
certification requirements and to recommend' changes in these which
would enable a regular educator to more effectively manage a learning
environment for a handicapped child. Many individuals from colleges
and universities have served as participants on these committees.
The intent of the study committee is o stimulate changes in the
undergraduate and graduate-preparation of regular educators.
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Page 2 - Letter to Dean School/College of Education

While this may be an effective strategy, additional efforts are probably
needed. That is, some resources shotila- be made available to the Dean

\for this important effort.

'The purpose of this brief communication, therefore, is to enlist your
assistance as a change agent in the preparation of regular educators
by reforming training sequences and curricula to include competencies
for responding to the individual challenges of children, including the
handicapped, who require additional attention. If you are interested
in\participating in this pioneer 'effort, we would welcome an applica-
tion for a planning/operational grant. The project director of the
curient BEH/DPP training grant has all of the necessary application
forms and materials. We anticipate that applications which are approved
for funding will be in dollar amounts sufficient to employ an adminis-
trative assistant, secretarial support, consultants, and to provide a
travel allowance foe the project staff. There are several program-
related aspects which the application should contain. These are as
follo4s:

I. The Project Director must be the Dean.

2. The application must contain a plan for the revision or
reform of the regular education preparation programs in
terms of responsiveness to the educational-needs of Nandi-
capped children. Such revisions* must extend beyond. the
addition of one or two required courses to include sig-
nificant practica experiences, and should provide the
teacher with skills and experiences necessary to feel
competent to face the individual challenges of children
who vary from "average" behavior. Innovative approaches
to this curriculum revision task are welcued.

3. In order to promote the development of number 2, the
faculty in the special education program should be
active participants in those functions, e.g., committees,
which the Dean or faculty governing body may implement.
While the faculty in special education will provide sig-
nificant contributions, it will also be crucial that other
faculties in the University or College who conduct programs
for preparing personnel to serve the handicapped, e.g.,
speech and hearing, psychology, psychiatry, etc., be
involved in the planning and implementation of such
programs.

4. The application should contain a description of a three -

year tune line or plan in which the objectives of the
project will be accomplished.
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Page 3 - Letter to Dean School/College of Education

5. Expected outcomes of the project should be delineated.
For example, the revision of the preparation curricula
or programs should be specified as to type of, changes,
potential impact upon the School/College opsrations,
anticipated benefits to those schools in which graduates
are usually emmloyed, and projected benefits for the
handicapped and other children whom the program's graduateswill serve.

The BEH/DPP staff members hope that you will consider participation
in this vital effort. All of us will look forward to hearing fromyou, and to the opportunity of working with you in the future. Youhave my best wishes for success.

,

S.:pcerely,

L'/(/
dr4iIi W. Martin

Acting Deputy Commissioner
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
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[Sample letter to deans inviting their participation]

.1

Dear:

October 28,1982

I am pleased that you have agreed to participate in my study of
academic innovation and the process of change in hiker education,
using the Dean's Grant Program as the model. An abstract of the study
is enclosed for your information. This study will serve as my doctor-
al dissertation at Fordham University Graduate School of Education,
and has been awarded a grant from the Student Initiated. Research
Program, Special Education Programs, OSERS, U.S. Department of Educa-
tion.

As I indicated on the phone,
methodology, with intensive onsite
data collection. When I visit your
interviews (1-111 hrs) with you, the
faculty member who has been closely
one other faculty member from the
further about the date for my site
tion of the faculty participants.
ab644 setting a date for my visit.

will be using case study research
interviews as the major means of
campus, I would like to schedule
project coordinator, at least one
affiliated with the project, and
"targeted" group. When we talk
visit, we can also discuss selec-
I will contact

I will also be reviewing proposals, progress reports, and other
relevant project and institutional documents and materials. As a
first step, I would appreciate your sending to me copies of your
dean's grant proposals, any reports or materials rests 'ing from the
project, and any descriptive information on the university. A cata-
logue(s) would be especially helpful. I would appreciate your sending
the materials to my home', 106 Morningside Drive, New York, New York,
10027.

Eleven institutions, selected by stratified random sampling
procedures from the national sample, will be included in the study.
If you or any of your colleagues have any questions about this study,
please do not hesitate to call me. My office and home phone numbers
are on my resume, a copy of which is enclosed in order to provide you
with a little more information about my background.
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Let me say again that I an pleased that University
will be part of my study. I appreciate your cooperation and assist-
ance. I look forward to working with you and members of your faculty.

Dissertation Mentor:
Dr. Thomas A Mulkeen
Fordham University
Graduate School of Education

Sincerely,

Angela M. Covert
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[Sample interviewee participation form]

Planned Change in Higher Education
A Study of the Process of Implementation of

Deans' Grants as an Approach to Academic Innovation

Name of Institution:

Interviewee:

Role in Relation to Project:

Comments:

Date:

276
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The purpose of this project is to study academic innovation and
the process of change in higher education, using the Dean's Grant
Program as the model. The study will focus on two central program
areas of dean's grants--faculty development and curriculum revision.

Eleven projects, chosen by stratified random sampling procedures
from the national sample will be included in the study.

Wel.°

A major means of data collection will be through onsite inter-
views with a variey of persons involved with the project.

Your privacy will be protected and all information, opinions, and
attitudes expressed by you will be treated confidentially. Whatever
information you give to the interviewer will not be attributed to you
in reports, nor will it be released to any of your colleagues.

Names of participating institutions and personnel will not be
disclosed. In reporting results of the study, site descriptions,
project personnel, and other descriptive informItion will be masked to
protect confidentiality.

This study will serve as my doctoral d:sseertation at Fordham
University Graduate School of Education, and has been awarded a
student initiated research grant,from the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, Special Education Programs.

I will be pleased to answer any questions about the study.

Please sign below indicating that you have been informed of the
confidentiality of the the study and your willingness to participate.
Thank you.

Name

Institution

Date

Angela M. Covert
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THE DEAN'S GRANT PROGRAM:

AN APPROACH TO ACADEMIC CHANGE IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Angela Manetti Covert
.Fordham University, 1984

Mentor: Thomas A. Mulkeen, PhD

The purpose of this study was to increase understanding of how

academic innovation and .change occur in higher education and the

processes for effectively managing change. The focus of the study was

schools/colleges/department? of education (SCDE). The Dean's Grant

Program (DGP), initiated by the'U.S7' Department of Education in 1975

to assist SCDE to revise their teacher preparation programs in support

of the implementation of PL 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped

Children Act, provided the model for examining the change prodess.

The DGP was designed to support institutional development while at the

same time permitting considerable fle'bility and encouraging faculty

involvement. The study focused spe. on two program' areas

central to most dean's grant projects: faculty development and

curriculum revision.

The basic premises of this study were that change is a comprehen-

sive, interactive process involving individuals as well as organiza-

tional and environmental factors, and that effective implementation of

(0
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academic innovation depends on both the implementation strategy and

the setting,

Case-study methodology was used to develop a comprehensive,

indepth exploration and holistic 'analysis of a set of complex vari-

ables and their interactions. A national sample of eleven dean's

grant projects, chosen by stratified random sampling procedures, was

selected for onsite study. One reason for using case-study methodol-

ogy was.to obtain a close-in, comprehensive view of the projects and

to learn not only about the outcomes, but about the processes and

factors that influenced the outcomes.

Data were obtained from multiple sources: document review,

consultations, interviews, and onsite interviews with project leader-

ship and ,_aculty. Data were analyzed qualitatively, both within-site

and cross-site, leading to zonclusions about the impact of the DGP and

implications for change in higher education.

The case studies demonstrated that change had occurred: faculty

were more aware of and knowledgeable about PL 94-142 and education of

the handicapped, and teacher preparation curricula were being revised

to incorporate content on the handicapped. The studies further showed

that change is a slow and complex process, and that the external

environment, in interaction with the organizational culture, exerts a

powerful influence on change and requires skillful leadership in

managing the change efforts.
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